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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Committee on Environment and Natural Resources (CENR) Task Force on Observations and Data Management

hosted a Global Change Calibration/Validation Workshop on May 10-12, 1995 in Arlington, Virginia. This Workshop
was convened by Robert Schiffer of NASA Headquarters in Washington, D.C. for the CENR Secretariat with a view

toward assessing and documenting lessons learned in the calibration and validation of large-scale, long-term data sets

in land, ocean, and atmospheric research programs. The National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA)/Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) hosted the meeting on behalf of the Committee on Earth Observation

Satellites (CEOS)/Working Group on Calibration/Validation, the Global Change Observing System (GCOS), and the
U.S. CENR.

A meeting-of-experts from the international scientific community was brought together to develop recommendations for

calibration and validation of global change data sets taken from instrument series and across generations of instruments

and technologies. Forty-nine scientists from nine countries participated. The U.S., Canada, United Kingdom, France,
Germany, Japan, Switzerland, Russia, and Kenya were represented.

The Plenary Sessions were convened by Ichtiaque Rasool of the International Geosphere/Canada Biosphere Program

(IGBP) Data and Information Systems in Paris, France. The Oceans Sessions were convened by Richard Reynolds of
the NOAA/National Meteorological Center in Suitland, MD. The Atmosphere Sessions were convened by John Barnett

of the Atmospheric, Oceanic, and Planetary Sciences Clarendon Laboratory in the United Kingdom and Dennis Chesters

of the NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, MD. The Land Sessions were convened by Philippe Teillet of

the Canada Center for Remote Sensing in Ontario, Canada and Forrest Hall of NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center in
Greenbelt, MD.

The Workshop began with the presentation of case studies describing experience in developing long-term geophysical
data sets such as ozone trends, international satellite cloud climatology, blended sea-surface temperature, and land

climate. Splinter sessions (by "traditional disciplines") extended and developed key components from case studies in the
following four areas: atmosphere, ocean, land, and sensors. Findings and recommendations (lessons learned) were

presented by each discipline in the plenary session to the steering committee for integration. The integrated findings are

reported in this Executive Summary. The findings are distinguished into the categories:

• Programmatic Support

• Preflight Calibration

• In-Flight Calibration

• Data Set Continuity and Consistency
• Combining Remotely Sensed and In-Situ Data

For the first listing, each finding is named and briefly described. The Workshop identified 19 key findings. Then the

findings are amplified with a paragraph each on finding Description/Rationale, Example/Experience Validating Finding,
and Benefit of Adoption.

The findings describe attributes of successful measurement program which are precursor research to the study of global
climate change. The Workshop participants find that programs which incorporate most of these attributes will be

significantly more successful in their study of global climate change than programs which include few or none of these
attributes in their design.

Following the Executive Summary is a comprehensive report which documents the reports of the traditional disciplines

to the plenary session, a description of a number of calibration, validation, and data set continuity issues to set the context

and perspective of the meeting, and every invited and contributed case study provided by attendees of the Workshop.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Programmatic Support

Finding I: Programmatic Support for Calibration

Programmatic support for calibration must be an integral part of every operational system:

• Dedicated calibrators and ground truth

• Infrastructure maintenance and upgrades

• Reanalysis ofprelaunch calibration data
• Rederivation of radiances from raw data

• Success in developing new calibration techniques and instrumentation requires a firm funding commitment for
laboratory calibration development.

Finding 2: Calibration by More Than One Group

Calibration and validation by more than one group will improve accuracy of, and confidence in, the sensor performance
and the derived final product.

Finding 3: End-to-End Model Sensitivity Runs

End-to-end sensitivity models are required early in the systems engineering process. The models are needed to establish

instrument performance requirements in terms of derived geophysical parameter requirements.

Finding 4: Establishment of Climate Data Set Panels and Supporting Research Workshops

Climate data set panels, similar to the trend panel for ozone, should be established and convened periodically to critically
review climate data sets. Critical comparisons and standardizations between similar geophysical variables derived from

dissimilar measurement systems and concepts is needed. Periodic workshops should be held to assess, document, and
achieve consensus on necessary standards and techniques.

Preflight Calibration

Finding 5: Early Involvement of Users

Users should be involved early in instrument calibration and characterization activities.

Finding 6: Greater Prelaunch Calibration Effort

Greater prelaunch calibration effort is required to:

• Thoroughly explore and suitably quantify instrument behavior

• Calibrate sensors using physical standards

Finding 7: High Contrast Versus No Contrast Scenes

Sensors are calibrated on "no contrast" scenes, while much of the science data come from high contrast
scenes--resolution of this discrepancy requires further research.

Finding 8: Round-Robin Measurement Comparisons

Round-robin measurement comparisons are essential components for error budget evaluation--consistency may be more
important than "truth" and uncertainty is a more important concept than accuracy.
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In-Flight Calibration

Finding 9: Well-Thought-Out On-Board Calibration Systems

Greater investment in well-thought-out on-board calibration systems is worthwhile; these are frequently the optimum

method for tracking performance.

Finding 10: Capturing Drifts of On-Board Calibrators

The performance of on-board calibrators must be confh'med through ground-based validation. This information should

be incorporated into calibrated radiances in postlaunch processing systems by the data providers.

Finding I I: Potential Benefit of Lunar Observations

Lunar observations may be useful for reflected solar band long-term trending and cross calibration; flight platforms

should be designed to accommodate maneuvers.

Finding 12: Calibration of Direct Broadcast Data

Calibration information for direct broadcast data should be made available in a timely manner either through a data

header, the World Wide Web, or similarly accessible techniques.

Finding 13: More Systematic and Timely AVHRR Calibration

A more systematic and timely on-orbit calibration effort of the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR)

series is encouraged. This may extend to include improved airborne sensor systems for congruent underflights and

comparisons with better-calibrated satellite sensors.

Data Set Continuity and Consistency

Finding 14: Intersatellite Overlap Periods

Overlap between successively launched satellites is necessary for accurate intercalibration, and should be an essential

mission planning factor when seeking accurate long-term records of geophysical parameters. As much as one year of
overlap may be required when data are taken from instruments with a dissimilar design.

Finding 15: Multiple Observing Techniques Offer Increased Parameter Confidence

Observations of a specific geophysical parameter by different techniques on different systems give increased confidence
in its determination.

Finding 16: Geosynchronous Satellite Utility

Geosynchronous satellites may offer utility for diurnal cycle or intersatellite gap correction, though this technique is not

yet fully proven.

Combining Remotely Sensed and In Situ Data

Finding 17: Use ofln Situ Data for Insight, Rather Than Tuning

Satellite and in-situ systems and their data should only be combined for comparing end results and giving insight into
the satellite measurements, not for tuning to "ground truth."
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Finding 18: Ground Test Site Operations

Semi-continuous staff'mg and instrumentation of ground test sites for validation and radiometric calibration is needed.
Systematic use of vicarious data from such ground-based test sites is valuable.

Finding 19: Land Cover Change Detection

Subpixel geometric registration accuracy is required to ensure adequate detection of land-cover properties change.
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NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF RECOMMENDATIONS

Programmatic Support

Finding 1: Programmatic Support for Calibration

Programmatic support for calibration must be an integral part of every operational system:

• Dedicated calibrators and ground truth
• Infrastructure maintenance and upgrades

• Reanalysis ofprelaunch calibration data
• Rederivation of radiances from raw data

• Success in developing new calibration techniques and instrumentation requires a f'wm funding commitment for

laboratory calibration development.

Description/Rationale---Comprehensive knowledge of an instrument's character evolves over time, maturing only years

after launch when the observations have been thoroughly studied, all artifacts explained, the explanations implemented

in improved calibration algorithms, and the algorithms validated. Such an evolving understanding of an instrument can

best be conducted when: (!) comprehensive calibration and characterization data are taken on the ground, both prelaunch

during ambient and thermal vacuum chamber testing and postlaunch for anomaly characterization; (2) well calibrated
collocated, coangular, and coincident in situ, "vicarious," or ground truth observations are obtained; and (3) the

commitment is made to reanalyze calibration data and regenerate radiances from the raw data as necessary to meet

evolving science requirements. Improved geophysical measurements are derived from studies of new dimensions of a

physical scene or improved accuracy in the measurement within an existing dimension. Use of a new measurement
technology or improvement of existing technology requires the supporting calibration capability. The calibration

capability will be present only when a funded work program is present to develop that capability.

Examples/Experience Validating Finding---Currently, more than 15 years after the launch of Nimbus-7, an optimal global
total ozone time series is being produced from TOMS data using Version 7 calibration and retrieval algorithms. The

process of working through the set of released and interim algorithm versions has resulted in the continuous, measurable

improvement of the quality of this very important climate time series. Similar lessons learned have been experienced in
the fields of the Earth's radiation budget, ocean color, and medium/high resolution surface and cloud imaging. TOMS

sensors developed after the Nimbus-7 SBUV/TOMS have required improvements in laboratory characterization and

calibration of their flight diffuer plates.

Benefit of Adoption--The initial data set errors for these instruments usually are controlled by the uncertainty of sensor

performance. Characterization of an instrument in its dynamic orbital environment, and the definitive calibration and
validation of its measurement record, yields the most fundamental tool to the global change researcher. The global

change signal usually is very small and is easily overwhelmed by noise introduced by the sensors or errors introduced

by the algorithms. Consequently, reanalysis of a measurement time series is essential to proper understanding of the

climate change signal in the dataset. These translate directly into improved research results, and increased confidence
in scientific and policy conclusions drawn from studies using the data. Data sets spanning a decade or greater require

several copies of a particular sensor, or multiple sensors of an evolving design. Even in multiple copies of a single design,
the sensors have individual differences. Continuation of laboratory calibration support can provide a common calibration

of each sensor in the series. This common calibration then assists in providing a common and continuous calibration to

the derived climate data set. Implementing this finding requires archival of calibration and test data.

Finding 2: Calibration by More Than One Group

Calibration and validation by more than one group will improve accuracy of, and confidence in, the sensor performance

and the derived final product.

Description/Rationale---Scientific process requires critical assessment and reproducable results. Scientific process hinges
on publication of findings, followed by their replication and cumulative refinement by other researchers using other data

and/or methods. This is equally true for the calibration discipline and validation of remotely sensed data, and the
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instruments used to develop these data. The greater the accuracy needed for a measurement, compared to the "state-of-
the-art," the more important it is to have multiple teams using independent study techniques to identify and remove biases

and ambiguity in the performance of the sensor providing that measurement.

Examples/Experience Validating Finding--The Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment (GOME) flying on ESA's ERS-2

was calibrated by the contractor using flat-plate diffusers. Additional calibrations using NASA's large-aperture integrating
sphere validated these comparisons since both techniques provided radiance calibration constants consistent to within

2 percent. In addition, BRDF measurements of diffuse targets by the NASA and ESA facilities gave consistent results.

This helps ensure that, given postlaunch changes properly accounted for, ozone data sets produced by GOME are
consistent with U.S. UV backscatter measurements.

Benefit of Adoption--The most accurate and valid, and therefore the most accepted, global data will have been examined

by more than one research group. Critical assumptions relating to calibration and retrieval algorithms will be
independently proven. Biases, nonlinearities, and uncertainties will be identified and corrected.

Finding 3: End-To-End Model Sensitivity Runs

End-to-end sensitivity models are required early in the systems engineering process. The models are needed to establish

instrument performance requirements in terms of derived geophysical parameter requirements.

Description/Rationale--Instruments are developed to take measurements, which are in turn fed through a chain of
algorithms, resulting in a description of the state of a geophysical variable, and its uncertainty. The inverse of this

transformation process relates the sensitivity of the physical variable estimate to any, or a set of, instrument design or

implementation details. High fidelity observing system simulation experiments, or focussed sensitivity studies, provide

precise relationships between changes in instrument design and observation. This is useful in the conceptual design, in
the design refinement process paralleling development, and as a diagnostic tool during fabrication, calibration, and
operations..

Examples/Experience Validating Finding--Simulations of orbit, scan pattern and period, instantaneous field of view,
clouds and surface, and retrieval algorithms were central to the selection and refinement of the Clouds and the Earth's

Radiant Energy System (CERES) instrument by NASA/LaRC for EOS. Temporal, spatial, and angular sampling errors

were quantified and minimized in the design process, and accuracy tradeoffs resulting from refinements to the design
to enhance instrument lifetime were facilitated. For the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) for

EOS, NASA/GSFC was able to define acceptable limits of band-to-band misregistration through sensitivity studies using
Landsat TM data, and has used radiative transfer-based simulations to evaluate and approve/disapprove alternative

spectral band passes. Dr. Townshend (University of MD) was able to demonstrate the need for subpixei geometric
registration accuracies in conducting land-cover global change research.

Benefit of Adoption--In the presence of such end-to-end model sensitivity runs, there exist quantitative links between

insmunent design and science requirements. Costs would be saved by relaxing requirements in "tall pole" areas, were

that performance is not essential to the science product. Furthermore, complete analysis of instrument design changes
could result in preservation of data quality due to anticipation of potential consequences.

Finding 4: Establishment of Climate Data Set Panels with Supporting Research Workshops

Climate data set panels, similar to the trend panel for ozone, should be established and convened periodically to critically
review climate data sets. Critical comparisons and standardizations between similar geophysical variables derived from

dissimilar measurement systems and concepts is needed. Periodic workshops should be held to assess, document, and
achieve consensus on necessary standards and techniques.

Description/Rationale---Fusion of data sets from multiple sensors to produce a climate data set merits special and specific

attention. It cannot be accomplished by casual mixing of tables and figures from several scientific papers. The successful
development of climate data sets requires detailed review and critical assessment of the chracteristics and uncertainties

of the individual data sets. Consequently, the construction of important climate data sets should be assigned to a team

of scientific researchers selected specifically for this purpose. Frequently this fusion process requires additional

measurements, comparison measurements, and in some instances, may require development of a sensor to make
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measurements during particular physical circumstances. These investigations usually require advice and input from a
broader science community in thematic workshops.

Examples/Experience Validating Finding--The Ozone Trends Panel, a committee of peers, has been in place for a

decade. The Panel, a mix of theorists and experimentalists, meets every two years and publishes an update to their report.
The Panel provides international leadership and recommends changes in research direction (e.g., the need for improved

inslrument characterization and calibration) when appropriate. The Trend Panel approach has provided a more critical
and to-the-point evaluation of measurements and ideas than has been traditionally provided through the normal peer-

review process.

Benefit of Adoption--A climate data set derived in this method is more accurate due to bettering the oversight and
consensus which is derived from interested scientific researchers working specifically to develop it. The full discussion

and resolution of uncertainties leads to broad scientific acceptance of Panel recommendations. International participation

in process helps enable appropriate political processes when such action is necessary.

Preflight Calibration

Finding 5: Early Involvement of Users

Users should be involved early in instrument calibration and characterization activities.

Description/Rationale--It is very difficult to fully specify the set of desired instrument characteristics. Even the best
attempts are subject to optimistic or divergent interpretations. It is difficult to complement the specifications with more

qualitative descriptive information on the intent of the specifications. By involving the data users directly early in the

process, the instrument builder receives direct, unaltered, and unambiguous guidance as to the users' requirements. An

instrument project scientist with suitable authority and visibility can represent the users.

Examples/Experience Validating Finding--Presence of users in the ATSR calibration program ensured that the

objectives were attained and documented. A strong role by the GOES Project Scientist went a long way towards NASA's

stunningly successful technical achievements with GOES I and J. The NASA management model of a manager keeping
cost and schedule responsibility with an attendant scientist to track conformance to science requirements has been
successful for several decades.

Benefit of Adoption--The result of this involvement is the delivery of instruments that most closely meet the users
requirements and expectations. It also promotes acceptance of the development process by the users, obtaining their

concurrence for all decisions, and their guidance when hard decisions must be made concerning performance versus cost.
The learning curve in understanding on-orbit instrument characteristics also is reduced due to the accelerated

familiarization of the user with the instrument engineering. Resultant improvements in communications across the

engineering-science interface can facilitate the timely and innovative resolution of problems early.

Finding 6: Greater Prelaunch Calibration Effort

Greater prelaunch calibration effort is required to:
• Thoroughly explore and suitably quantify instrument behavior

• Calibrate sensors using physical standards

Description/Rationale---It is insufficient to simply obtain a set of measurements that relate an instrument quantity (e.g.,

detector output voltage) to a stimulus value (e.g., target temperature). It is important that these measurements be repeated

under a wide variety of static and dynamically varying conditions. In this manner, the effects of many individual elements
on the system, and their dependence on the external environment can be documented. Some such observations may not

yield calibration points, but rather simply a deeper understanding of the instrument itself(e.g., how does the measurement

drop off as calibration lamps degrade?). Confidence in calibration of an instrument is enhanced when multiple,

independent calibration techniques produce similar results. Greater understanding of the instrument performance is
needed when the derived data sets will be subjected to quantitative rather than qualitative interpretation.
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Examples/Experience Validating Finding--Two examples where a more extensive calibration effort led to improved
knowledge of, and confidence in, a satellite instrument can be found in the prelaunch calibration of Landsat-4. The

implementation ofa prelaunch calibration test involving the use ofa multiwedge collimator revealed gross inaccuracies
in the Landsat-4 data processing software. In addition, extensive thermal vacuum testing of Landsat-4 revealed a long

time period icing problem.

Benefit of Adoption--Such measurements become invaluable in explaining an instrument's actual on-orbit performance.

The use of physical standards permits the fusion of individual data sets, that have been calibrated to the same physical

standard, with high confidence.

Finding 7: High Contrast Versus No Contrast Scenes

Sensors are calibrated on "no contrast" scenes, while much of the science data come from high contrast

scenes--resolution of this discrepancy requires further research.

Description/Rationale--The process of instrument calibration has traditionally been conducted in a highly controlled
environment, where factors that introduce uncertainty are eliminated to the maximum extent possible. Developing a

transfer from instrument voltages to radiance units is facilitated through the use of a known, uniform and constant source.

Actual observing conditions are highly variable in both space and time. Near-field and out-of-field responses from, say,
clouds for an ocean color imager or ocean for a cloud imager have the potential to greatly contaminate an observation's

radiometry. This becomes a greater concern for observations of high dynamic range by instruments with complex optics.
Careful attention to design and laboratory characterization under a variety of nonuniform illumination sources permits

its abatement during fabrication and possible correction by the ground processing system.

Examples/Experience Validating Finding--Laboratory measurements taken with state-of-the-art imagers, such as the
Sea-viewing Wide Field-of-view Sensor (SeaWiFS) and MODIS, have demonstrated that 10 and 12-bit optical systems

are susceptible to contamination from bright or dark sources near a target of interest. Crosstalk, scatter, ghosting, and
other factors introduce data artifacts. Particulate contamination on-orbit contribute to these effects. Design refinement

can abate these noise sources, but some artifacts inevitably remain to be corrected, documented, or ignored by the data
users.

Benefit of Adoption---By quantifying an instrument's response to high contrast scenes, and by reducing or eliminating

such a near-field or out-of-field response, observations may be corrected for these artifacts. Clouds will not appear

darker, especially near the edges, and ocean color will not be significantly impacted near large cloud decks or coastlines.
Where residual contamination (e.g., near cloud boundaries or coastlines) remains, users, guided by these known

characterizations and their unique study requirements, can select with confidence the amount of data to mask out.
Software corrections for the artifacts may be possible, with physical models of these characteristics.

Finding 8: Round-Robin Measurement Comparisons

Round-robin measurement comparisons are essential components for error budget evaluation---consistency may be more
important than "truth" and uncertainty is a more important concept than accuracy.

Description/Rationale--Earth system science mandates the detection, description, and explanation of change, locally
and globally, over extended periods. This extended spatio-temporal domain ensures that multiple sensors are used for

full spatial, diurnal, and temporal coverage. To make sense of this heterogeneous data set, we should have high

confidence in the consistency of the observations. For change detection, consistency often is more important than the
absolute accuracy of the combined data set. Accuracy usually is established in a measurement by the measurement

uncertainty. Consequently uncertainty usually is the more fundamental quantity and as such is a more important concept
than accuracy.

Examples/Experience Validating Finding--As an example, repeated round-robin campaigns have enabled consistent

calibrations across flight and in situ calibration sources for SeaWiFS. Inconsistencies of up to 5 percent have been
reduced to within i percent.



BenefitofAdoption--Benefitsof general adoption of round-robin comparisons include improved consistency in the

observations (over time and among ground, aircraft, and space-based platforms), more reliable conclusions, and reduced

uncertainty over the veracity of the findings. Consistency among various instruments observing Earth science parameters

which overlap can be significantly improved if the various instruments are calibrated with the same standard. Consistency
of measurements made by several instruments of the same parameter provides confidence in the measurements of other

parameters made by these instruments. Benefit of using uncertainty includes clearer use of language. Additionally, when
we want a 1 to 5 percent measurement, if we continue to use accuracy, we are frequently in error. As the quality of a

measurement improves, the measurement accuracy gets larger, approaching 100 percent and the uncertainty gets smaller,

approaching 0 percent.

In-Flight Calibration

Finding 9: Well-Thought-Out On-Board Calibration Systems

Greater investment in well-thought-out on-board calibration systems is worthwhile; these are frequently the optimum

method for tracking performance.

Description/Rationale--Well-designed on-board calibrators are demonstrating their utility both for carrying absolute
radiometric scales into orbit, and for on-orbit maintenance of the time-series' precision. For many technologies, self

calibration is possible. Others require periodic reference to blackbodies, deep space, the Sun or Moon, or on-board

lamps. Because such on-board calibrators themselves can often degrade over time, a self-monitoring capability is often

a requirement for these systems. Deep space, the Sun, and the Moon are readily available, mainly stable sources than can

be used in common among many programs.

Examples/Experience Validating Finding--The solar diffuser plates on the Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS)
and Solar Backscatter Ultraviolet (SBUV/2) series of instruments have proven invaluable in maintaining the accuracy

and precision of long-term ozone time series. Such diffusers are now routinely designed into many moderate resolution

visible imagers, including those designed for ocean color, UV/ozone, and land cover mapping. Similar calibration with

respect to the Sun has been employed to good effect with the Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE) and ScaRaB
series of instruments.

Benefit of Adoption---Global change observation is limited by our ability to differentiate changes in instrument character

from changes in components of the Earth system. Both are time dependent, and changes in instrument character often
mimic geophysical trends. Only through the use of properly designed on-board calibration systems can we capture these

changes with high accuracy.

Finding 10: Capturing Drifts of On-Board Calibrators

The performance of on-board calibrators must be confirmed through ground-based validation. This information should
be incorporated into calibrated radiances in postlaunch processing systems by the data providers.

Description/Rationale-q3n-board calibrators (e.g., lamps, solar diffuser panels, blackbodies, silicon photodiodes) enable
the on-orbit maintenance of instrument calibration; however, there is evidence documenting the drift of on-board

calibrators and their in-flight monitors. Ground-based validation of the on-board calibrators should be designed to

quantify the drifts of these systems. On-board calibrator drift can be confused with changes in the satellite sensor.

Examples/Experience Validating Finding--A new solar diffuser stability monitor system was flown on the NOAA-9
SBUV/2 sensor. This on-board calibrator system was very noisy during the mission due to an instability of the on-board

light source. Initial ozone data interpretation based on this monitor was wrong due to degradation of the monitor.

Understanding of this design error led to an improved design for NOAA-I !.

Benefit of Adoption--Early detection on the ground of on-board calibrator drift can lead to improved calibrator design.

Realistic uncertainty on calibrator drift improves interpretations of the satellite data set through better understanding of

the data set stability and can reduce misdirected effort in the study of sensor stability which is actually on-board calibrator
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instability.Intheinstancewherethe science product is derived from observations of reflected sunlight when a solar

diffuser is used, the instrument measurements may be virtually independent of instrument changes on-orbit.

Finding 11: Potential Benefit of Lunar Observations

Lunar observations may be useful for reflected solar band long-term trending and cross calibration; flight platforms

should be designed to accommodate maneuvers.

Description/Rationale--The reflectance of the moon remains constant in one part in 109per year, and thus far surpasses

the stability of any on-board or terrestrial target. Periodic reference to the Moon at similar viewing/illumination angles,

or with suitable BRDF corrections, permit instrument calibration to be tracked in a highly precise manner more than

adequate for the most discerning global change research requirements. Similarly, views of deep space provide a dark
current check. Cross-calibration by two or more platforms can be effected without the uncertainties introduced by

differing paths or observing times through the Earth's atmosphere and off the Earth's surface through simultaneous
observation of the Moon. Flight software and hardware must be designed with such maneuvers in mind.

Examples/Experience Validating Finding--To date, no quantitative use has been made of the moon for maintaining the

precision of Earth remotely sensed observations. The SeaWiFS sensor has demonstrated its ability to acquire lunar data
in a prelaunch ground-based test. Observations have begun at USGS in Flagstaff, AZ towards compiling a spectral lunar

reflectance model across one-fourth of a 21-year lunar libration cycle. Precision is obtained through reference to an

ensemble average of stellar observations.

Benefit of Adoption--Lunar observations will permit verification of an instrument's stability, serving either as a stand-

alone in-flight calibrator or as an independent validation of the precision of a calibrated time series. Lunar observations
taken during an instrument lifetime can be used as anchor points tying together time series from multiple instruments

years into the future. Views of deep space provide comparable offset verifications.

Finding 12: Calibration of Direct Broadcast Data

Calibration information for direct broadcast data should be made available in a timely manner either through a data
header, the World Wide Web, or similarly accessible techniques.

Description/Rationale--Typically, sensor characteristics change with time in orbit. These changes may be in the amount
of a few percent yearly; so they can reach l0 percent or more after several years. Scientists getting data in ways other

than through the routine data archives for that sensor will not know the proper characterization and calibration to use for
that data.

Examples/Experience Validating Finding--The NOAA AVHRR sensors in reflected solar bands are believed to

experience 5 to 6 percent degradation per year, and distribution of data sets on tape with current calibration parameters

has not occurred. Researchers have expended significant effort in attempting to supply proper calibration values to their
data sets.

Benefit of Adoption--Research effort by the science community will be focused on geophysical research rather than on

the task of calibration validation. With the accessibility of systems such as the World Wide Web, provision of calibration
data sets and coefficients can be provided in a timely manner at very low cost if advanced planning is done.

Finding 13: More Systematic and Timely AVHRR Calibration

A more systematic and timely on-orbit calibration effort of the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR)

series is encouraged. This may extend to include improved airborne sensor systems for congruent underflights and
comparisons with better-calibrated satellite sensors.

Description/Rationale--AVHRR observations have now accumulated from dual time series of observations, each with

global coverage and prescribed equator-crossing times extending across multiple instrument copies. Until recently, the
data provider has not provided timely calibration information, and data users have been forced to rely on their own

resources to remove time-dependent effects. Coefficients obtained through ongoing calibrations using stable ground
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targets,suchastheLibyandesert,canberapidlydisseminatedthroughtheWorldWideWeb.Thesecanbe periodically

validated through truth measurements obtained through aircraft under flights. A large amount of scientific research is
based on AVHRR observations.

Examples/Experience Validating Finding--Pathfinder activities at NASA, NOAA, and academia have demonstrated that

it is possible to produce timely and valid radiometric calibrations of the AVHRR instrument series, and that there is great
value in the production of radiometrically calibrated AVHRR radiance products for quantitative analysis.

Benefit of Adoption--By rapidly making available to the user community a calibrated AVHRR data record that takes
into account time-dependent radiomelyic effects, the already great value of this instrument will be substantially increased.

Users will be able to access the product and perform reliable global change research from its parameters, with much
reduced contamination from instrument drift. Similar benefits can be realized for other operations imager data sets,

including those in geosynchronous orbit. Scientific effort in the use of the data can focus on scientific understanding
rather than estimating sensor performance.

Data Set Continuity and Consistency

Finding 14: lntersatellite Overlap Periods

Overlap between successively launched satellites is necessary for accurate intercalibration, and should be an essential
mission planning factor when seeking accurate long-term records of geophysical parameters. As much as one year of

overlap may be required when data are taken from instruments with a dissimilar design.

Description/Rationale--Due to finite instrument and satellite lifetimes, and the extended multidecadal nature of global
change research, requisite time series of geophysical products must necessarily be composited across data taken by

multiple individual instruments. Continuity is assured through comparison among data sets chronologically overlapping
each other. For instantaneous observations at identical viewing and illumination angles, surfaces, spectral bands, and

times, such comparisons of direct observables are easily made within timespans of several orbits to one month. Where

geophysical products are from dissimilar measurement technologies, overlaps of much longer periods may be needed
to overcome biases due to seasonal changes and sensor variations.

Examples/Experience Validating Finding--Earth radiation budget measurements taken by the Nimbus-6 and -7 were

compared during a year of overlap using a "parallel orbit" technique. These were then tied to data from ERBE, again

through extended comparison. ERBE data from NOAA-9, -10, and ERBS were combined only after extensive and
prolonged comparisons. SBUV/2 calibration improvements were accomplished with periodic SSBUV shuttle flights of

up to 10-day duration, where the SBUV/2 and SSBUV sensors are of nearly identical design, with nearly identical
observables. In the case where the ozone trends panel used SAGE and SBUV measurements, the comparison involved

many months of data because it was necessary to understand the atmospheric effects which are essential components of

the underlying algorithms used to obtain ozone from the SAGE and SBUV observations.

Benefit of Adoption_Overlapping data sets greatly reduce the possibility of uncertainties in absolute calibration being

misinterpreted as variability on the timescale of the individual instrument records. Comparison between measurements

taken by an instrument after an extended period in space against one recently calibrated also offers an important data

point to verify absolute calibration, and eliminate the potential for confounding on-orbit trends. The net result is the
production of global change data sets extending over decades with higher confidence in the time series' calibration and

validity.

Finding 15: Multiple Observing Techniques Offer Increased Parameter Confidence

Observations of a specific geophysical parameter by different techniques on different systems give increased confidence
in its determination.

Description/Rationale--Remote sensing uses forward or inverse mathematical models to relate measurements to

geophysical quantities. A chain of assumptions, simplifications, approximations, and uncertainties is inherent in this
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process.Bothrandomandsystematic errors can result; these are sometimes undetected. When different observing
techniques are employed, a different, and often independent set of models are employed. Comparison of the retrieved
estimates serves as a strong validation tool.

Examples/Experience Validating Finding---Cloud-top height has benefitted from infrared, lidar, and stereo techniques.
Total ozone retrieval benefits from spectral infrared, ultraviolet, and ground-based techniques. Precipitation measurement

is improved through comparison of GOES infrared, passive microwave, ground-based radar, and rain gauge and space-
based precipitation radar with the launch of TRMM.

Benefit of Adoption--The direct benefit of the use of multiple, partially redundant, technologies for geophysical
parameter retrieval lies in the increased opportunity for validation, and the resultant increased confidence in the data

products on the part of the consumers. Systematic errors are more easily identified and eliminated through a comparison
of such independent techniques. As a result, uncertainties are quantified, and the product can be improved.

Finding 16: Geosynchronous Satellite Utility

Geosynchronous satellites may offer utility for diurnal cycle or intersatellite gap correction, though this technique is not
yet fully proven.

Description/Rationale----Geosynchronous satellites cannot achieve global coverage alone because they remain at a near-

constant point relative to the Earth's surface, and each can only view some 25 percent of the Earth's surface. They are
able to stare at a region continuously and obtain temporal images at frequencies impossible for even multiple satellites

in polar orbit. These measurements, though narrow band, could be used to bridge between sun-synchronous satellite

observations across the diurnal cycle. In the absence of any or sufficient overlap between polar orbiters, geostationary
data may serve as a bridge to transfer calibration from one instrument to another. Their usefulness for global climate
change studies must be investigated.

Examples/Experience Validating Finding---Global cloud and precipitation projects are demonstrating the utility of
geostationary data for calibration transfer, and conversely, for polar orbiters to transfer calibration among geostationary

satellites. Earth radiation budget studies have demonstrated the importance of geostationary data for the generation of

robust diurnal correction models, though the measurements have yet to be assimilated explicitly into description of a
specific day's diurnal cycle.

Benefit of Adoption--The assimilation of geostationary and polar-orbiter data into a consistent description of the Earth,

both in terms of calibration and diurnal cycle, will optimize the information content present in the complementary

observing platforms. Geosynchronous platforms, either dedicated or through a "piggy back" approach on commercial
communications satellites, can provide a unique measurement platform capable of continuous and diverse environmental

monitoring (e.g., lightning, pollution, etc.) at continental scales. Accomplishment of this objective provides better

integration of geosynchronous satellite observations into the NASA Mission to Planet Earth climate change program.

Combining Remotely Sensed and In Situ Data

Finding 17: Use ofln Situ Data

Satellite and in-situ systems and their data should only be combined for comparing end results and giving insight into
the satellite measurements, not for tuning to "ground truth."

Description/Rationale----Ground "truth" is a key element in independent product validation. However, space and ground-
based observations often perceive subtly different, though related, attributes of a variable (e.g., surface skin water
temperature versus temperature measured by a buoy or at the engine inlet; point measurements of rainfall versus area

averages; viewing angle and observer bias differences associated with cloud amount observation). By adjusting (or
tuning) one system to fit the measurements of another, independence of the two systems is lost, and a validation tool is
wasted.
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Examples/Experience Validating Finding--Total ozone measurements are produced using space-based differential UV-

reflectance algorithms. Validation against the ground-based Dobson spectrophotometer network provides a measure of

uncertainty and bias in the field as a whole and of its trend. Because the data are not combined, the integrity of each data
set is preserved.

Benefit of Adoption--ln-situ data are best used to indicate potential problems in the remotely sensed data set. Preserving

the independence of such related data sets provides investigators with a continuing means for product validation and

improvement.

Finding 18: Ground Test Site Operations

Semi-continuous staffing and instrumentation of ground test sites for validation and radiometric calibration is needed.

Systematic use of vicarious data from such ground-based test sites is valuable.

Description/Rationale--Use of data from test sites to validate the sensor performance on-orbit is needed to track changes

in performance. The data from test sites is most useful when the sites are well instrumented and staffed to certify the
characteristics of ground instruments and the test site. Data from test sites which are not carefully instrumented and

staffed, but with characteristics that are known, also can be useful either through a network of sites or through periodic

revisit and recertification of sites. In the validation climate studies for specific parameters, test sites should be chosen

for which the parameter desired can be measured or easily inferred. Test sites which have either stable or well
characterized atmospheric conditions above them may be useful to track top-of-the-atmosphere radiances as well. A

primary benefit for the use of data from instrumented test sites is that the data from that site can be recalibrated

periodically, and thereby used to track the changes in the satellite instrumentation.

Examples/Experience Validating Finding--The Landsat Thematic Mapper and SPOT sensors have been calibrated on-

orbit through the use of overflights of instrumented test sites in New Mexico and Nevada. In both instances, there have

been on-board calibration devices and a prelaunch calibration, but the best calibration has been provided through a test
site which was staffed and instrumented for the occasion. Ozone trends detected by TOMS and SBUV sensors have been

tracked and improved through comparison with the Dobson ozone ground network.

Benefit of Adoption--Sensors that operate without requiring continuous maintenance can be placed at sites which are
not continuously staffed. By matching ground sensor maintenance to staffing assignments, the best use of money and staff

can be used to obtain broadest range of needed science products. A network of sites which are not instrumented, but

which have moderately well-understood characteristics also is useful for trend detection of sensor on-orbit performance.

Finding 19: Land Cover Change Detection

Subpixel geometric registration accuracy is required to ensure adequate detection of land-cover properties change.

Description/Rationale--Change detection of derived biogeophysical properties is more valuable than single observations
for any region. This requires registration between images taken at different times. Change detection is accomplished on

the basis of physical models. Data sets used to initiate and validate those models must be available at a resolution equal

to or smaller than the "grid" resolution of the analysis models to be useful input data to those models. Sensors with an
intrinsic resolution of I X are useful for models with a I X resolution only where the data are registered to about 0.25 X

(or a factor of four or better subpixel registration). Most scenes are nonlinear; consequently, the quantitative

understanding of change within a scene requires data sets with a spatial resolution typical of the decorrelation length of
the information contained within that scene. Otherwise, the nonlinear effects within that analysis model resolution grid

cell may be interpreted incorrectly.

Examples/Experience Validating Finding--Relatively high spatial resolution systems such as SPOT have demonstrated

Landsat images over land are much more complex than appears in the TM products themselves. Similarly, Landsat

images demonstrate the heterogeneity of targets in the AVHRR mosaics that have historically been used to monitor
change in vegetation over the whole globe. Land cover research has a more strict registration requirement due to the

shorter decorrelation lengths for the scenes observed.
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Benefit of Adoption--Subpixel geometric registration of land cover products derived from satellite imagery is necessary

to drive physical modeling of land-surface change models for models with that geometric registration. Failure to provide
that registration limits the models to degraded surface change detection due to the inability to interpret typical

nonlinearity within the scene. The global change research program community can obtain results based on physical
models at the intrinsic resolution of the satellite data.
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1. ATMOSPHERE GROUP SUMMARY REPORT

Participants in the Atmosphere Group included John Barnett, Chair, Clarendon Laboratory, Oxford, UK; Dennis

Chesters, Co-chair, NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD; Phillip Arkin, National Meteorological Center,

Washington, DC; William Chu, NASA/Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA; Ernest Hilsenrath, NASA/Goddard

Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD; Robert Hudson, University of Maryland, College Park, MD; Robert Kandel, Ecole

Polytechnique, Palaiseau, Cedex, France; Christopher Mutlow, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, Oxfordshire, United

Kingdom; Ke'ichi, Okamoto, Communications Research Laboratory, Japan; Nagaraja Rao, National Oceanic and

Atmospheric Administration, Washington, DC; Roy Spencer, NASA�Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, AL;

Jinxue Wang, NCAR/ACD, Boulder, Colorado.

During the previous decade, scientists monitored global change in the atmosphere by developing strategies to determine

variations and trends in temperature, moisture, ozone, clouds, and other parameters, using remote sensing systems on

satellites originally designed to observe short-term phenomena such as the weather. Each discipline struggled to
understand and control the factors that determine our confidence in trend measurements. These factors include:

• Calibration before, during, and after flight

• Observational continuity among overlapping systems

• Validation campaigns and reviews of products

• Reanalysis for corrections and improvements
• A variety of data product-specific issues

With a decade of systematic climate monitoring now behind us, we describe some of the key strategies that have been

successful in each of these five areas, and we make some recommendations for improvement in the future.

1.1 Calibration

The usefulness of space-based data for long-term studies of the Earth requires a well-thought-out program for prelaunch

and postlaunch instrument calibration. Such calibration must have sufficient accuracy so that long-term changes in the

measured parameter can be separated from apparent changes due to differences in instrument calibration or on-orbit

degradation.

1.1.1 Prelaunch

A primary requirement is that instruments be calibrated prior to launch in a manner that relates the instrument calibration

in a repeatable and quantifiable manner to international standards, and enables all relevant aspects of the instrument

behavior to be thoroughly explored and quantified to an accuracy adequate for all purposes for which the instrument

data are required. This implies that a considerably greater effort needs to be devoted to prelaunch calibration than has

generally been the case for many of the instruments currently flying. Furthermore, it is important to maintain consistency
of calibration and instrument or hardware characteristics between different members of a sensor series, and, where

practical, between different types or generations of sensor. Whereas intercalibration in a common facility would be ideal,

a more realistic approach is to require very high standards of calibration at each facility.

1.1.2 Postlaunch

The instrument design should include calibration subsystems that are inherently accurate and have long-term stability.

With some classes of instrument, this can imply substantial additional complexity and cost, but current experience shows

that historically a greater investment in on-board calibration systems would have been well worthwhile. In addition, the

on-orbit calibration procedure needs careful planning prior to launch to ensure adequate observing opportunities

including those over ground calibration sites, lunar viewing, etc., and also an appropriate trade-off between time spent

calibrating and time spent taking geophysical data. On-board calibration systems employing sunlight will degrade;

therefore, a careful design and deployment strategy must be employed.



1.1.3 Documentation

A vital part of both prelaunch and postlaunch calibration is the formal documentation and archival of the calibration

parameters. These documents should be publicly available so that in principle they would enable the postlaunch data

processing to be independently verified with no inside knowledge. In addition, the raw prelaunch data, both from the

instrument and from the external calibration equipment, need to be archived to enable re-analysis (conceivably decades

later) should the effort ever be found necessary. In the case of postlaunch data, the derived calibration quantities (gains,

offsets, wavelength, etc.) should be archived in addition to the raw telemetry and made available in the same way as the
standard geophysical products.

1.1.4 Program Support for Calibration

Historically, the major emphasis on a satellite measurement system has been on the design, fabrication and operations

in space of the system. The prelaunch and on-orbit calibrations received, and still receive less emphasis, especially with
operational systems. Once in operation, the association with calibration becomes tenuous and the infrastructure for

calibrating (particularly that which depends on people) becomes eroded. A major lesson learned is that this infrastructure

must be maintained and even enhanced as instruments become more complex. As with validation against ground "truth,"

calibration must be part of the operational system for the lifetime of that system. Dedicated calibrators and dedicated
validators are as vital as dedicated instrumentalists and scientists!

1.2 Observation Times and Overlap Between Instruments

1.2.1 Orbit Times

The selection of the local time of Sun-synchronous orbits and the launch frequency have had major impacts on the utility

of various data sets for climate monitoring. In particular, the extent by which Sun-synchronous orbits have drifted to

new times (e.g., the Tiros-N afternoon satellites) has considerably degraded the confidence in and utility of long time

series of temperature, ozone, cloud parameters, and rainfall. Unless orbit times can be accurately maintained, derivation
of long-term trends for diurnally varying species will need to rely upon knowledge of that diurnal variation in order for

corrections to be made. In some instances (e.g., cloud parameters), it may be possible to correct for diurnal variations

or intersatellite data gaps with information from geostationary satellites, although this has yet to be demonstrated
successfully.

1.2.2 Overlap Between Instruments

In general, it has been found that at least 1 year of overlap between successively launched instruments is necessary for
accurate intercalibration of geophysical data from satellites, especially if the satellites are at different times in a diurnal

cycle which has a seasonal modulation. This may be difficult or expensive to achieve.

1.3 Validation

Full confidence in the determination of a parameter will generally be achieved only when another determination of the

same parameter is made by a different system, preferably using different techniques. Comparisons of the results by

diverse systems and techniques should reveal any flaws in particular systems which can then be addressed by their

advocates and so lead to a better estimate of the parameter. Ideally, all systems should produce the same quantitative

values (within their error bars), arrived at independently, without any one system being tuned to another. In particular,
comparisons between satellite systems and ground "truth" can give information about the long-term operation of satellite

systems if, and only if, the ground truth system has already produced a credible and well proven data set. This was well

demonstrated by the way that the Dobson/Brewer ozone network was used to help validate the TOMS/SBUV satellite
measurements.



1.3.1 Comparison Campaigns

In addition to long-term measurement sequences at individual sites, field campaigns should be held periodically to

compare satellite systems with a variety of others, including at least some which are well-proven. Campaigns need to

become an integral part of any satellite program to track the time histories of observational differences, whether due

to atmospheric, instrumental, algorithm changes, etc. However, flexibility should also be retained to enable quick and
detailed study immediately after large volcanic eruptions or other unexpected events. The Upper Atmosphere Research

Satellite (UARS) validation effort is a good example of what should be implemented for future observing systems.

1.3.2 Trend Panels

Trend panels should be established and convened periodically to validate the time-dependent geophysical products. A

prime example of this was the Ozone Trends Panel wherein expert instrumentalists, modellers and others jointly

analyzed all aspects of the basic measurements and retrievals to establish the credibility of trends. This paradigm should

be followed for any major parameter of climatic significance and importance.

1.4 Processing Strategies

From the beginning, it must be understood that processing algorithms are mathematical models based on current

knowledge of the instrument, the atmosphere, and also basic physics (such as spectral information) and contain

assumptions and approximations. However, an objective of the EOS and other environmental observing programs is

to improve the knowledge of the atmosphere. Thus, in the course of data interpretation, some assumptions may be found

to be incorrect, and better approximations will be formulated. In the case of the instrument model, new information or

analyses may become available which necessitate rederivation of radiances from the raw counts or even reanalysis of

the prelaunch calibration data.

This implies two things: the processing algorithms will inevitably need to change with time or the primary data product
to be archived must be the raw counts from the instrument. We are particularly concerned that space agencies, in their

emphasis on getting geophysical data to the users in a timely fashion, might accept on-board processing such that the

original data cannot be recovered. Any move in this direction could preclude reprocessing for long-term trend analysis.

It is also important that the processing teams document a complete record of the processing algorithms and any changes

that take place. It was suggested that it might be equally important to archive the personnel who had performed the

processing and any reprocessing; otherwise, the corporate memory that is associated with the data products will be lost.

Recognizing that processing teams cannot perform quality assurance on every piece of data, and that in some areas the

basic assumptions will be qt, estioned, this information about the algorithms should be made available to the general
scientific community in a timely and open fashion, along with the instrument and calibration data and the data products.

1.5 Product Issues

1.5.1 Temperature

Climate monitoring of temperature variations has been successfully demonstrated with the Microwave Sounding Unit

(MSU) and Stratospheric Sounding Unit (SSU) infrared radiometers, and progress is being made with the High

Resolution Infrared Sounder (HIRS-2) infrared sounders, all of which are carried on the Tiros-N operational satellites.

Future instruments (Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit (AMSU) and Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS)) should

provide for a long-term record of global deep-layer temperatures and the limb sounders on the EOS-Chem satellite will

provide higher vertical resolution.

In the case of the MSU, the solar time of observation has emerged as the most troublesome problem, especially the drift

by up to a few hours of the orbit times through the diurnal cycle. Radiosonde data have provided useful independent

validation information, although changes in the sonde system have caused problems and need to be either avoided

altogether (probably impractical), or accurately quantified.



Thereisadefinite lack of upper stratospheric validation information, and this will need to be alleviated to validate the

upper level data from the AMSU, from when it is first launched in 1996. Systems which previously provided such data
(rocketsondes) are no longer operational, and these or comparable systems (e.g., lidars) need to be reinstated and

integrated into an overall satellite global observing system.

1.5.2 Water Vapor

Climate monitoring of water vapor has been demonstrated for total precipitable water over the oceans with the

7-plus-year record of 22 GigaHertz (GHz) Special Sensor Microwave/Imager (SSM/I) data. Infrared-based climate data

sets are being developed (e.g., HIRS-2) for a few deep tropospheric layers, but lack of sensor intercalibration and high

data volume problems have hindered progress. Over 3 years of Special Sensor Microwave/Temperature-2 (SSM/T-2)

183 GHz data appear very promising for monitoring tropospheric layers analogous to the HIRS measurements, but with

the advantage of negligible cloud contamination. In addition, the Stratospheric Aerosols and Gas Experiment (SAGE)
occultation instruments have provided information on climatology and variability above cloud level, and the UARS

results are providing stratospheric measurements spanning several years and EOS-Chem will continue this sequence
after 2002.

The planned future instrumentation (HIRS-3, AIRS, Microwave Humidity Sounder (MHS)) should provide the
necessary information for monitoring water vapor in the troposphere. Validation of climatically critical upper

tropospheric water vapor, however, remains a serious problem. Various in-situ measurement techniques exist for

measurements at very low temperatures and humidities, but routine measurements in selected locations are still required.

Because the infrared and microwave water vapor channels are also sensitive to atmospheric temperature change, the
long-term record of retrieved water vapor depends upon an accurate measurement of temperature trends so that the two
effects can be separated.

1.5.3 Precipitation

Precipitation is notoriously difficult to measure. Passive microwave sensors now flying (SSM/I), and planned for the

future (TRMM Microwave Imager (TM1), Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer (AMSR) Multifreqency Imaging
Microwave Radiometer (MIMR)), will provide a necessary source of routine precipitation information over the oceans.

The less-direct passive microwave estimates over land will require all available rain gauge data to provide most of the

land coverage. The precipitation radar flown on the 3-year Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) mission will
provide essential validation data for the passive microwave methods.

Diurnal sampling issues continue to plague the polar orbiting microwave measurements, with drifting orbits and

differing orbit times adding to the uncertainty in the monitoring of rainfall trends. The geostationary visible and infrared
imagers will help to fill in the diurnal gaps left by the polar orbiters, although quantification of cloud features as

surrogates for rainfall continues to be problematic (although less so in the tropics than at high latitudes). Continuing field

campaigns, with rain gauge and radar observations, will be necessary to resolve the many remaining rain retrieval issues.
All data sources intelligently combined together, however, should provide a reasonably complete record of climatic

rainfall variability for most uses. At this point absolute accuracy of any of these methods, even for globally averaged
rainfall, is probably no better than estimates based upon global heat budget calculations.

1.5.4 Ozone

The measurements of total ozone trends since 1978 have been reasonably successful using back scatter ultraviolet

(BUV) techniques. Problems with instrument degradation were overcome with a variety of techniques in a very detailed

study by the Ozone Trends Panel in the late 1980's. This has led to better management of on-board calibration systems
for the current ozone measurement program to minimize solar degradation. It should be noted that long-term instrument

characterization is not operational, and analysis iterations are required using data intervals of 1 year or more to derive

accurate time dependent corrections to instrument performance. The ozone data series has the advantage of coming from

one class of instruments that will continue with sounders on the Tiros-N satellites, Earth Remote-sensing Satellite-2

(ERS-2), Environmental Satellite (ENVISAT-1), and EOS-Chem. Any systematic biases that might be introduced by
the processing algorithm should not, therefore, affect the ability to detect long-term changes. An effort is now under



waytoensurethatthesenewinstrumentshavecalibrationswhichcanberelatedtothoseofpreviousinstruments.The
needtobeabletoreprocessaftermanyyearsreferredtopreviouslyisexemplifiedbythesemeasurements,sincethere
arenowmovestoreprocesstheNimbus-4BackscatterUltraviolet(BUV)datadatingbackto1970withacalibration
thatisconsistentwiththatofthelaterinstruments.

Theaboveconsiderationsalsoapplytomeasurementsoftheozoneprofileinthestratospherewhichisalsoobtainedby
theBUVtechnique.However,theconfidenceinthetrendmeasurementsoftheprofileissubstantiallyinferiortothat
ofthetotalcolumn.Inaddition,asecondlong-termdatasetisavailablefromtheseriesof SAGEinstruments.There
areothershorterdatasetsfrominfrared(IR)andmicrowavelimbsounders,andsuchinstrumentsarescheduledtofly
ontheEOS-ChemandENVISAT-Isatellites.Becauseofthevarietyofinstrumenttechniques,cross-validationwillbe
animportantconsiderationinthederivationoflong-termtrends.

1.5.5 Clouds and Aerosols

The International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) cloud analysis is based on two channels (visible and

thermal IR window) common to the geostationary and polar orbiting satellites. Significant effort went into normalization

of geostationary radiometers to the afternoon orbiter to tie all instruments to a common standard. Succeeding polar
orbiters were normalized to this standard. This relative calibration standard was tied to an absolute calibration standard

using congruent aircraft flights. The ISCCP is the best calibrated data set of its kind. However, despite the significant

efforts expended, the climate change signal we are searching for is still smaller than the instrument variability and

calibration uncertainty of the currently operating instruments.

In the case of aerosols, a long-term data set exists for stratospheric aerosols (and also the cloud-free upper troposphere)

from the measurements of Stratospheric Aerosol Measurement (SAM 11), Stratospheric Aerosols and Gas Experiment
(SAGE), and SAGE 11solar occultation instruments from 1978 to the present. Future stratospheric aerosol measurements

of the same type will be provided by the EOS SAGE III instruments into the next century. Occultation measurements

are difficult to validate because of poor coverage. Other data for the stratosphere have been obtained from the Polar
Ozone and Aerosol Measurement (POAM) occultation instrument launched in 1993 on the Satellite pour L'Observation

de la Terre (SPOT-3) satellite (with further launches planned in 1997) and from UARS launched in 1991. There will

be other instruments which map aerosol on the Advanced Earth Observation System (ADEOS-1), ENVISAT-1 and

EOS-Chem satellites. Cross validation of the different aerosol products derived from measurements at different

wavelengths and from different techniques is crucial. Balloons and ground lidar also play critical roles.

Tropospheric aerosol measurements will be provided by the EOS AM-I platform by the MISER and MODIS

instruments and by instruments on ERS-2, ADEOS-1 and ENVISAT-1. These tropospheric aerosol measurements will

be primarily research products and there is at present no clear long-term monitoring strategy. In addition, since 1990,

NOAA has generated an operational product of columnar aerosol over the global oceans derived from the Advanced
Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) visible radiance measurements, and the derivation of valid long-term

trends is possible given the ability of operation meteorological satellites to deliver long time series.

1.5.6 Radiation

Accurate determination of the earth radiation budget (ERB) and the cloud radiative forcing (CRF) is essential to

constrain climate models. Monitoring the ERB and CRF components is needed to check how well models simulate

climate anomalies (e.g., El Nifio/Southern Oscillation (ENSO) events) and to help us judge whether model estimates

of climate sensitivity are believable. If the requirements for calibration and overlap stated in Sections 2. I and 2.2 can

be assured for operational instruments (e.g., AVHRR and HIRS), there will be a chance for continuity in the record, even

if based on various narrow bands. With broad band research instruments, continuity (and overlap) are unlikely, but

traceability to absolute standards makes this less critical.

Whether narrow bands (given a sufficient number) or broad bands (with imperfectly flat spectral response) are used,

the determination of"unfiltered" Iongwave and shortwave radiances requires a spectral correction which depends both

on the instrument and on the scene. This spectral correction procedure must be fully documented, archived, and made
available, and the sensitivity of the results to details of the procedure studied. Similarly, the radiance-to-flux conversion

depends both on scene characteristics and on the bidirectional sampling by the instrument/satellite combination.



Sensitivityoftheresults to the algorithm, to assumed scene anisotropy, and to the observing system parameters must
be assessed.

Changes in the observation local times (due to new satellites or orbit drift) introduce jumps or drifts in the record if

diurnal variations are not correctly accounted for, particularly in the shortwave domain where diurnal variation is also

sensitive to the bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF). Moreover, the mean diurnal cycle is itself a

climate parameter of interest. More use should be made of data from the geostationary satellites, and the sensitivity of
products to the diurnal correction algorithm must be assessed.

The above discussion applies to the ERB (and CRF) components at the top of the atmosphere. Within the atmosphere

and at the surface, the problem is no longer one of sampling (of spectrum, angles, times) but rather a remote sensing

question, dependent on determinations of temperature, humidity and cloud properties as a function of space and time.

Important to our understanding of the radiation balance is knowledge of the changes in the solar radiation at the top of
the atmosphere, both in total and spectrally resolved. The Active Cavity Radiometer lrradiance Monitor (ACRIM) and

ERB series of satellite instruments have obtained an unbroken series of measurements since 1978, but satisfactory trend

determination depends upon overlap since the differences between instruments, even after careful precalibration, is

typically comparable with or larger than the trend to be measured. Long-term measurements are, therefore, vulnerable
to a gap in the sequence.

1.5.7 Trace Species

An examination of the instruments which measure trace species, scheduled for launch in the next decade, indicates that

they are mainly for research rather than monitoring. Thus, the scientific community will be faced with obtaining long-
term trends from disparate instruments, with limited overlap periods and data gaps for many species. These instruments

will have different spectral ranges, wavelength resolution, altitude and spatial resolution. For example, the Measurement

of Pollution in the Troposphere (MOPITT) on EOS AM-1 will provide global measurements of tropospheric CO profiles

and total column amounts of CO and CH 4 from 1998 to 2004. From 2002, the Tropospheric Emissions Spectrometer

(TES) on EOS-Chem will make measurements of the same species using a different technique, and there will inevitably

be differences which may be inseparable from any trend, even after cross-validation. NO2 provides another example:
there is a sequence of profile measurements since the 1970's including from the LIMB Infrared Monitor of the

Stratosphere (LIMS,) SAGE I, SAGE 1I, Solar Mesospheric Explorer (SME), Atmospheric Trace Molecules Observed

by Spectroscopy (ATMOS), and UARS instruments, but at a variety of local observation times. NO2 exhibits a very

strong diurnal variation, which makes it very difficult to merge these data into a single homogeneous time series.

This committee recommends that a working group be formed to determine to what extent precise long-term data records

can be obtained for trace species under these circumstances. It is particularly important for this study to be made as soon

as possible. Part of this activity should be to address for which species global space-based monitoring is needed and for
which a more limited observation set of ground-based profiles or total columns (e.g., through the Network for Detection
of Stratospheric Change (NDSC)) is sufficient.
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2. OCEANS GROUP SUMMARY REPORT

Participants in the Oceans Group included Richard Reynolds, Chair, NOAA/National Centers for Environmental
Prediction, Camp Springs, MD; Curtiss Davis, Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, DC; David Halpern, Jet

Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, CA.

2.1 General Ocean Recommendations

Ocean parameters measured from satellites include sea level, winds, ocean color, and temperature. The measurement

of sea-surface temperature (SST) is presently the most important variable because it has been observed from satellites

for the longest period and is of direct significance in determining long-term global temperature trends. Because of this

importance of SST, it has been given greater attention. Thus, this section is divided into general recommendations for
all sensors and specific recommendations for SST. The final section includes specific recommendations for ocean color.

For any climate study, biases in satellite data are unacceptable and must be eliminated. Because of these and other errors,

it is important that the data be maintained in an archive which includes the original observations and any meta data. Our

experience has clearly demonstrated that errors occur to the satellite data and that it is necessary to be able to correct

them. This archive would allow and require reprocessing.

Another possible error in longer records of ocean quantities may occur as instruments age and are replaced by new
instruments on different satellites. To maintain the consistency of the satellite observations, it is important that the old

and new instruments be cross-calibrated and validated for an extended period. A 1-year period is suggested to allow

comparisons over an annual cycle.

To improve the accuracy of satellite observations, it is also necessary to verify and, if necessary, to recalibrate these data

against in situ data. However, it is important to recognize that in situ observations have their own errors. These errors

can be reduced by careful comparison of the in situ data with other in situ measurements. This is of particular

importance in ocean measurements where in situ data are often deployed and never recalibrated. It is recommended that

in situ instruments be designated as critical in several locations and carefully maintained over multiple satellite missions.

It is also important to continue to develop instrument designs which optimize the desired measurement. Often calibration

and validation by more than one group can improve the accuracy of the final product, in addition, it is important that

instrument climate drift be minimized. Early user involvement can help optimize instrument design and define meta data

requirements.

The best product for climate purposes may be a product combined from different satellite instruments and different in

situ data. Careful combination of these fields can lead to an improved product which can utilize the strengths of different

sensors and minimize the effects caused by satellite instrument changes. For this purpose, the archives of different

instruments should be designed to augment the combination of data.

2.2 SST Recommendations

An example of the size of the biases for SSTs is shown in Figure 1. The two curves in the figure show the average

weekly in situ and nighttime AVHRR SST anomaly. The drop in the satellite SST anomalies in July ! 991 is due to the

impact of the stratospheric aerosols from the June 1991 eruptions of Mt. Pinatubo on the AVHRR operational SST

retrievals. This resulted in negative satellite SST biases. The figure shows that the magnitude of the average satellite

bias exceeded I°C from July to September 1991. In the beginning of October, a new satellite algorithm was

implemented which allowed a partial correction of the negative satellite biases. The remaining satellite biases gradually

disappeared by April 1992 as the aerosols dissipated. (Additional details can be found in Reynolds, 1993.)
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Figure 1. Time series of in-situ (ship and buoy) and nighttime A VHRR SST

anomaly. The anomalies are averaged from weekly data between 20°S and
20°N.

Because of these biases, the National

Environmental Satellite, Data, and

Information Service (NESDIS) is

undertaking the development of

procedures to correct SST retrievals
for aerosol radiative effects. These

procedures will be implemented to

reprocess the AVHRR satellite
retrievals during periods of high

volcanic stratospheric aerosols. These

periods would include the El Chich6n

(1982-83) and Mt. Pinatubo (1991-92)

periods. The procedures for these
corrections include determination of

aerosol characteristics such as size,

composition, etc. The aerosol

correction techniques would be
maintained in state of readiness so that

they could be operationally

implemented when needed. This effort
should be encouraged.

A combined SST product using in situ

and AVHRR satellite data has already

been developed at the National

Meteorological Center (NMC) (see

Reynolds and Smith, 1994). A further

improvement of this analysis can be

done by using Along Track Scanning
Radiometer (ATSR) data. This

instrument uses a dual scanning

technique to eliminate sensitivity to

the aerosols shown in Figure 1.
However, both of these instruments
use infrared detectors which cannot

provide SSTs in cloud areas. Thus, the

use of a microwave SST sensor, which can provide SSTs in cloud-covered regions, could provide more continuous

coverage in both space and time. However, the microwave cannot provide the resolution of the other products and the
ATSR cannot provide the coverage of the AVHRR. Thus, a new combined product could provide the best SST product.

Before combining different satellite SST products, it is crucial to carry out intercomparisons to determine how best to

balance the strengths and weakness of each type of data. For these intercomparisons, it is important that the SSTs be

the same type. At this time, the AVHRR retrievals produced by NESDIS provide a "bulk" temperature while the ATSR
retrievals provide a "skin" temperature. All satellites, including microwave, actually measure a skin temperature. The

NESDIS AVHRR retrieval is converted to a bulk temperature by regression against in situ SST from selected buoys.
Accurate conversion between skin and bulk can be done with a model which requires knowledge of the wind stress and

the net heat flux at the air-sea interface. Comparisons between different satellites should be done using the directly

measured skin temperatures, intercomparisons of satellite SSTs by first converting the skin to a bulk temperature is less

direct and may introduce errors because of the conversion. However, satellite SSTs must also be converted to bulk

temperatures to facilitate direct comparison with in situ bulk SSTs. This is necessary because the number of in situ skin

measurements is very much sparser than the number of in situ bulk measurements. Furthermore, the conversion allows

the satellite measurements to be included in the long-term climate record of in situ bulk SSTs.

An estimate for the present accuracy of SSTs was determined from the weekly l-degree NMC SST product using

independent buoy SSTs in the Equatorial Pacific. These results showed errors of 0.3°C in the western Pacific and 0.6°C



inthe eastern Pacific. Reynolds and Smith (1994) produced an error estimate for the first-guess of the analysis. Although

this is an error parameter for the analysis, it can be used to provide an estimate of the relative increase of SST error that

can be expected between the tropics and the extratropics. In particular, errors in the Gulf Stream and Kuroshio can be

expected to exceed the western tropical by a factor of between three and four. This increase is due to the greater SST
in the extratropics which is more difficult to sample in space and time.

To obtain accuracy SSTs from satellites it may be necessary to balance requirements for bias and scatter. Thus, for

example, the SST bias error may be improved during periods of atmospheric aerosols. However, the correction of the

bias is often accompanied by greater scatter in the individual retrievals. This occurs because of errors estimating the

aerosol composition and particle size. For some studies, for example analysis of ocean features, this increase in the

scatter may not be acceptable. However, for climate studies, biases should be kept as below 0.3°C in the tropics to avoid

obscuring climate signals.

2.3 Ocean Color Recommendations

The goal of ocean color is to make a decade long data set of ocean optical properties and phytoplankton biomass and

productivity to assess the impact of global change on the ocean food web and to assess the effect of changes in energy

absorption, CO2 uptake, or dimethyl sulfide production by the marine food web which may dampen or accelerate global

change. The observable changes will be in the range of a few percent per decade, and to observe those features requires

a data set that is reasonably accurate and highly consistent. However, the global data set must be pieced together from

data from a series of international satellites each with a unique design and with its own calibration and validation

procedures. To achieve the required combined data set--production of one or more products for the decades long time

period which can be used to assess global change--requires excellent calibration and validation, reference to a common

standard, and standardized processing.

Comparison of data from different satellite instruments should be at the radiance level. A long-term radiance data set

could be used for the determination of phytoplankton variability by applying the same model to the radiance data. Many
models can be tested using a large, long time series data base of in situ measurements as a reference for assessing the

success of the models. The models may not be perfect, but if it is applied uniformly they should show trends over time.

A key point for developing a long-term global ocean color data base is that all of the sensors be calibrated against the

same radiance standard or standards that are intercompared and shown to agree to within a percent or two. In situ

instruments that will be used to collect validation data sets should be calibrated against the same standards. The Sea-

viewing Wide Field Sensor (SeaWiFS) and Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) projects have
initiated such an intercalibration program, and are working to include international partners who are building ocean color

sensors or collecting validation data. This is a good approach that should be continued and expanded. Ideally the

standard should be the Sun. This may require better diffusers, or at a minimum a better characterization of the present

diffusers and standardization of the methods for using them.

Large long time series reference data sets are essential for the validation of radiance data and calculated products such

as chlorophyll and primary production. Again, there must be a concerted effort to compare techniques, evaluate blind

standards and otherwise show that all of the data in the international data base is comparable. The Joint Global Ocean

Flux Study (JGOFS) program is developing a standardized data base for chlorophyll and primary production
measurements that will be useful for this purpose.

2.4 Other General Comments

This discussion on ocean recommendations has been strongly motivated by climate requirements. However, in the

present environment of restricted funding, it is important to combine climate and weather requirements as much as
possible to increase chances for financial support.



3. LAND SURFACE GROUP SUMMARY REPORT

Participants in the Land Surface Group included Philip Teillet, Chair, Canada Centre for Remote Sensing, Ottawa,
Ontario, Canada; Forrest Hall, Co-Chair NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD; John Townshend,

University of Maryland, College Park, MD; Joseph Cihlar, Canada Centre for Remote Sensing, Ottawa, Ontario,

Canada; Christopher Brest, NASA/Goddard Institute for Space Studies, New York, NY; and Gideon Kinyodah, Kenya

Meteorological Department, Nairobi, Kenya

3.1 Introduction

This paper summarizes the deliberations of the land panel that met during the workshop. It outlines some of the key

issues and makes recommendations with respect to the calibration and validation of global, long-term, land surface data

sets based on satellite observations of the Earth. Global monitoring by satellite sensors combined with a network of

surface observations may be considered to be the only feasible approach for the measurement and long-term monitoring

of terrestrial parameters needed by scientific investigators and decision makers around the world. The challenge is to

ensure that such measurements yield self-consistent and accurate geophysical parameters over time, even though the

measurements are made with a variety of different instruments under different observational conditions. Hence, sensor

calibration and data product validation are critical aspects of Earth observations if they are to show terrestrial processes

as they really are and if they are not to be compromised by sensor and data processing effects.

While satellite data requirements of the land surface are often driven by the need for biophysical and climatological

information, the scope of the land panel discussions focused primarily on relative and absolute sensor calibration to

top-of-the-atmosphere quantities in physical units and subsequent correction to surface reflectance or temperature. The

discussions emphasized radiometric calibration and it was beyond the scope of this particular forum to address the

important topic of spectral calibration and characterization. Other papers in these proceedings address derived product

validation issues. After an outline of calibration requirements, the paper goes on to summarize discussion highlights

under the headings of existing sensors and data sets, future data sets from existing sensors and follow-on sensors from
the same series, and anticipated sensors and data sets. Finally, some general recommendations are made in addition to

any specific ones made in earlier sections.

3.2 Requirements

Land satellite data requirements are largely driven by the need for long-term monitoring of land surface parameters to

determine surface condition and to detect change, and inputs to regional and global carbon, energy and water process

models. An initial documentation of these requirements was made by remote sensing and modeling groups at the 1992

workshop of the International Satellite Land Surface Climatology Project (ISLSCP) (Sellers et al., 1995; Hall et al.,

1995). A compilation of parameter requirements encompassed parameters such as land-cover type, biophysical
characteristics (biomass, fraction of absorbed photosynthetically active radiation (FAPAR), leaf area index (LAI),

surface roughness), albedo, surface radiation, and surface energy balance. Spatial and temporal resolution requirements

vary, ranging from 250 m to 100 km and from every 6 hours to annual, respectively. Specific accuracy requirements

for these parameters were also defined at the ISLSCP workshop based on the sensitivity of models to the various

parametric inputs. Additional end-to-end model sensitivity analysis is needed to translate the parameter accuracy
requirements into requirement specifications for surface reflectance.

The land panel feels that it should be within the capability of current calibration and atmospheric correction techniques

to resolve relative changes at the pixel level on the order of 20 percent in vegetation visible reflectance (1 percent

absolute change) and about 5 percent in near-infrared reflectance (2 percent absolute change). This would translate to

a change in Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) of approximately 0.1 or 10 percent and, hence, to

accuracies of about 10 percent for FAPAR and LAI. With known emissivities and accurate atmospheric temperature

and humidity profiles, it should be possible to recover land surface temperatures to within 0.5 Kelvin at 30 degrees

Celsius. While aggregations ofpixels can further improve the aforementioned accuracies, there will still remain the issue

of how accuracies scale from specific values of individual pixels to the regional and global levels used by modelers.
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Anadditionalrequirementisthatofsubpixelgeometricregistrationaccuracytoensureaccuratedetectionofchange
(Townshendetal.,1992).The fine scale of land cover properties means that, without such fine scale, many of the

observed differences will be spurious. It is also important to note that, even with perfect geometric registration, there
will still remain the issue of variable pixel size as a function of view angle and instrument.

3.3 Existing Sensors and Data Sets

The satellite data record goes back to 1972 in the case of Landsat. Valuable support data are provided in terms of time

series and validation data sets from the high spatial resolution Landsat sensors (Multispectral Scanner (MSS} and

Thematic Mapper (TM)) and the SPOT Haute Resolution Visible (HRV) sensors. The global record is best represented
by the AVHRR data sets from NOAA's series of satellites extending back to 1981.

An overview of global data sets for land applications from the AVHRR is provided by Townshend (1994). These data

sets vary significantly in spatial resolution (from 1 km to very coarse resolutions of 15 km and greater) and in the

processing algorithms involved in their generation. The main lessons learned in the creation of global data sets from
the AVHRR are discussed by Justice and Townshend (1994) and listed in Table I of that paper. The list includes two

points pertinent to calibration and validation: globally comprehensive long-term, well-calibrated and characterized

reflectance or radiance values of the sensor are the most important properties of remotely-sensed data sets for global

change research; and the usefulness of global data sets is greatly inhibited by a lack of validation of the basic data sets
and derived higher level products.

3.3.1 How Well Have the Requirements Been Satisfied?

With the exception of specific intensive field campaigns and certain Pathfinder data sets, calibration accuracies and

continuity have not been pursued for Landsat-I through -5 MSS data for almost a decade. The problem of

cross-calibrating the Landsat MSS sensors and accounting for drift in sensor characteristics has been studied most

extensively by Markham and Barker (1987). They found that postlaunch intercomparisons of the calibrations for the

Landsat-2 to 5 MSS sensors agree to within 12 percent and that the calibrations tend to degrade as the sensors age.

An onboard internal calibrator system based on radiance lamps has been used to try to maintain the calibration of the

Landsat-4 and -5 TM instruments. Data processing systems around the world have used these calibration lamp signals
on a frame-by-frame basis to generate calibrated TM products. However, recent vicarious calibration results from White

Sands indicate some drift in the Landsat-5 TM calibration that is not being captured by the onboard system and

subsequent processing (Thome et al., 1993). Investigations involving the quantitative use of TM data over time will be
significantly affected by this drift. Systematic vicarious calibration of the TM instrument should lead to sensor radiance

accuracies on the order of 2 to 3 percent (Slater et al., 1987). In the absence of a reliable sensor calibration for TM data,

some investigators have resorted to the use of empirical techniques that provide data calibration to surface reflectance,

usually based on assumptions about the radiometric characteristics of pseudo-invariant reference targets. An advanced

and promising form of empirical technique is that of radiometric rectification, which has the potential to approach 1
percent accuracy in surface reflectance units in the visible and near-infrared (Hall et al., 1991).

Radiometric calibration of the SPOT HRV instruments is based on a weighted blend of relative and absolute methods

(Gellman et al., 1993) and is deemed operational. Calibration coefficients are provided to users with the image products.

Uncertainties in these coefficients are estimated to be on the order of ±3 percent for SPOT-I HRV-I, for example

(Santer et al., 1992). Although user requirements in terms of calibration accuracy are not yet being met, valuable
experience is being gained in the process.

The two shortwave channels of the NOAA AVHRR instruments have been radiometrically calibrated prior to launch

but there have been no onboard systems to provide postlaunch calibration updates. Because of the widespread and

continuous use of AVHRR data for regional and global studies, considerable effort has been devoted to arriving at

postlaunch calibration updates (Teillet et al., 1990; Rao and Chen, 1994), with particular emphasis on the temporal

behaviors of the NOAA-7, -9, and -11 AVHRRs. However, much of this effort has been experimental in nature and the

transition to systematic calibration updates for operational use has been slow. In the interim, many operational users

have adopted AVHRR calibration coefficients based on desert-site methodologies that are deemed to be better than the
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useofprelaunch coefficients (Teiilet and Holben. 1994; Rao and Chen, 1994; Cihlar and Teillet, 1995). It is estimated
that current sensor radiance calibration uncertainties for the AVHRR shortwave channels are on the order of 7 to 9

percent absolute. It is not known if these uncertainties are valid at the lower end of the radiometric dynamic range.

The recent AVHRR Pathfinder calibration activity represents the first concerted effort to establish a calibration on the

part of some of the researchers involved (Rao and Chen, 1994). Another notable effort is that of the ISCCP, which
recognized many years ago the importance of calibration to produce a good operational product and devoted the

necessary time and effort accordingly (Brest and Rossow, 1992).

3.3.2 What Needs to be Done?

A program of retrospective vicarious calibration is in order for the Landsat MSS data record, making use of relevant

test sites and any available ancillary data. Wherever possible, MSS and TM image pairs for the same locations and time

should also be used. This program could be undertaken by an agency such as the EROS Data Center, Sioux Falls, South
Dakota.

Operational providers of Landsat TM data should be advised of the calibration degradation which is not being captured

by the onboard system. The White Sands calibration work should be consolidated and also enhanced by additional

calibration information based on darker targets. The combination of vicarious calibration and empirical radiometric
rectification techniques can be used to produce retrospective Landsat data sets in surface reflectance units.

The NOAA-14 AVHRR postlaunch calibration needs to be established on an urgent basis. The NOAA-I I AVHRR

calibration record needs to be completed as soon as possible. Postlaunch calibrations for the NOAA-8, -10, and -12

AVHRR instruments have yet to be done and should be carried out as soon as possible. The postlaunch calibration

characterizations for the NOAA-7, -9, and -i I need to be more widely disseminated internationally and also made
available on the World Wide Web (WWW).

Global AVHRR data sets should benefit from state-of-the-art techniques for cloud screening, atmospheric and
bidirectional corrections, and compositing. Emphasis needs to be placed on the global acquisition and availability of

atmospheric water vapor content and aerosol parameters such as optical depth, which is more difficult to obtain over
land than over oceans from satellite data sources

3.4 Future Data Sets From Existing Sensors and Follow-on Sensors From the Same Series

For the high spatial resolution sensors such as the Landsat TM and the SPOT HRV, the key lies in instituting systematic

calibration updates based on vicarious methodologies such as the White Sands approaches. Attention also needs to be

paid to the lower end of the dynamic range. Equally important is the necessity to make the calibration updates known
and to provide ready and easy access to them so that operational processing can be done in the most accurate manner.

With respect to the AVHRR series of sensors, a more systematic and timely effort by the instrument provider is to be

encouraged. A new airborne sensor system for congruent underflights would be extremely valuable and would provide

better and cheaper results in the long run. Cross-calibrations between AVHRR and same-day imagery from other, better

calibrated sensors should become more viable with the advent of many new satellite instruments over the next few years.

Consideration should also be given to the semicontinuous staffing and instrumentation of test sites, if the sites are

well-chosen and properly used and if the funding is shared by many agencies, such an effort would benefit the

radiometric calibration of most spaceborne Sensors used for quantitative work. It would make it possible to provide

near-real-time calibration to users who need it and would be a significant step in the direction of real-time calibration.

3.5 Anticipated Sensors and Data Sets

Over the course of the next few years, a significant number of satellite instruments will be launched with a primary

mission to acquire land surface data. When it finally crystallizes, the next Landsat will likely carry an enhanced version
of the very successful TM instrument. The SPOT-4 mission includes the VEGETATION sensor, a cross between the
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SPOTHRVandNOAAAVHRRconcepts,intendedforbroadscalemonitoringofvegetation.TheNOAAAVHRR
serieswill befollowedin duecoursebya newgenerationof operationalmeteorologicalinstrumentsthatwill
undoubtedlybeusedtoacquiregloballanddatasets.Scheduledforlaunchin1998,theEOSAM-1spacecraftwillcarry
severalinstruments,mostnotablyMODIS,(Runningetal.,1994),whichwillcontributetoland,oceanandatmosphere
investigations.Shortlyaftertheturnofthecentury,ADEOS-2willcarrytheGloballmager(GLI),anotherbroadscale
sensordedicatedtolandandoceanremotesensing.

Whileeachoftheseforthcomingsensorswillprobablyfindanicheintermsofprovidingspeciallanddatasetsthatonly
theycanprovide,therewillalsobecertaingeophysicalparametersthatallofthemwillbecalledupontoprovidedespite
significantdifferencesinsensorscharacteristics.The most common denominators in this regard are likely to be surface

reflectance and derived parameters such as vegetation indices. Self-consistent results will only be possible with

well-organized calibration/validation efforts.

The panel discussions did not devote a lot of time to future sensors, but a few calibration/validation points were

highlighted: careful prelaunch sensor characterization; stability of orbits, sensors, calibration sources and methods; use

of the Sun as the ultimate reference source (experience to date indicates that on-board calibration using the Sun or Moon

as a reference standard is essential to meet the strict calibration requirements); regular and systematic sensor

intercomparisons; well-developed atmospheric correction algorithms; increased development of the validation

component.

3.6 General Recommendations

The recommendations in this section are in addition to those made in earlier sections. Moreover, as with the

deliberations of the land panel at the workshop, they pertain primarily to the calibration/validation of sensor data

products as opposed to land surface parameters derived or modeled on the basis of the satellite data.

3.6.1 Calibration/Validation Activity Recommendations

It is recommended that prelaunch sensor characterization and postlaunch processing capability to level-IB radiance be

the responsibility of the instrument provider. There is a concern that no provision is being made to provide level-1B data
from Landsat-7.

Prelaunch round-robin measurement and methodology comparisons should be considered essential components for

obtaining realistic uncertainty estimates. Calibration standards are not always handled the same way and error analyses

can take varying approaches. Participants should include national standards laboratories, satellite instrument providers,
and key experts such as those from the University of Arizona and the NASA/GSFC.

it is recommended that more systematic use be made of vicarious calibrations based on ground test sites. Considerable

research is being done in the area of vicarious calibration but, with few exceptions, operational users are not benefiting
from it.

It is recommended that a much greater effort be devoted to timely and ready access to documentation, data, metadata,

and information on sensor characteristics and all relevant related calibration/validation. Instrument and data providers

should also clearly identify individuals associated with various aspects of their operations so that users can readily
contact appropriate personnel.

3.6.2 Data and Processing Recommendations

There should be less time elapsed between the development of state-of-the-art processing standards and techniques and

their operational use in the processing of global data sets. CEOS is in a position to tackle this issue.

It is recommended that standing committees of international experts be established by the instrument providers to
maintain calibration/validation for each particular instrument. Part of each committee's responsibilities would be to host
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periodicworkshopsto assess, document, and achieve consensus on state-of-the-art standards and techniques for

improving the processing stream for land sensor data.

An international workshop should be convened by NOAA/NESDIS or by the Earth Resources Observation Systems

(EROS) Data Center to recommend an improved algorithm string for the reprocessing of the existing AVHRR data set,

including radiometric calibration, cloud screening, atmospheric and illumination corrections, directional and topographic
corrections, and geometric resampling and remapping. This algorithm string should be used to reprocess existing global

AVHRR data sets, and the products carefully evaluated with respect to the accuracy of retrieved surface reflectances.

Processing algorithms should be developed and applied in such a way as to make retrospective and future data sets as

consistent as possible. Detailed comparisons and standardizations are needed between similar geophysical parameters

derived from dissimilar measurement systems and concepts. An end-to-end systems analysis is recommended to ensure

the consistency of accuracy requirements specifications from sensor data through to geophysical parameters and on to

information products. The analysis should include elements such as radiometric and spectral calibration,

atmospheric/illumination/bidirectional/topographic corrections, geometric resampling and remapping, cloud screening,

temporal compositing, etc.

Algorithm research and development are needed to ensure the proper and accurate integration of muitisource remotely

sensed and other types of data from radiometric, spectral, and spatial perspectives. Remote sensing instruments acquire

imagery in very specific modes and geometries that have direct impact on the radiometric character and information
content of geophysical parameters derived from Earth observation data.

A concerted effort is needed to make critical ancillary data more available and accessible. A case in point is the

availability of digital terrain elevation data on a global basis with sufficient quality and accuracy. Efforts in this regard

have escalated recently, but only after considerable pressure by the user community. Other data sets of wide interest and

applicability in support of Earth observation, in general, and calibration/validation, in particular, include land cover,

atmospheric parameters, and surface emissivity.

Sample data sets, accuracy assessment products, and algorithm benchmark/test data sets should be generated and made

available to operational data providers and users to facilitate their product validation. Different processing systems

seldom give identical products from the same source of sensor data. Based on past collaborations with respect to
AVHRR processing, it is suggested that the Canada Centre for Remote Sensing and the EROS Data Center could

undertake this type of work.

3.7 Concluding Remarks

From a technical standpoint, most of the recommendations in this paper are not new ones. They are known to be vital

if new and historic satellite data are to provide a quantitative, long-term record of land surface parameters and global

change. Scientific and technological knowledge and expertise have matured to the point where sensor calibration and

data product validation are approaching the levels necessary to meet user requirements. Perhaps what has been missing

is a general appreciation of the importance of precise radiometry and the resources needed to achieve it in platform,
sensor, and processing design and development. The necessary resources are as much in the realm of collaborations and

infrastructures as they are human and financial. An international body such as CEOS can exert considerable influence

on the establishment of calibration/validation standards and methods for satellite sensor data and derived geophysical

parameters. CEOS can bring to the global community the weight of conviction necessary to make adequate funds
available to achieve these standards.
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4. SENSORS GROUP SUMMARY REPORT

Participants in the Sensors Group included Bruce Guenther, Chair, NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD;

Jim Butler, Co-Chair, NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD; Philip Ardanuy, Hughes STX, Greenbelt,
MD; Ernest Hilsenrath, NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD; Nagaraja Rao, National Oceanic and

Atmospheric Administration, Camp Springs, MD; Philip Slater, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ; Michael Weinreb,

NOAA/National Environmental Satellite, Data, and Information Service, Washington, DC; and Christopher Mutlow,
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, Oxfordshire, United Kingdom.

The Sensors Group recommendations are segmented into two areas: prelaunch in the laboratory and on-orbit within the

sensor, and postlaunch using auxiliary data sets taken together with sensor data. The Sensors Group believes that the

primary responsibility of a flight program is the development and distribution of the calibrated and Earth-located sensor
data set.

4.1 Laboratory Preflight Calibration/Characterization

The Group is certain that funds used on characterization and calibration during the development of a sensor ultimately
saves money by providing a data set that can be used by the science community with a minimum of resources necessary

for validation of those data sets. The science data users frequently must commit significant resources to validate or

recalibrate the data set before they can use it to produce geophysical data products, when the sensor is poorly calibrated.

Instrument calibration capabilities and facilities should be maintained over the long term. Presem procedures rely

primarily on instrument contractors for calibrating instruments. Experience, capabilities, and facilities often disappear
after projects end. Therefore, new projects have to re-establish and relearn what has been lost. Loss of calibration

measurement infrastructure is not cost-effective and will effect Mission to Planet Earth (MTPE) objectives for stable and

accurate long-term measurements.

Although the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) maintains absolute radiometric standards, and we

assume they will continue to do so, it is the application of these standards to instrument calibrations that is important to

the MTPE measurement objectives. A core calibration capability now exists within NASA, but could be dismantled with
budget cutbacks. Continuation of this core capability is essential, and programmatic decisions should be made, as soon

as possible, as to how this should be accomplished.

The Group feels that new scientific research frequently develops after the community studies and uses satellite data sets.

This new scientific research often means the satellite data must be considered in a different way than was first anticipated.
New uses of the satellite data often requires that the sensor calibration must be redone. Consequently, the sensor test data

must be documented and preserved so the test data can be analyzed again later as the need arises. Actual use of the data

usually calls into question the original analysis of the calibration data, so the prelaunch calibration will be revised later
with these test data sets.

The calibration actually achieved for a sensor will be of higher quality and more useful to the community for developing

geophysical data sets when the user community is involved early in the calibration process. Calibrations also are of a
higher quality when people, in addition to those who build the sensor, are intimately involved in the calibration and

validation data analysis process. Frequently the instrument builder has only enough resources to calibrate a sensor and

interpret that data in the context that the instrument meets the performance requirements. The motivation is greater to
show compliance with specifications than to provide a thorough accounting of the sensor performance for the sensor
builder.

The ability to compare separate sensors requires that the calibration be derived in terms of physical standards and standard
processes. When sensors are needed for global climate data sets, the sensor characterization and calibration must be well

understood. Sensor performance is better understood when component and subsystem testing are performed and the

calibration of the sensor system agrees with sensor sensitivity inferred from the subsystem and component level testing.
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Ininstanceswhere the calibration uncertainty requirements for a global climate data set exceed what is currently available

in calibration for a sensor, then a research program is needed to develop improved calibration techniques. Calibration

science must continue to evolve to support current and emerging measurement requirements, and success in developing

these research ideas requires a firm funding commitment for laboratory calibration development. The laboratory

calibration development must include support to contemporary standards and the application of those standards and to the

development of the new standards which are required. Additionally, current calibration terminology indicates that sensor

performance should be described in terms of uncertainties, rather than in terms of (estimated) accuracy. Further

uncertainty or consistency are most reliably established through direct round-robin measurement comparisons to validate
the error estimates.

The choice for a high quality calibration source is typically a source that has very low spectral, spatial and temporal

contrast. Light sources for calibration standards are always analyzed with lamps which have a smooth continuum variation

in the spectrum. Presently, the measurement technology is headed toward imaging systems, and the science of interest

usually is derived from scenes with a high scene contrast. Imaging systems for which radiometrically accurate data sets

are required are very complicated to interpret when a scene of high contrast is observed. This problem requires additional

measurement and software science research to be adequately accomplished. This concern is applicable both to traditional

systems such as MODIS and the emerging smaller, cheaper technologies under development.

4.2 On-board Calibrators and Vicarious Calibration Techniques

In the presence of an on-board calibration system, that system usually is available continuously to the sensor and is useful

for tracking and trending sensor performance characteristics which other calibration techniques are not capable of doing.

These individual calibration devices must be carefully designed and validated to allow best confidence in their use for

developing climate data sets.

On-orbit lunar observations offer the prospect of high quality long-term reflectance tracking for individual sensors, and

for cross-calibration among numerous sensors, used for climate data sets. Measurements obtained in this century can be

compared to those obtained in coming centuries for comparison of Earth change studies. To accomplish the use of lunar

observations, spacecraft nmst be capable of pointing their sensors at the Moon, and the reflectance characteristics of the

lunar surface nmst be characterized over the surface for illumination phase angles and the 11-year lunar libration cycle.

Validation and vicarious calibration methods are needed throughout the lifetime of these missions. Each provide a needed

and distinct capability which is required for the maximum usefulness of the derived calibrated data sets. Development of

a consistent set of uncertainties across several sensors is important when these sensors are being used for vicarious

calibrations. The uncertainties should be verified through a direct field comparison program.

When multiple sensors are used to accomplish a measurement objective, then overlap of the measurements is essential.

In the case of radiance overlap, a few months is adequate. In the instance of the derived geophysical data sets, data

overlap of more than 3 months is required. Overlap of sensors longer than 3 months for geophysical products is required

when at least one of the sensors is poorly characterized. The only way to reduce overlap necessary for obtaining the

geophysical products is by providing sensors to orbit that are better characterized than has been the case to date.

In some instances where overlap of observations from space are desired, the older sensor is carried on a spacecraft which

has a different local time for equator crossing. In these instances, direct radiance comparisons between the two sensors

is difficult. This Group recommends that further research be undertaken in the area of data analysis (assimilation) of the

radiances to provide comparison data sets for sensor cross-calibration.

Two specific recommendations are provided to CEOS and GCOS. In the late 1980's the International Coordination

Working Group agreed that for Earth observations platforms, each platform provider will create a calibration plan for

each platform, and develop that platform consistent with that plan. In December 1994, the CEOS Calibration Validation

Working Group recommended that instrument providers (which provide a calibration in the data header for "direct

broadcast") provide an approach to broadcast current calibration coefficients. This Group recommends that for each

sensor which users direct broadcast, that a current set of calibration coefficients be provided in a easily accessible
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medium,suchasthe WWW. This Group requests that CEOS and GCOS reaffirm these two recommendations and take

an active role in their implementation by platform providers.
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5. CONTEXT AND PERSPECTIVES

5.1 Data Continuity and Sensor Evolution

Mark Abbott, Oregon State University, College of Oceanic and Atmospheric Sciences, Corvallis, OR

Many critical processes in the Earth system vary on long time scales, and in many cases, these long-term changes are

difficult to detect. These small, gradual changes require precise measurements over long times to assess their trends and

quantify their magnitude. For example, small changes in total cloudiness can affect the atmospheric radiation balance

which in turn can lead to either warming or cooling of the Earth. Essentially, we are examining small differences

between large numbers, and we must have both accuracy and precision in our measurement systems. With both satellite

and in situ observations, it has been extremely difficult to meet these measurement requirements over the many decades
necessary to resolve low frequency variability in the Earth's environment. Subtle shifts in instrument calibration or

performance and changes in processing software can be mistaken for natural variability in the Earth system. Thus, we
must maintain the ability to carry forward the science information essential to reconstruct a consistent time series from
multiple data sources.

To ensure continuity of data from different instruments (or from copies of the same instrument), there must be a careful

program of calibration, sensor characterization, and intercomparison. Satellite sensors present particularly difficult

challenges for the development of long-term, well calibrated time series. Such on-orbit tests are complex and often

require a considerable amount of time and money. We have often relied on flying copies of sensors to simplify this
process. Although instrument copies do not eliminate the need for calibration and characterization studies, such research
is usually cheaper and produces more robust results.

In addition to the basic sensor instrument, the total observing system includes sensor calibration, data processing
algorithms, and numerical models that use the final data products. Changes in observing characteristics (sensor

performance, orbit crossing times, etc.) will introduce perturbations into the entire system. Such perturbations

temporarily introduce gaps as the science community undertakes studies to characterize the new system and make

appropriate changes to the processing algorithms and models. During this gap, there is essentially little scientific return

from the sensor. The more complex the changes in the sensor system, the longer the gap will be. However, thorough
preflight checks including sensor calibration and characterization will help reduce, but not eliminate, this time between
launch and the delivery of scientifically useful data.

The AVHRR on the NOAA TIROS series of meteorological satellites serves as an example. This sensor was a follow-on

to the AVHRR beginning in 1978. The AVHRR has slowly evolved over the past decade to meet operational

requirements. These changes in sensor performance have been slow and orderly, reflecting NOAA's estimates of the
costs of adapting the entire data collection, processing, and modeling system to the new data set versus the increased

benefit to the operational mission. Thus any changes had to be justified in the context of the overall system performance.

But even this orderly transition did not provide Earth scientists the calibration accuracies necessary to distinguish

geophysical variability from sensor variability. The NASA/NOAA AVHRR Pathfinder activity is a major investment
aimed at improving the quality of the time series, but the AVHRR itself remains uncalibrated.

If we consider our research from a business perspective, then changing instrument systems should be viewed as a cost

that must be weighed with potential benefits in the form of increased science return to the overall system. This analysis

must consider the impacts of sensor evolution on the end-to-end system performance, realizing that simply improving

instrument performance does not automatically increase science return. Advances in sensor technology do not replace

the need for careful calibration and sensor characterization that are essential to separate sensor variability from the often
small but critical changes in long-term data sets of the Earth system.
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5.2 Committee on Environment and Natural Resources

Robert Winokur, NOAA Assistant Administrator for Satellite and Information Services

The Task Force on Observations and Data Management is the cross-cutting entity of the CENR. It is composed of

representatives from CENR Subcommittees and U.S. and other Government Agencies. The Task Force is charged by

the CENR Chairman to provide a long range view of the observing system and data management requirements across
the subcommittees and represent the U.S. internationally in these areas. The Chairman is Dr. Charles Kennel, NASA

Associate Administrator for Mission to Planet Earth; the Vice-Chair is Mr. Robert Winokur, NOAA Assistant

Administrator for Satellite and Information Services; and the CENR Task Force Secretariat is Dr. Robert Schiffer,
NASA.

The Task Force is responsible for developing and overseeing implementation strategies for the U.S. components of an

international global observing system. The system will provide global-to-regional-to-local observation and monitoring

of the Earth's environment and natural resources, and management of the resultant and related data; advanced scientific

understanding; help develop predictive and assessment capabilities, products, and services of broad value to society;

and support CENR and related research and key national and international missions and initiatives.

The Task Force objectives are to coordinate the development of an inventory of observations and data, coordinate

research observation and data systems requirements, identify gaps and overlaps, promote the development of a more

comprehensive system of observations, promote development of a system to manage this extensive information, ensure

data collected can be used to provide credible information, establish a closer relationship with the environmental

modeling community, develop and test ways to improve the usefulness of observations and data, provide the U.S.

secretariat for international global observing system programs, and promote the continuance and extension of the policy
of full and open exchange of data for environmental research.

In summary, the Task Force provides a forum for coordination of observations and data management needs of the U.S.
participants in environmental and natural resources research; a forum for coordination of U.S. contributions to, and

requirements for, international observing and data management systems for this research; and a forum for active working
relationships with international entities.

President Clinton established the National Science and Technology Council (NSTC), a cabinet-level committee for

science, space, and technology throughout the Federal Government. NSTC established nine committees, including the

CENR. CENR is chaired by Dr. D. James Baker, NOAA Administrator. The CENR Task Force, as a national focal point
for GCOS, will be a mechanism for national GCOS coordination, and will provide the U.S. Secretariat for international

global observing system programs (GCOS, Global Terrestrial Observing System (GTOS), Global Ocean Observing
System (GOOS)).

With respect to joint polar-orbiting systems, in May 1994, Presidential Decision Directive called for convergence of

the Department of Commerce/NOAA's polar-orbiting environmental satellites with the Department of Defense/Defense

Meteorological Satellite Program (DOD/DMSP), and as appropriate, components of NASA's EOS. The Integrated

Program Office was established October 1, 1994. NOAA is providing overall coordination and leading satellite

operations, DOD is leading acquisition, and NASA is leading technology transition. NOAA is also working with

European counterparts on a joint polar mission (EUMETSAT will fly the morning mission and NOAA will fly the

afternoon mission). We need to consider implications of such programs to calibration/validation issues and plan ahead.

The NOAA/NASA Pathfinder Program concept was based on the question of"What can be done now to further global

change research?" The Program evolved to take advantage of data presently archived, while awaiting remotely sensed

data from future satellites. The Pathfinder document describes space-based systems such as AVHRR, TOVS,

Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES), and SSM/I; and data availability such as product interuse
and product distribution.
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Thereareanumberof calibration/validation and data set continuity issues for operational satellites:

Calibration of Operational Visible and Near-IR Sensors---Currently there is no on-board calibration, only
preflight. Because sensors degrade in orbit, candidate on-board calibration techniques need to be evaluated.

Figure 2 shows the apparent rate at which the reflectance factor of an Earth scene, taken as 100 percent on the

day of launch of the spacecraft, would decrease in time because of the in-orbit degradation of the instrument.

This information, when coupled with the absolute calibrations performed with congruent path aircraft/satellite

measurements, make it possible to correct the AVHRR-generated environmental products for radiometer

degradation.

• Intersatellite Calibration--Slight differences in instruments of similar type; changes in instruments to measure

same variable; need overlap period to cross-calibrate.

• Satellite Orbital Drift--NOAA Polar Orbiting Environmental Satellite (POES) PM satellite: Equator crossing

time becomes later during operational life (4 hours over 5 years).

• Product Compatibility--Different spatial and temporal resolutions; different sensors; need community

consensus algorithms.

Product Validation--Remote sensing provides indirect measurements; need ground-truth; use conventional

observing where possible; field comparisons and special ground-based networks for some variables. Figure 3

illustrates the effects of the Mt. Pinatubo stratospheric aerosol cloud on satellite-derived SST measurements
as compared to in-situ measurements.

• Convergence of U.S. Military and Civil Polar Satellites (see Figures 4 and 5)--Military provides good imagery;
the civil sector provides good radiometry; we must ensure product viability.

100

oo
NOAA-9 NOAA-II
Ch. 1: 5.9%/Year Ch. 1: 1.2%/Year

1_ Ch. 2: 3.5%/Year Ch. 2: 2.0%/Year

81 9O

Year

Figure 2. The relative degradation of the visible (channel I) and near-infrared (channel 2) channels of the

A VHRRs on NOAA-7, -9, and -11 spacecraft, determined using the southeastern Libyan desert as a time-

invariant calibration target.
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5.3 A Strategic Vision for High-Quality Earth Observations Data

Susan Till, Chair CEOS Working Group on Calibration and Validation, Canada Centre for Remote Sensing, Ottawa,
Ontario, Canada

"Success in global change�climate and environmental research and monitoring requires a continuing

commitment to the establishment, maintenance, validation, description, accessibility, and distribution of high-
quality, long-term data sets, many of which rely on spaceborne observations. I,,

This report is a summary of the Strategic Plan of the CEOS Working Group on Calibration and Validation, prepared

in September 1994 by the members of the Working Group and its subgroups. The Plan entitled "Leadership to Ensure
High-Quality Earth Observation Data: A Strategic Vision" is updated on a regular basis and is available on the CEOS
Infosys System at http://ceos.esrin.esa.it/CCEOSinfo.

5.3.1 The Committee on Earth Observation Satellites

Improvement of global Earth observation data for both operations and global climate research requires strong

coordination and cooperation among all nations. The operators of civilian Earth observing systems from space have

organized to form CEOS. CEOS, in response to this growing observation system, has two technical working groups that
are having a major impact on assuring product compatibility. The Working Group on International Systems and Services

was set up in 1995 to establish standard formats and networks for data compatibility (it combines the work of the former

Working Group on Data and the former Working Group on International Network Services). The Working Group on

IThe CEOS Satellite DataExchange Principlesin Support of Global Change Research. adopted by the CEOS Plenary.
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CalibrationandValidation,currentlychairedbyCanada,fosterstechnicalcoordinationandcooperationforspaceand
groundsegmentstodocumentdataquality.

CEOSmembersexchangetechnicalinformationonthecoordinationofspaceandgroundsegments,andinvestigatethe
meansforincreasingdatautilityandcost-effectivenessforbothoperatorsandusers.Thesemeansmightincludethe
standardizationof dataformatswhereappropriate,the increasein compatibilityof dataarchives,andfuture
directions/opportunitiesinEarthobservationsfromspace.Underlyingalldataandinformationaretheissuesofdata
qualityandthemechanismsbywhichthesedatahavebeencalibratedandvalidated.

CEOShasempowereditsWorkingGrouponCalibrationandValidation(WGCV)toprepareastrategicplanthat
addressestheissuesandneedsofcalibrationandvalidationonalong-termbasis.Here,theCEOSstrategicvisionis
presented,theindividualworkinggroupsareidentified,andtheirmissionandobjectivesintroduced.

5.3.2 Calibration and Validation

Calibration of satellite sensors sets the stage on which the integrity of all data subsequently derived is based. Without

such calibration, using primary or secondary standards and fundamental engineering and scientific methods, the data

may be, at best, qualitative or may provide only an index of the geophysical parameter being derived.

Validation is usually a measure of how well the derived product from a given sensor describes a given geophysical

parameter as measured by independent means. The most effective satellite sensors are those which have good prelaunch

and postlaunch calibration, supported by rigorous surface and in situ programs to ensure the quality of the products on
a continuing basis.

Only with both elements of calibration and validation present can changes in the product be determined to be either a

change in the instrument or a change in the environment. This change in the environment may not necessarily be related

to a change in the geophysical parameter calculated through appropriate algorithms. As an example, an infrared sensor

measuring SST is very much affected by the atmosphere. Basic atmospheric corrections can be made, but a large

explosive volcanic eruption can alter the infrared (and visible) signal for long periods. Meantime, the increased optical

thickness of the atmosphere caused by the volcanic ash and aerosol clouds can lower the SST, and the only way to
resolve the differences fully is through good calibration and validation.

Seasonal-to-interannual and decadal-to-centennial climate measurements require ever increasing lengths of data records.
Satellite-derived data are of relatively short-term duration in an historical sense. The use of satellite information for

climate purposes demands that satellite remote observations be of very high quality over long periods of time. Slight

changes that may occur in either the calibration of a sensor or its validated product may generate erroneous data records

unless the data are of very high quality. Because satellites are the only known technology that provides economical

global coverage, this need for high-quality satellite climate data was recognized more than a decade ago. Thus, CEOS

has been most concerned about data and its availability, and the quality of the data as determined by calibration and
validation.

Calibration and validation considerations will affect the long-term credibility of any satellite data set. Not only must the
immediate needs of understanding data quality be met, but all basic data sets used in the calibration and validation

process must be maintained to ensure that improved products provide the needed information for understanding

physical, chemical, and biological processes. The calibrated and validated data sets, when maintained properly, become

an inherent part of the total data ensemble. In 10 to 20 years, new "pathfinder" data sets for global parameters will

enhance the ability to separate sensor-, product-, and environment-introduced changes not recognized today.

5.3.3 Working Group on Calibration and Validation

A review of the satellite ensemble, either launched or to be launched in the next 10 to 20 years, shows that

approximately 60 Earth observing satellites will be available to support measurements of about 35 basic geophysical
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parameterswithhundredsofderivedproducts.2Typically,eachofthesesatellitescarriesfromonetofiveorsixdifferent
sensors.Eachspaceagencyhasitsownplanforcalibrationandvalidationofthesesensors.Usuallytheseplansare
knownwithintherespectiveagencyandmeetthatagency'sstandardsforcalibrationandvalidation,subjecttoresources.
Selectedscientistsandprincipalinvestigatorshavespecificknowledgeofcalibrationandvalidationprogramsandmay
bea partof theseprograms.However,thesecalibrationandvalidationplansaregenerallynotwellknown
internationally,buttheinternationalusercommunitydependsonunderstandingthequalityofthedata.

If twospacesensorsmeasurethesamegeophysicalparameter,thenideallytheyproductthesameresults.If thesesensors
areidentical,thenthesamegeophysicalalgorithmcanbeused.Anydifferenceinthegeophysicalresultsthenwould
beattributabletocalibration.Whenthisisthecase,thenspecificcoefficientsmustbegeneratedforeachofthesesensors
basedonitsprelaunchcalibration.If thesensorhason-boardcalibration,thecalibrationcanbemaintainedduringthe
mission.If not,thenshort-andlong-termsensorstabilitybecomesaproblemthatcanonlyberecognizedthrougha
rigorousvalidationprogram.However,asnotedearlier,whenvalidationisbasedoncomparisonwiththemeasurement
ofageophysicalparameter,otherenvironmental"noise"cancontaminatethesignalandgiveerroneousresults,even
whenthesensorhasremainedstable.

BecauseCEOSrecognizedtheneedtobothunderstandandquantifythecurrentandfuturedataderivedfromsatellites,
thecommitteeestablishedtheWGCVin1984.TheworkofthisGrouphastakenonamoreimportantrolesinceearly
in1990whenthefull importanceofhigh-qualitysatellitedataandpotentialclimatechangeobservationscametothe
forefront.The need for data quality improvement was led internationally through such programs as those under the

guidelines of the World Meteorological Organization (WMO), the lntergovernmental Oceanographic Commission

(IOC), and the International Geosphere-Biosphere Program (IGBP). These programs include the GCOS, the GOOS, and

the GTOS. All require high quality data over long periods of time. For CEOS to fulfill its mission, the work of WGCV

was expanded (as shown in the Figure 6).

Infrared & Visible

Optical Sensors
Subgroup

Working Group
on

Calibration &
Validation

Synthetic Aperture
Radar

Calibration

Subgroup

L
Terrain

Mapping
Subgroup

Microwave
Sensor

Subgroup

Figure 6. CEOS calibration and validation subsystem.

The Working Group on Calibration and Validation is developing a strategic plan to address the future of high-quality

satellite data. The need for international cooperation has been shown to be both desirable and necessary. This need and

necessity sets the stage for the vision of this group and its future.

The objectives of the WGCV are to enhance coordination and complementarity, to promote international cooperation,

and to focus activities in the calibration and validation of Earth (cryosphere, hydrosphere, lithosphere, biosphere, and

atmosphere) observations for the benefit of the CEOS members and the international user community. Meeting these
objectives will include the promotion of:

2See for example the CEOS Dossier of Satellite Missions, Ground Segment and Data Products, and Global Environmental Programs,

September 1993.
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• Exchange of technical information and documentation

• Investigation of possibilities for technical coordination and cooperation for space and ground segments
• Coordination of calibration and validation campaigns and programs

• Optimizing and sharing of available facilities, expertise, and resources as appropriate

Specific objectives are:

• Sensor-Specific Calibration and Validation--To document and establish forums for the assessment and

recommendation of techniques and standards for prelaunch and postlaunch characterizations and calibration.

• Geophysical Validation--To document and establish forums for the assessment and recommendation of

techniques for validation of geophysical parameters derived from Earth observation satellites.

5.3.4 Specific Considerations

5.3.4.1 Calibration�Validation Dossier. One major activity of the WGCV involves preparation of a volume on
calibration and validation for inclusion in the CEOS dossier. Major topics include an overview of calibration and

validation procedures for each of the main sensor types currently in use, a list of major facilities in use, a list of

calibration and validation campaigns and programs, and current and future needs. In 1993, the WGCV prepared a pilot

draft, and recommended to the plenary that the complete calibration/validation volume be funded and completed. This

recommendation was endorsed and the CEOS members and secretariat were tasked with pursuing funding mechanisms.

With support from NASA, the preparation of the Dossier has now started and is to be completed in mid-1996.

This dossier will be a reliable source of reference for instrument designers needing to know who or what activity is able

to offer specific services and calibration facilities. It will also help to provide data users with the capability of assessing
the quality, validity, and usefulness of the data and to provide contacts for further help, if needed. The information

exchange will thereby facilitate:

• coordination of calibration and validation campaigns and programs,

• investigations of possibilities for technical coordination and cooperation for space and ground segments,

• using and sharing available facilities, expertise, and resources as needed by the WGCV, CEOS, and the global
community of users.

The dossier will be a dynamic document that maintains past, present, and future plans of the group. As new activities

are completed, an evolution of the activities will move from future, to present, to past documentation. As a minimum,
it will provide:

• a definition of terms to facilitate unambiguous communications

• a list of major calibration/validation facilities including details of each facility and the type of sensor data
processed

• a record of past, present, and future calibration/validation campaigns and programs

• a summary of instrument calibration/validation activities with a history of each instrument on the past, present,
and future missions.

5.3.4.2 WGCV Newsletter. One of the objectives of the Working Group is to enhance coordination through the

exchange of technical information. To address this, the WGCV publishes a regular newsletter. The newsletter, CEOS

Cal/Val, is issued after each meeting of the Working Group, approximately once every 9 months. It is produced and

distributed by BNCS, UK (editor M.S. Hutchins). It contains news items on calibration and validation, agency reports,
meeting reports, contact points for information on calibration and validation, and updates of calibration/validation

coefficients, bibliographies, etc. To be placed on the mailing list, please contact M. Hutchins, UK fax 44 252 522 959.

Issue 4 was published in the spring of 1995 and includes articles on X-SAR data calibration (DLR), the Arctic lidar

observatory for atmospheric research (NSC), and calibration activities at USGS. Issue 5 was published in September
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of 1995,witharticlesonmicrowaveradiometricdatacalibrationusinggeophysicalauxiliarydata(RAS)andpostlaunch
calibrationforNOAA-7,-9,and-11AVHRRchannels(NOAA).

5.3.4.3Terminology. Noting that different agencies and disciplines have used similar terms but with different

meanings, the WGCV is addressing the need for a common terminology in the area of calibration and validation. To

date the WGCV has defined the primary terms as follows:

Calibration--is the process of quantitatively defining the system response to known, controlled signal inputs.

Validation--is the process of assessing by independent means the quality of the data products derived from

the system outputs.

A list of other terms in common use, such as accuracy, precision, error, characterization, and verification, are included

in the Appendix of the WGCV Strategic Plan (May 1995), for reference and discussion purposes. There terms are being

reviewed by a subset of WGCV, and ISO and other standard references are being incorporated where appropriate.

5.3.4.4 Geophysical Validation. The same geophysical product can be derived from different sensor types. Examples
of this include SST, which could be derived from infrared or microwave region instruments, and land vegetation

biomass, which could be derived from active microwave or passive optical sensors.

Ideally, the derived geophysical parameter estimates, from whatever source, should be identical. However, such

parameters need to be validated rigorously, and the results derived from different remote sensing sources should be

compared with each other and with other ancillary data and information.

5.3.4.5 Test Sites. There are numerous test sites developed by agency and/or national programs that offer unique

opportunities for expanded international roles. Some of the sites are instrumented and are in use only in times of specific

campaigns. The WGCV studies and recommends structures and implementing mechanisms that will allow expanded

use of specific test sites beyond those of national interest(s). Considerable work in this area has already been carried out

by the WGCV Subgroups (see below).

5.3.4. 6 Data Continuity. Reliable data, with adequate quality to address the multitude of environmental problems and

issues, are fundamental to the understanding of the Earth system and to the prediction of future events. Data collected

in the past and present are used to understand oceanic, land, and atmospheric processes and the coupling between them.
Data collected in the future will also be used for these purposes. Data continuity and the compatibility of past, present,
and future data so that the observational record is free of artificial (nonphysical) changes, is, therefore, critical in the

construction and use of data sets.

5.3.4.6.1 Surface Verification Requirements. As validation is a continuing phase of remote sensing, so also must

be the availability and continuity of surface verification measurements. For operational satellite programs, the usual

mode is to obtain data from a comparable operational surface program. This relation must be maintained. Satellite

operators should make the surface operators aware of the need for their data and establish a system whereby both

systems operate in support of each other. Activities should be maintained for all corroborating data sets.

5.3.4. 7 Intercomparisons of Prelaunch Calibration. Closely tied with the need to consider specialty groups to perform

validation of identical geophysical parameters derived from dissimilar space sensors, is the problem of two or more

similar sensor making similar, but not necessarily identical, measurements of the same geophysical parameters. In this

case, it is critical that there be documentation of the methodologies by which sensors in orbit have been calibrated. No

amount of validation can overcome poor or dissimilar calibration--it can confirm only that there are different results

without understanding the cause.

Most Earth-observing space sensors are characterized by the determination of their absolute and relative spectral

responses and the spatial uniformity of these responses. These characteristics are usually supplemented by the
determination of the out-of-band or out-of-field response of the sensor. These prelaunch data are revised by the use of

in-orbit calibration systems, which are rarely as comprehensive as the laboratory characterizations. (If they are active

sensors, such as radars or altimeters, other characterizations may be more important.)
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Thedocumentationof prelaunch and postlaunch methodologies permits an analysis of the systematic differences that are
associated with the calibration and use of that sensor. There are two methods of intercomparison. The first method

requires that satellite sensors be calibrated using the same equipment. The second method requires the use of a transfer
standard (i.e., instrumentation which compares the calibration equipment). Systematic errors in calibration often arise

from the methodologies that are used in performing the calibration. Consequently, the CEOS should encourage the regular
publication of such cross-calibration methodologies.

The CEOS has recommended the regular interchange of transfer standards. This activity permits the regular
intercomparison of calibration results of different laboratories. It further sensitizes each laboratory and each agency to
the methods that are employed by other organizations.

The WGCV also is concerned with postlaunch calibration and performance measurement of various sensors. This

measurement often is conducted with ground-based or airborne instrumentation; it is easier to conduct comparisons of
such instruments by bringing them to a common site than it is to bring spaceflight sensors together. This methodology
may very well be an important characteristic of postflight comparison. However, it does not obviate the need for the

transfer standards which are used to establish the proper calibration of the validating instruments.

5.3.4.8 lntercomparisons of Postlaunch Validation. Unlike the calibration of individual sensors, which is typically

conducted by its developers, validation of the measurements of those sensors in terms of geophysical parameters is a more
diffused activity, typically involving coordination of sensor data acquisition with associated in-situ measurement

campaigns. Further, validation may be accomplished by relating at-sensor measurements with the results of independent

field activities, or the results of ongoing, long-term ground monitoring, often conducted by researchers whose primary
motivation is something other than validation of remotely sensed data. Finally, validation may be accomplished, in part,
by the cross-calibration of sensors on different platforms.

Validation data are produced primarily by the scientific investigators most interested in an application of data from a given
sensor. Such validation exercises are sponsored by the agencies responsible for supporting the related scientific

investigations, and by agencies responsible for the dissemination of archived data sets. The "keepers" of validation data
sets then, logically, will be those agencies. The WGCV must facilitate the dissemination of these data.

5.3.4.9 Linkage with Related Calibration and Validation Group. Linkages are being established with other international

groups involved in related activities that are not currently under the umbrella of CEOS influence. A key mechanism

envisioned for this linkage is the encouragement and use of informatic tools. These tools are best represented by the
opportunity to use MOSAIC/WWW for the exchange of Earth observation-related data, whether satellite-derived or from

other sources. Cooperation with the CEOS Working Group on International Systems and Services is critical to the success
of linkages for calibration/validation purposes, maximizes the availability of data and information, and minimizes the

efforts of participating groups/institutions.

WGCV and its subgroups are maintaining contact with other groups interested in calibration/validation, such as the

(former) WGD subgroup on auxiliary data sets, the ESA ERS-1 FRINGE interferometry group, and the IOC Ocean Color
group. In addition, the WGCV activities such as the specialist presentations are open to nonmember experts.

5.3.4.10 Outreach to Developing Countries. The WGCV will increase its outreach to calibration and validation

experts from development countries, particularly regarding the use of test sites in the host developing country. Such

interaction should be mutually beneficial. Researchers in CEOS agencies will benefit by gaining access to critical surface

measurements and local scientific expertise. Researchers in developing countries will benefit by becoming involved in
international programs and by gaining access to data sets for both scientific and training purposes. Both research groups
will benefit from the coordination of campaigns.
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5.3.5 WGC"V Subgroups

The WGCV has four established subgroups:

• SAR Calibration Subgroup--Chaired by A. Freeman/Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), this subgroup addresses

specific calibration issues through technical working groups, workshops, discussion papers, and special journals

Infrared and Visible Optical Sensors (IVOS) Subgrout>--Chaired by I. Barton/Commonwealth Scientific and

Industrial Reserach Organization (CSIRO), this subgroup has met on a regular basis since its inception in i 992.

The subgroup has undertaken three major documentation activities: 1) long-term calibration/validation sites, 2)
onboard calibration systems for key satellite sensors, and 3) ground calibration facilities and laboratories. The

subgoup's fifth meeting, in 1995, included a special session on the calibration/validation of ocean color sensors.

Terrain Mapping Subgrouly--Chaired by I. Dowman/University College-London on behalf of British National

Space Center (BNSC), this subgroup has met on a regular basis since its inception in 1992. The subgroup is
considering user requirements and available technologies, and is reviewing test sites. In particular, the subgroup

has compiled a dossier of test sites by means of a site survey form, and is assembling data sets of the test sites that

would be used to validate Digital Elevation Models (DEMs). The data on the test sites are to be distributed on

exabyte or CD-ROM The group is preparing a guide for evaluating terrain data derived from satellite sensors.

Microwave Sensors Subgroup--Chaired by J. Shiue/GSFC, this subgroup addresses a range of systems issues,

including those pertaining to passive sensors, scatterometers, and altimeters, and the issue of the potential RF

interference to microwave radiometers from active sources. The objectives of the subgroups are listed below.

5.3.5.1 Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) Calibration Subgroup. The mission of the SAR Subgroup is to foster high-

quality SAR imagery from airborne and spacebome systems through precision calibration in radiometry, phase, and

geometry. The objectives of the SAR Subgroup are to:

• Act as a forum for international technical interchange on the evolving methodologies, techniques, and equipment

of SAR calibration.

• Determine standard definitions and calibration requirements for SAR imaging systems and to support changes in

CEOS formats and user products as appropriate.

• Facilitate international cooperative programs in the calibration of SAR systems.

5.3.5.2 Infrared and Visible Optical Sensors (IVOS) Subgroup. The mission of the IVOS Subgroup is to ensure high

quality calibration and validation of infrared and visible optical data from Earth observation satellites. The objectives of the

IVOS Subgroup are to:

• Identify and agree on calibration and validation requirements and standard specifications for infrared and visible

sensors, including on-board calibration systems.

• Promote international and national collaboration of all infrared and visible optical sensors and, thus, assist in the

improved application of data from satellite sensors.

• Include all sensors (ground-based, airborne, and satellite) where there is a direct link to the calibration/validation
of satellite sensors.

• Identify test sites and encourage continuing observations and intercomparisons of data from these sites.
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• Encourage the ttmely and unencumbered release of data relating to calibration/validation activities, including details

of prelaunch and in-orbit calibration parameters, t'

5.3.5.3 Terrain Mapping Subgroup. The mission of the Terrain Mapping Subgroup is to provide opportunities for
validation and comparison of DEMs from satelliteborne sensors; to support surface campaigns by provision of test data; and

to provide a forum for discussion of results and future developments. The objectives of the Terrain Mapping Subgroup are
to:

• Provide test data sets of DEMs and other relevant material over a number of test sites covering different terrain,
land cover, and climatic conditions.

• Provide guidelines for the use of the test data to allow evaluation and comparison of DEMs from different sensors

and as a means of validating data from such sensors.

• Provide a forum for discussion of matters related to DEMs derived from satellite data.

5.3.5.4 Microwave Sensors Subgroup (MSSG). The mission of the MSSG shall encompass both active and passive
microwave sensors. Active microwave sensors such as altimeters, scatterometers, and real-aperture radars are all included

in the MSSG, with the exception of SAR. The microwave spectrum shall include decimeter to submillimeter wavelengths.
The objectives of the MSSG are to:

Promote national and international cooperation in the calibration and validation of microwave sensors, and to

enhance coordination and complementarity in experiments and test facilities for the benefit of the CEOS members
and the international user community.

• Promote accurate calibration and validation of microwave sensors through standardization of terminology and
measurement practices.

• Provide a forum for discussion of current issues and for exchange of technical information.
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6. CASE STUDIES AND CONSENSUS STATEMENTS

6.1 Lessons Learned From the SBUV/TOMS Analysis

Robert Hudson, Department of Meteorology, University of Maryland, College Park

6.1.1 Introduction

Hilsenrath et al. (1995) recently published an article in the Earth Observer on the calibration of BUV satellite ozone data.

This article gives an excellent account of the more than 15-year history of the program at GSFC. My intention in this

paper is to build on the work of Hilsenrath et al. and discuss the philosophical issues that the BUV processing has raised.
I have broken these issues into 4 major categories: algorithm, data archiving, calibration, and validation.

6.1.2 Algorithms

An algorithm is a mathematical model used to invert the measured radiances to a geophysical quantity. In almost every

case it is based on current knowledge of the system that is being investigated and contains assumptions and

approximations. However, the objective of any research program is to improve the knowledge of that system. Thus in

the course of the analysis of the radiances, assumptions will be shown to be incorrect, and better approximations will

be formulated. No doubt, the EOS algorithms will change with time.

Time and time again the Ozone Processing Team (OPT) at GSFC had to go back to the original counts for the Total

Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS) and SBUV as their knowledge of the instrument and the atmosphere changed.
Some of these events are discussed in Hilsenrath et al. (this report, Section 7.3).

• Re-analysis of the preflight calibration leading to wavelength changes and new calibration constants.

• In-flight calibration of the diffuser plate.

• Photomultiplier nonlinearity.

• Solar zenith angle dependence. Others are the effect of Raman scattering, which fills in the Fraunhaufer Lines
in the solar spectrum, leading to a small correction to the algorithm; and the sensitivity, or rather lack of

sensitivity to tropospheric ozone.

6.1.3 Data Archiving

The improvements to the algorithm described above would have been of little use if the raw data (i.e., the measured

counts) could not have been accessed. On-board processing has a nice ring to it, "the frontier of data management." But

it also has its drawbacks, for, as discussed above, the algorithm in the spacecraft cannot be final. It should also be noted

that one cannot reconstruct the original counts from the derived geophysical data, as these data are the "best fit," and

one has lost the subtle but significant deviations from this fit. In the case of the BUV data, we would lose any knowledge
of the effects due to aerosols.

Another reason for insisting that the instrument counts be the fundamental data to be archived, is the ability of the

scientific community to come up with new ways to use the radiances. The following are examples for the TOMS data:

• Sulfur dioxide measurements from volcanic plumes.

• Tropospheric ozone determination for regions ofbiomass burning, especially in the tropics.

• The derivation of the ultraviolet irradiance at the Earth's surface directly from the measured TOMS radiances.

6.1.4 Calibration

If one is concerned only about the comparison of simultaneous data from different instruments, then the absolute

accuracy of the instruments is of paramount importance. But as the concern of the EOS program is the derivation of data

sets to observe global change, then the precision of the data becomes of paramount importance. As a potential user of

the EOS data, it seems to me that much more effort has been devoted to the absolute accuracy, than to the precision,
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principallybecauseoftheneedtocutinstrumentcosts.Monitoringtheprecisionofaninstrumentrequiressomeform
ofon-boardcalibration,whichimpliesanincreaseincomplexity,size,andweight.

OnelessonfromtheBUVinstrumentsisthatabsolutecalibrationisnoteasy,especiallyif accuraciesbelow5percent
arerequired.Neitherweretheeffortstoobtaina! percentprecision.I wouldsuggestthatEOSexaminecarefullywhat
accuracyandprecisionareactuallyrequiredfor eachgeophysicalquantity,andthenexaminehowthecurrent
instrumentscanmeettheserequirements.Mypersonalbiasis thatEOSwoulddobetterbyputtingitsmoneyinto
precisionratherthanabsoluteaccuracy.

6.1.5 Validation

As many of you know I do not like the use of the word "validation," it implies truth. In the TOMS/SBUV analysis, a

deliberate attempt was made to steer away from this concept. The reason is that no one instrument can be expected to

have the truth. Think of the normal scientific process. We never really believe a scientific experiment until the

measurement has been performed by more than one group, and we really prefer to have the second measurement
performed by an independent technique. Why is this? What does it gain? The answer is confidence. Confidence that

unknown systematic errors have not contaminated the results. Unfortunately, I do not know of a way of quantifying this
confidence.

When confronted in 1985 with the problem of an unknown diffuser plate degradation, the OPT avoided using the
ground-based Dobson spectrometer network to calibrate the SBUV and TOMS instruments, developing instead internal

calibration techniques. Thus in the end there were two independent sets of total ozone measurements which gave the

same total ozone trends within the errors of the respective instruments.

I understand that the total ozone measurements could be considered a special case. Not many quantities can be measured

independently from a ground-based network. And in many cases the quantity to be derived is the result of an analysis

using a regression algorithm based on "ground truth." However, I contend that we have to rethink exactly what is meant

by the word "validation," and wherever possible, we should work towards the principle of comparison of independent
data sets.

6.2 Lessons Learned from ISCCP Radiometric Calibration and Monitoring

Christopher Brest, Science Systems and Applications, Inc. (SSAI), NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies, 2880
Broadway New York, NY 10025

6.2.1 Introduction

This paper discusses procedures developed and lessons learned from efforts to calibrate ISCCP Stage B3 and Stage C
data. Recently, ISCCP has begun processing Stage D data, which is a replacement and improvement on Stage C. Among

the improvements are better calibration, based in part on the experience gained in developing the techniques discussed

here. The methods described are those used to develop the initial calibration; the lessons learned from that experience

are still valid. More complete descriptions of techniques, including references for many of the points made in this paper,

can be found in Brest and Rossow (1992). The improved calibration methodology and results used to produce Stage D

data will be described in a forthcoming paper.

6.2.1.1 ISCCP Stage B3 data. The ISCCP, the first project of the World Climate Research Program, began its

operational data collection in July 1983. The project is designed to take advantage of the global satellite coverage

provided by current and planned operational weather satellites, both geostationary and polar-orbiting. One objective

is the collection of a uniform global radiance data set which can be analyzed to obtain a climatology of cloud properties

to improve their parameterization in climate models (Schiffer and Rossow, 1983). Data have been collected (to date)

from the imaging radiometers on the NOAA polar orbiters (NOAA-7, -8,-9, -10, -11, and -12) and from the

geostationary satellites, GOES (GOES-5, -6 and -7), METEOSAT (MET-2, -3, -4, and -5) and GMS (GMS-I, -2, -3,

and -4). Such a satellite data set was collected for 1 year for First GARP Global Experiment (FGGE), but the ISCCP

data collection represents the first comprehensive, global, multiyear data collection.
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TheISCCPStageB3data(SchifferandRossow,1985;Rossowetal.,1987)aretherawimageradiancesfromallthe
satellitesthathavebeenreducedinvolume,navigated,radiometricallynormalized,andplacedinacommonformat.
Threedifferentcalibrationtablesareavailabletoconvertthedigitalcountvaluestoradiances.The first calibration table

(nominal) represents the best initial information available for each satellite, often the prelaunch values. The second

calibration table (normalized) represents the normalization of the geostationary satellites to the current polar orbiter,

and the normalization of succeeding polar orbiters to NOAA-7. Corrections for short-term changes or long-term drifts

in the calibration are provided in the third (absolute) calibration table. Normalization and calibration corrections are

made only for the 0.6 _tm and 10 to ! 1 lam wavelength channels that are common to all satellites; for the NOAA

AVHRR, these are referred to as Channel 1 and Channel 4, respectively. The ISCCP Stage B3 version of AVHRR data

are identical to the Global Area Coverage (GAC) form, which has a nominal resolution of 4 km, except that they are

truncated from 10 to 8 bits and are reduced by sampling the GAC pixels at a 24-km spacing.

These data form one of the two main products produced by ISCCP and are archived at the ISCCP Central Archive

(Satellite Data Services Division, NOAA/NESDIS, Washington, DC 20233). The other is the Stage C cloud products

(now being reprocessed as Stage D).

6.2.1.2 Calibration of Satellite Data. To provide quantitative measurements for Earth studies, accurate and

comprehensive calibration of satellite radiometers is critically needed. The recent increase in the use of satellite data

for climate studies calls for the retrieval of physical parameters from the measured radiances and, therefore, for absolute

calibrations that are known over long time periods. However, even the use of classification or "index" type analyses of
satellite data to monitor changes in climate requires that the relative stability of the satellite radiometers be known for

long-term data sets. Moreover, plans to collect global satellite data over decadal periods, to monitor changes in surface

conditions and in climate, require a calibration standard that can be transferred from one satellite to another in a series.

Although most instruments undergo a thorough calibration prior to their launch on a satellite, there appears to be no

predictable relationship between these prelaunch calibrations and the postlaunch performance. Thus, comprehensive,

well-documented postlaunch calibrations are needed. Since the solar channels used for imaging on most operational

satellites do not have on-board calibration capabilities, an Earth-target approach to calibration is the only method

available. The number of these problems which are to be avoided determines the amount of effort and expense

associated with a field campaign to obtain such calibration data; making such measurements routinely and for more than

one target is usually not attempted. This limits results to two-point calibrations (target plus space) and to one or two
measurements over the lifetime of a particular satellite.

Use of Earth surface targets to monitor the relative calibration of satellite instruments over long time periods introduces

a number of other factors that cause diurnal and seasonal changes in the radiation from the target as seen by the satellite:

variations in viewing and illumination geometry, changes in the atmosphere, navigation (Earth-location of the individual

image pixels) errors in heterogeneous areas, changes in the surface characteristics (such as soil moisture and vegetation),
and cloud variations.

6.2.1.3 ISCCP Calibration Monitoring. The NOAA polar orbiter AVHRR data from Channels 1 and 4 play a crucial
role in the project by serving as the radiometric calibration standard for all of the satellites. Although a thorough

prelaunch calibration of all AVHRR channels is performed, only the infrared channels are monitored after launch using

an on-board calibration target. At the beginning of the project, the absolute calibration of Channel 1 for the NOAA-7
AVHRR was not known.

To be able to use the Stage B3 radiances to determine a climatology of cloud properties, the radiances must be calibrated

and the calibration maintained as a constant over the whole data set. In addition to the normalization of the geostationary

satellite radiometers, this requires monitoring of the calibrations of the AVHRR over long periods. Since the polar

orbiters are replaced periodically, the calibration standard must also be transferred from one satellite in the series to the
next.

Lacking a comprehensive field measurement program to establish an absolute calibration, the prelaunch calibration of

Channel I was checked by comparing the surface reflectances obtained for a variety of surface types to available values

reported in the literature. In addition to uncertainties arising from surface and atmospheric effects that are not accounted
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for in theanalysis,thereis a degreeof uncertainty in the reported literature values. Often description of the

measurements is incomplete, regarding the type of instrument used, its calibration, spectral response, relevant

characteristics of the surface measured, viewing and illumination geometry, and (where needed) the corrections for

atmospheric effects, such as broken cloudiness or aerosols. These factors are responsible for a large range of reflectance

values reported in the literature for specific surface types.

Despite these factors, there was sufficient agreement between visible reflectances obtained from NOAA-7 AVHRR with

the published literature values to adopt the performance of the AVHRR Channel 1 on NOAA-7 in July 1983 as the

standard reference for all visible radiance measurements in the entire 1SCCP data set (Rossow et al., 1987). This
calibration was later revised when better information was obtained.

The normalization of the geostationary satellite data to the polar orbiter is performed at the ISCCP Satellite Calibration

Center in Lanion, France. The monitoring of the polar orbiters and the normalization of succeeding polar orbiters is done
at the ISCCP Global Processing Center at NASA's Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS). The calibration of the

visible channel of the polar orbiters and the lessons learned from it are the subject of this paper. For the reprocessing

of the data to form the Stage D products, the calibration procedure has been modified and improved; however, that is

not discussed here. The lessons learned from the original procedure are still valid.

6.2.2 Methodology

As will be discussed below the ISCCP calibration procedure differs from most in that instead of using one small selected

site (e.g., a desert target), we use a wide variety of targets and the entire globe itself as a target. This brings up some

interesting contrasts with other procedures which are being developed.

6,2.2,1 Surface Reflectance Retrieval. All of the B3 data are processed, representing approximately 20 million

daytime image pixels per month per satellite. Data are corrected for seasonal variation in solar irradiance, corrected for

ozone absorption, and for Rayleigh scattering as a function of illumination and viewing geometry. This step produces

a "surface" reflectance (whether clear or cloudy) and reduces variability by removing some of the angular, seasonal,

and latitudinal dependencies of visible radiances at the top of the atmosphere. The optical constants in the radiative

models for visible radiance are adjusted to account for the spectral response of the NOAA-7 AVHRR Channel 1 and

to simulate the observed spectral radiance as a function of viewing geometry. All optical properties are assumed to be

homogeneous in a single AVHRR field of view.

A "surface" reflectance is retrieved for all radiance measurements by comparing them to a table calculated from the

visible radiance model with no clouds. This procedure neglects the anisotropy of cloud, land, and water surfaces;
however, collection of observations over an entire month at varying geometries provides a stable statistical measure of
these reflectances.

6.2.2.2 Target Histograms. Reflectance frequency histograms are collected for nine surface/vegetation classes and 28
specific geographic targets. The data base used to sort each pixel by vegetation type is a global classification (with 1°

resolution) compiled by and is based on the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization

(UNESCO) hierarchical classification. For this research 32 major vegetation types have been aggregated into nine

vegetation (i.e., surface) "classes" based on characteristics of canopy structure and surface morphology. Previous work

has demonstrated the importance of canopy structure in remote sensing of vegetated surfaces. Thus, the basic distinction

is between tree-canopy and low-canopy height vegetation: grassland, shrubland, and tundra. Three tree-canopy

vegetation classes are defined: deciduous, evergreen, and rain forest. Lastly, the distinct morphological surface classes
of desert, snow/ice, and water are also defined.

These nine vegetation classes are further divided into geographic "targets," representing distinct regional and

hemispheric occurrences of each class, to avoid problems of contamination of the class due to seasonal climate changes

in cloud cover or snow cover, to derive a better (i.e., more specific) set of reflectance filters for the cloud detection step

that avoids variations of a single vegetation type from region to region, and to separate seasonal illumination effects by

monitoring the same surface types in the northern and southern hemisphere. Additionally, certain higher latitude areas
are not available year round.
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A totalof 28 surface targets are chosen. Each target consists of the occurrence of the appropriate land cover type within

a predefined latitude/longitude window. These targets are well distributed geographically, and comprise the bulk of the
Earth's land areas.

Another set of "targets" is also defined to encompass larger areas (i.e., continents and hemispheres) with no breakdown

by surface type. This target set includes the entire globe, all land surfaces, hemispheres, hemispheres subdivided

according to land and water, and individual continents. Complete sets of histograms are also produced and examined

for these targets, although they are not used directly in the calibration comparisons.

6.2.2.3 Reflectance Filters and Global Maps. Because the CLEAR histograms are temporally stable, they can be used

to define reflectance limits for each surface type and/or vegetation class, and each geographic target or region. The
distances from the mode reflectances to the half-mode frequency values are doubled to define the filter limits. This

procedure yields a more reasonable sample of clear-sky surface reflectances than a minimum brightness/maximum
temperature approach which is too vulnerable to errors produced by spurious extreme values.

The reflectance filters are used to sort data into global maps with a latitude/longitude grid of one-half-degree resolution.

Four maps are created: monthly mean surface reflectance, two biweekly surface reflectance maps representing the first

and second half of the month, and a mean "total" (surface and clouds) reflectance map which represents an average of

all the data available for the month. The monthly mean surface maps are used in a variety of comparisons. This method

is used to monitor the calibration of each polar orbiter and, in a slightly modified form to normalize succeeding polar
orbiters to the ISCCP standard.

6.2.3 ISCCP Calibration

6.2.3.1 Satellite Calibration Normalization. The satellite normalization procedure will be discussed using NOAA-9

and NOAA-7 as an example. NOAA-7 served as the ISCCP normalization standard through January 1985. In February

it was replaced by NOAA-9. To maintain a uniform calibration over the life of the project, it was necessary to normalize
NOAA-9 to NOAA-7. For this purpose, 3 weeks of overlapping data were obtained.

The first step in assessing the difference between the calibrations of NOAA-7 and NOAA-9 AVHRR's was to process

the 3 weeks of overlap data for both with the monitor software. Next the two global SURFACE reflectance maps were
compared. The resulting slope of 0.896 indicated a substantial calibration difference. This difference is also evident in

all of the histograms as a shift in distributions of reflectance and in the mean reflectance for all targets. The differences

were greater at the brighter end of the scale, which suggests that the calibration difference includes a difference in
sensitivity (gain).

At the time NOAA-9 was launched, NOAA-7 had drifled to a much later equator crossing time than the nominal 14:30

local standard time (LST). At the beginning of the ISCCP data collection period in July 1983, NOAA-7 had an equator
crossing time of approximately 15:05 LST. By January 1985, the crossing time was 16:00 LST, almost a full hour later.

NOAA-9 had a 14:20 LST crossing time in January 1985 which also drifted and reached approximately 16:07 LST by
November ! 988. The 1 hour and 40-minute difference in equatorial crossing times created a significant difference in

solar geometry between the two satellites during the 3-week overlap period. The difference in lao (cosine of solar zenith
angle) between modal values for the Earth was 0.34.

Because of the significant difference in IJ0 between NOAA-7 and NOAA-9, we developed corrections for varying solar

zenith angles by analyzing I year of NOAA-7 data (July 1983-84) for eight targets representing the major vegetation

and surface types. Two dimensional histograms of surface visible reflectances (obtained by using the monitor filters to

remove cloud effects) versus solar zenith angle were collected for each month of data and composited into an annual
aggregate.

Reference laovalues were defined for each target by the average of the two modal values from NOAA-7 and NOAA-9.

In a modified version of the monitor code, the reflectance of each pixel was corrected based on the difference between

/aoand the reference value and the surface type slope correction factor. This correction was added (subtracted) from the
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original reflectance value to create the lao-corrected reflectance. The data were corrected to the reference !% values for

each target to minimize error introduced by the procedure.

The reflectance filters for NOAA-7 and NOAA-9 during the overlap period were derived in the same way as the monitor

filters using modes and half-mode values. Many of the NOAA-7 filters were similar to the previous AVHRR monitor
filters, but a few were significantly different because they included some snow cover or persistent cloud cover. The

broader filters were advantageous for two reasons. First, because we have a limited sample (only 3 weeks) of data to

work with, taken during Northern hemisphere winter when some of our targets were snow covered, the new procedure

gives us a larger population to work with by defining the reflectance filters for the specific time period rather than for

a whole year. Secondly, this approach gives us more data in the brighter range of reflectances, between the Sahara and

snow/ice reflectances, which should be beneficial to our linear regression analysis. The filters were defined separately

for each satellite based on the modal populations. This gives two sets of independent, but analogous filters.

The normalization was an iterative procedure in which gains and offsets were applied to the NOAA-9 data. Then the

regression of the global surface maps, the target histograms, and the target mean reflectances were compared to the

NOAA-7 data. The chosen values were a compromise selection based on the best overall results for these various

comparisons.

6.2.3.2 Satellite Calibration Monitoring. Each satellite must be monitored for calibration drift over its lifetime. We

monitor the monthly mean reflectance for each of the clear-sky targets and the entire globe. Analysis of the time record

is complicated by the seasonal variation of most types of targets, and the drift in orbit to later in the day. Using NOAA-9

as an example, it was readily apparent that, despite these complicating factors, the calibration drifted significantly.

Therefore, we developed a correction for the observed sensor drift. Given the monotonic decrease in reflectance, we

chose to fit a straight line to the data, using the monitor output from February 1985 through November 1988. Because

of the seasonal variations of many targets, it is necessary to use at least several complete seasonal cycles to derive a

proper correction to the sensor degradation trend. We fit trend lines to the reflectance for a variety of targets, as well

as the whole Earth. The slopes derived for each target were normalized by dividing by the target's mean reflectance.

Because of the global nature of ISCCP, we chose the fit to the global map as the best compromise for all targets. The

trend line for the sensor degradation was derived from global mean reflectance values obtained from monthly equal-area

clear-sky reflectance maps. The accuracy of our trend line is confirmed by the close agreement between the resulting
calibration and an aircraft absolute calibration obtained in November 1988.

6.2.3.3 Absolute Calibration. The results of an intercomparison of several absolute and relative calibration methods
for NOAA-9, combined with the absolute measurements obtained from simultaneous and coincident aircraft

measurements (from the NASA ER-2 collected in October 1986), provides an absolute calibration for AVHRR Channel

1 (Whitlock et al., 1990). This value is much more accurate than that originally adopted for ISCCP, which was based

on the qualitative agreement of measured vegetation reflectances with literature values. Consequently, this new absolute

calibration is applied to all ISCCP visible data before an analysis using a radiative transfer model to obtain cloud and

surface properties.

The correction to the original visible calibration recorded on all ISCCP (B3) radiance data tapes is to multiply by 1.2.

This illustrates a key attribute of the ISCCP data since the original count values are reported on the data tapes, together

with the original calibration supplied by the satellite operator, and any corrections performed by us to normalize to the

ISCCP reference standard, users cannot only re-examine these calibration adjustments, but also exploit any new

information obtained after the tapes were produced. Thus, we easily incorporated this absolute calibration into the cloud

climatology analysis by introducing the correction at the beginning of the analysis software.

6.2.4 Discussion

6.2.4.1 Comments on Method. General requirements for a viable satellite calibration procedure are: a calibration

standard which is well-defined and stable over time, a comparison to the calibration reference standard over most of

the dynamic range of the instrument, an examination of the linearity of the instrument response, a check for shifts in
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spectralresponse,sufficienttemporalresolution,sensitivitystudies,and cross comparisons. Specific features of our
procedure address each of these criteria.

6.2.4.2 Calibration Standard that is Well-Defined and Stable Over Time. When using a natural surface as the

calibration standard, this can be a difficult goal to achieve. Even with the use of a single good target, such as White

Sands, New Mexico, problems are encountered. Examples are changes in the sand dunes and their shadows caused by

the winds, and high water tables in some portions that cause variable soil moisture. Desert vegetation can also vary

seasonally and from year to year depending on rainfall. The ISCCP calibration program uses multiple targets and is
based on the fundamental assumption that the global aggregate of regional variations of surface visible reflectance is

not changing with time. Of course, on-going human modifications of the surface and climate are expected to cause some

systematic changes in regional surface albedo; however, these changes are not expected to be very large, particularly
at 0.6 lam, over periods of 5 to I0 years. Since we did not have a routine calibration program for the satellite radiometers
at the start of ISCCP, the best available method to monitor calibration was the use of the Earth's surface. The contrast

in the results between NOAA-7 and NOAA-9 provides post facto support for this assumption by showing both how

constant the global reflectance can be and how rapidly an instrument can change. We also did not have very accurate

data on the reflectivity of various surfaces, so this analysis provides a calibration relative to a somewhat poorly defined

standard. As discussed previously, when a better absolute calibration is available, it can easily be applied to the entire
data set.

A key feature of our method is that we do not rely on the constancy of the surface at any one location, but rather on the

constancy of the global aggregate of targets. In effect, we use over 200,000 individual targets (although all the water

locations do not provide independent information) to check for calibration changes. We explicitly monitor not only the

statistical variations (means and distributions) of a large number of surface types and various-sized geographical
aggregations, but also the changes in each 50 x 50 km _map grid cell covering the whole globe.

This approach supplies both a massive statistical weight and a sensitivity to different kinds of instrument changes. The

former ensures that only a change in the instrument would produce a systematic shift of all the measured quantities,
whereas the latter enables the detection of changes in instrument linearity or spectral responses. Although we have not

emphasized this aspect of the results and have calculated only linear shifts in calibration, we have not observed any

changes in the character of the regressions that would suggest either linearity changes or spectral response changes. The
response of the instrument is very linear; moreover, the shifts in target mean reflectances do not indicate significant

differences between water, vegetation, and deserts, which would appear with large changes in spectral response.

6.2.4.3 Comparison to a Standard Over Most of the Dynamic Range of Instrument. It is critical that the calibration

be performed over as much of the range of the instrument's response as possible. For example, calibration at only the

low end of the instrument's response then requires extrapolation to the remainder of the instrument's response, and with
unknown error. In the ISCCP program, the use of a wide variety of surface types ensures that the measurements cover

a large portion of the instrument's dynamic range. The clear-sky radiances of some desert areas are almost 50 percent
of the solar insolation. The use of reflectances (radiance divided by cosine of solar zenith angle) makes the land ice

sheets the "brightest" objects, even though their clear radiances are only about 20 to 30 percent of the solar constant.

This means that any discrepancies in radiance measurements will amplify discrepancies in reflectances for these
locations. Our corrected calibrations produce very good results for these targets, too.

6.2.4.4 Examination of Linearity of Instrument Response. Employment of a single bright target and an assumption

about the dark end (space counts) does not allow for assessment of the linearity of the instrument's response. Again,
using a large number of targets offers significant advantages.

6.2.4.5 Check for Shifts in Spectral Response. The recent activity in calibration has focused on response of
instruments, and little work has been done on the possibility of spectral shifts from sensor aging. A method that uses

multiple targets, with different spectral response characteristics (e.g., vegetation, snow, or sand), could be used to look
for such changes.

6.2.4. 6 Sufficient Temporal Resolution. For an aircraft-based absolute calibration program, a reasonable goal would
be to aim for four flights per year. This would probably ensure two or three flights and one or two usable calibrations
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peryear.Thiswouldnotonlybea significantimprovementoverpreviouscalibrationactivities,butit shouldbe
sufficientforaviablecalibrationprogram.Wheneverthereisachangeinsatellites,theflightscheduleshouldbealtered
tocollectdatafrombothsatellitesduringanoverlapperiod.Forarelativeprocedure,basedontheISCCPexperience,
2-weekdataaggregationissufficient.

6.2.4.7 Sensitivity Studies. This is an important step in the development of a calibration scheme. It is necessary to

accurately define a threshold at which to act. For example, the ISCCP synthetic sensitivity study showed that the method

was probably not able to detect a calibration shift smaller than 1 to 2 percent (absolute) reliably, especially if the shift

was due to a degradation of sensor sensitivity. Therefore, it was initially decided to ignore any indications of calibration

change smaller than 2 percent in the ISCCP results.

6.2.4.8 Cross Comparisons. There are several calibration experiments currently being conducted, each with its own

assumptions and limitations, and therefore it is important to compare results. For example, Staylor (1990) has monitored

the average of measured visible radiances (converted to narrowband albedo using an empirical bidirectional model for
deserts) over the Libyan desert obtained from NOAA-6, NOAA-7, and NOAA-9. Despite the different treatments of

angle dependence (1SCCP neglect of solar zenith angle dependence in the monitoring procedure causes the small

seasonal oscillation in the results), the agreement is excellent: calculated trends are the same to a precision better than

I percent. Such comparisons are important to establish confidence in results.

The resulting calibration measurements represent the best global compromise for all target types and reflectance ranges.
By normalizing the entire ISCCP radiance data set to this standard and maintaining constancy over the whole time

period, we ensure the best approximation to a uniform radiometric standard that is obtainable.

6.2.5 Recommendations

Based on what was learned from the calibration program for ISCCP, there are a number of recommendations to be made.

6.2.5.1 Immediate actions that should be taken are:

• Obtain a consensus on calibration of current (and recent) satellites.

• Provide wide dissemination of results on a frequent basis, either in the form of a newsletter, an online data
base, or both.

Actions that should be taken in the near future are:

Formally adopt a particular methodology and set of results as best representing the calibration of particular
satellites.

• Make several prelaunch calibrations with the last one being as near to launch as practical. This would provide

a better basis for a prelaunch calibration than just one measurement.

• Plan 1 month of overlapping data collection operations when a satellite is being replaced by the next in the
series.

• Have an aircraft campaign during this time period that calibrates both satellites.

• The data producer should conduct routine statistical monitoring of data as they are being produced. This not

only serves as a quality control mechanism, but it can also indicate calibration changes.

6.2.5.3 Activities that must be started now, and that will pay off in the long-term future are:

• Technological development and implementation ofonboard calibration for shortwave channels.
• Develop, test, and implement operational (i.e., near real-time) calibration procedures.
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6.3 A High Resolution Global Sea-Surface Temperature Analysis

Richard Reynolds, National Centers for Environmental Prediction, NOAA/NWS, Camp Springs, MD

The SST analyses used at the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP), formally the National
Meteorological Center, use both in-situ and satellite data. The in situ SST data are obtained from two different sources.

The data source from 1990 to present is based on real-time data from the NCEP file of all ship and buoy observations

available to NCEP on the Global Telecommunication System (GTS) within I 0 hours of observation time. Prior to 1990,

the data were obtained from the Comprehensive Ocean-Atmosphere Data Set (COADS; Slutz et al., t985). COADS adds

additional delayed data to the GTS data. After a wait of several years, the procedure can roughly double the number of

in-situ observations. The distribution of observations partially depends on ship traffic which is most dense in the

midlatitude Northern Hemisphere. The deployment of drifting and moored buoys has partially been designed to fill in

some areas with little ship data. This process has been most successful in the tropical Pacific and Southern Hemisphere.
However, it should be noted that there are areas, such as the tropical Atlantic, that have almost no buoy SST
observations.

The satellite observations are infrared measurements from the AVHRR on the U.S. NOAA polar-orbiting satellites.

These data are produced operationally by NOAA's NESDIS. (This operational function is now being done by the U.S.

Navy.) The satellite SST retrieval algorithms are "tuned" by regression against quality-controlled drifting buoy data

using the multichannel SST technique of McClain et al. (1985) and Walton (1988). This procedure converts the satellite

measurement of the "skin" SST (roughly a millimeter in depth) to a buoy "bulk" SST (roughly 0.5 m). The tuning is

done when a new satellite becomes operational or when verification with the buoy data shows increasing errors. The

algorithms are computed globally and are not a function of position or time. Although the AVHRR cannot retrieve SSTs
in cloud-covered regions, the spatial coverage of satellite data is much more uniform than the coverage for the in-situ
data.

In-situ and satellite observations are sparse near the ice edge. To supplement these data, sea ice information is used on
a 2 ° grid. Ifa grid box is ice-covered (concentration of S0 percent or greater), an SST value is generated with a value

of-1.8°C. The freezing point temperature of sea water with a salinity of 33 to 34 psu is -1.8°C. This range of salinity

is typical near the ice edge in the open ocean.

The superior coverage and greater density of satellite SST data would tend to overwhelm the in-situ data in most

conventional analyses. This would only be a problem if the satellite data have biases on large time and space scales.

These biases have occurred in the operational satellite data set. The most severe cases occurred following the March

1982 eruptions of El Chich6n (Reynolds et al., 1989) and the June 1991 eruptions of Mount Pinatubo (Reynolds, 1993).

The stratospheric aerosols from these eruptions resulted in strong negative biases in the satellite algorithms.

To illustrate the _ffect of one of these events, the average weekly anomaly from in situ, daytime, and nighttime satellite

observations was computed between 20°S and 20°N during the period with strong stratospheric aerosols from Mount
Pinatubo (see Reynolds, 1993). The results (see Figure 7) show that the SST anomalies were all tightly grouped during

May and June 1991. After this period, the in-situ anomaly remained relatively constant while the day and night satellite

anomalies became more negative. The nighttime anomalies reached a minimum during September; the daytime

retrievals reached a minimum during August. The difference between the in situ and satellite anomalies shows that the

satellite observations had average negative biases with magnitudes greater than I°C in the tropics in August and
September 1991. An attempt was made on October 3, 1991 to correct the nighttime algorithm. However, as shown in

the figure, this correction was only partially effective. As discussed in Reynolds (1993), this correction lead to other

satellite biases in the Southern Hemisphere midlatitudes. The aerosols and the associated tropical biases gradually

became weaker until the biases became negligible in April 1992.
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Figure 7. Weekly in-situ, daytime and nighttime satellite SST anomalies obtained from observations. The

anomalies are averaged between 20°S and 20°N from May 1981 to May 1992.

The NCEP analysis of Reynolds (1988) and Reynolds and Marsico (1993) used Poisson's equation to remove any
satellite biases relative to the in-situ data before combining the two types of data. This analysis, henceforth called the

blend, was produced monthly from January 1982 to December 1994 on a 2 ° grid with an effective spatial resolution of

6°. The analysis used the in situ, satellite, and sea-ice SSTs discussed above. In this procedure the analysis resolution

was degraded to a resolution that could be supported by the in-situ data.

To improve this resolution, an optimum interpolation (OI) analysis was developed. The OI is done weekly on a 1o grid

and uses the same data that were used by the blend. The OI method (see Reynolds and Smith, 1994) assumes that the

data do not contain spatial biases. To correct for the satellite biases, a preliminary step using the blended method

provides a smooth correction on a 12° grid for each week. The satellite data are adjusted by this correction and used in

the O! along with the in-situ data. In the OI, error statistics are assigned to each type of data (ship, buoy, etc.). Because
the in-situ data errors are not smaller than the satellite data errors and because the satellite distribution is so much better

than the in-situ distribution, the satellite data overwhelm the in-situ data in the OI. However, the in-situ data are critically

important in correcting the satellite data for biases before these data are used in the OI.

The OI has now been computed from November 1981 to present. November 1981 was selected as the starting point

because that is the date when the AVHRR data first became operational. For comparison, the OI has also been computed

without the preliminary satellite bias correction. This analysis will be referred to as OI-UC where UC stands for
uncorrected.

To verify the accuracy of the differences among the blend and the two versions of the OI, the monthly SST anomalies

from the analyses are compared with independent data. These data are the monthly averaged SST anomalies from the

Tropical Ocean Global Atmospheric (TOGA) Tropical Atmosphere Ocean (TAO) equatorial current moorings (e.g.,
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seeMcPhaden,1993).Three locations have been selected with the longest records: 110°W, 140°W, and 165°E. The

monthly root mean square (RMS) difference between buoys and each of the three analyses (blend, OI, and OI-UC) are

computed for the period from January 1982 through 93 and for each month. The results are summarized in Table 1 for

a high aerosol year (1991) and for the entire period. In all cases, the Ol is superior to both the OI-UC and the blend. The

Ol is superior to the blend because of its better resolution. Because the spatial gradients are greater in the eastern than

in the western Pacific, analysis differences between the blend and the Ol are greater at ! 10°W and 140°W than at 165°E.

In years without strong satellite biases, the Ol and OI-UC analyses behave similarly. However, the large biases during

periods such as 1991, cause the degradation of OI-UC analysis relative to both the OI and the blend.

Table I. Monthly RMS Differences Between Buoys and Analyses for 1991 and for the

144-Month Period: January 1982 to December 1993 (the buoys are all located on the equator).

RMS (°C) Difference RMS (°C) Difference
Longitude Analysis 1991 1982-93

110°W OI 0.19 0.38

110°W OI-UC 0.87 0.47

110°W Blend 0.40 0.86

140°W O! 0.15 0.39

140°W OI-UC 0.79 0.43

140°W Blend 0.52 0.73

165°E OI 0.15 0.24

165°E OI-UC 0.71 0.39

165°E Blend 0.18 0.28

An example of a time series of the buoy and three analyzed SSTs are shown at the equator and 110°W in Figure 8 for
the period January 1988 to December 1991. This period was selected to show an anomalous negative period in 1988

and an anomalous positive period in 1991 with the satellite biases shown in the Figure 7. The figure shows that the OI

is in better agreement with the buoy than the blend, particularly in the anomalously negative periods of 1988. This

occurs because the spatial gradients in eastem tropical Pacific tend to be stronger during periods of lower SST. The OI-

UC behaves similarly to the O1 during most of the record. However, the negative satellite biases overwhelm the OI-UC

analysis and produce buoy to analysis differences of almost 2°C in August and September 1991.

The Ol analysis with the satellite bias correction yields high quality global SST fields. The satellite data provides high
resolution weekly and monthly global analyses in areas with little or no in-situ data. These fields have been used in the

NCEP atmospheric reanalysis and for NCEP coupled model verification. In addition, the OI fields have also been used

to improve SST analyses from 1950 to 1981 when satellite data were not available. In this method, spatial patterns from

empirical orthogonai functions (EOFs) are obtained from the OI fields. The dominant EOF modes (which correspond

to the largest variance) are used as basis functions and are fit, in a least squares sense, to the in-situ data to determine

the time dependence of each mode. A complete field of SST is then reconstructed from these spatial and temporal modes
as described in Smith et al., (1995).
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Figure 8. Monthly mean SST anomaly for the blend, the 0I, the 0I- UC (the Ol with uncorrected satellite

data) and the TOGA TAO buoy at the equator and 110°W. The time period is January 1988 to December

1991.

6.4 Data Requirements for Global Land Surface Modeling

Forrest Hall and Piers Sellers, NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD

A complex and coupled set of energy and constituent exchanges takes place between the land surface ecosystem and

the physical climate system (Figure 9). Every class of ecosystem models (Water-Energy-Carbon, Carbon and

Biogeochemistry, and Ecosystem Structure and Function) is essential for the study for global change and constrained

by similar deficiencies in scaling and data needs.

Scaling: Scaling issues are derived from using results from small-scale studies, combined with very simple

aggregation assumptions, to describe regional-scale processes and surface-atmosphere exchanges. Are the

remote sensing algorithms and process models developed at homogeneous plot levels valid for larger-scale

regions where surface and boundary layer heterogeniety may be large?

• Data Needs: There are very few reliable, consistent, accessible, large-scale data sets in existence for the

purposes of initialization and validation of these models on regional and global scales.
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Figure 9. Important interactions between the land surface ecosystem and the atmosphere

with respect to global change. A: Influence of changes in the physical climate system on

biophysical processes. These effects may feed back to the atmosphere through changes in

energy, heat, water, and C02 exchange. B:Changes in nutrient cycling rates; release of

C02 and CH4from soil carbon pool back to the atmosphere. C: Changes in biogeochemical

processes and water and nutrient resources influence community composition and structure.

D: Change in species composition causes changes in surface biophysical characteristics and

biogeochemical process rates.

It is hoped that a combination of large-scale field experiments and a stream of satellite data products can be used to deal
with these two issues. Research work conducted within and parallel to the field experiments can lead to improved

algorithms, which would then be used to generate better regional and global data sets. Satellite data algorithms that deal

with land-surface studies have been developed under the aegis of the responsible government agencies.

6.4.1 Introduction

Early in ISLSCP, an algorithm workshop was held to determine the state of the art in satellite data processing

algorithms. Sellers et al. (1990) concluded that:

• Algorithms were available to calculate many of the important surface and atmospheric state variables required

by the modelers.

• Few of the algorithms had been thoroughly evaluated with regard to accuracy and precision.

• There was a lot of room for improvement in the algorithms in terms of calibration, geometric correction, and

cloud screening procedures.
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Fewofthealgorithmshadbeentestedsufficientlyorwereinnatelyrobustenoughforoperationaluse.Based
on thisfinding,aseriesof fieldexperimentswereplannedto developandtestsatellitealgorithmsand
ecosystem/atmosphereprocessmodels,asdescribedinthenextsection.

6.4.2 Field Experiments

The International Satellite Land Surface Climatology Project (ISLSCP) field experiments and parallel activities

performed by the World Climate Research Program (WCRP), the International Geosphere-Biosphere Program (IGBP)

and other organizations were designed to address the two fundamental issues described above. Several experiments,
including FIFE, BOREAS, HAPEX-Mobilhy, and others found the following:

Process Models: The problems of scaling soil-vegetation-atmosphere models from local scales up to several

kilometers do not appear to be as severe as originally feared. This point was re-emphasized at a joint ISLSC P-

Biological Aspects of the Hydrological Cycle (BAHC; an element of IGBP) workshop held in Tucson, Arizona

in March 1994 which focused specifically on scaling. A number of studies presented at the workshop indicated

that the radiative transfer, and mass and heat transport models used to describe processes on the scale of

individual plants or small plots could be used to calculate large-scale (10 to 50 km) surface-atmosphere fluxes
to acceptable accuracies using relatively simple spatial-aggregation techniques. In some of these studies,

explicit checks were made on the accuracy of these methods using a variety of surface and airborne instruments
to cover the scale range from a few centimeters out to several kilometers.

Satellite Data Algorithms: The field experiments sponsored by ISLSCP and other organizations involved the

collection of integrated data sets which allowed end-to-end evaluation of procedures for calculating surface

state parameters from exo-atmospheric radiances. It was found that several components of the surface radiation

budget (insolation, downward photosynthetically active radiation (PAR), reflected shortwave) could be

estimated from sensors on geostationary platforms to good accuracy and that useful estimates of downward

Iongwave and net radiation could also be calculated. Satellite data were used to calculate surface biophysical

parameters, including the fraction of photosynthetically active radiation absorbed by the green portion of the

vegetation canopy (FPAR), unstressed stomatal conductance and photosynthetic capacity. These parameters

have been used in simulation models to calculate the surface-atmosphere fluxes of carbon and water.
Significantly, the remote sensing methodologies, the parameters, and the models themselves have been shown

to be largely scale-invariant. This indicates that the local-scale models tested o the field experiment scale could

be combined with large-scale satellite data sets to produce continental-scale fields of energy and mass (H:O)
and CO:) fluxes.

The field experiments succeeded in dealing with the two major issues that framed their design. The next task was

to take the lessons learned from the experiments and apply them to improve models and to generate better data sets.
it can be argued that the modeling community directly benefited from the work: several offline models and at least

three operational GCM's currently utilize formulations that are based on field experiment results. However, it is also

clear that the experimental results were only occasionally used to help generate improved large-scale data sets from
satellite data.

6.4.3 The Need for Global Data Sets

It was concluded at the 1992 ISLSCP workshop that the communities working on model development and on past and

planned field experiments had their activities in hand. However, it was made clear that the availability and/or

accessibility of global data sets for land-atmosphere models was unsatisfactory. Each modeling group reaffirmed the

need for global data sets for initialization/boundary conditions, forcing and validation (see Figure 10).
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Figure I0. Land models rely on validated global data sets for energy exchange and boundary conditions.

The stated intention was to thoroughly test the surface models independent of atmospheric models, which cannot be

relied on to provide realistic forcings, so as to highlight the components of the land models that need attention. Figure

10 shows the roles of the different data required to do this task. These are summarized below:

Surface Boundary_ Conditions. Land cover type and associated biophysical attributes, including FPAR, leaf area

index, roughness length, albedo, etc., are all necessary to specify the state and activity of vegetation in the
models. Soils, snow cover, and ice data are needed by hydrological submodels.

E.9.LEJgg_:Near-surface meteorological conditions (temperature, humidity, windspeed), radiation fluxes and

precipitation are needed by almost all land-atmosphere models. Many of the energy-water-carbon models

require that the diurnal cycle be resolved in these data and that the precipitation forcing be divided into

convective and large-scale fractions.

Fluxes: The energy-water-carbon and biogeochemistry models calculate the land-atmosphere exchanges of

energy, water, carbon, and trace constituents and changes in equivalent storage quantities within the vegetation-

soil system. For example, land surface parameterizations in GCMs typically produce time-series of

evapotranspiration, soil moisture, snow and ice storage, and runoff. With the exception of some satellite-

derived surface radiation budget data sets, there are no truly global data sets available that can be used to

continuously validate the output from these models; the communities have to make do with temporally and

spatially sparse surface-atmosphere flux data sets, which are mainly derived from field experiment data, and
a few runoff records.

Within this framework, each modeling group prepared its own prioritized list of data sets. When these were analyzed

and compared, it was found that there was a large overlap in the stated requirements. Table 2 lists the consolidated data

needs as prioritized across the three working groups at the workshop. At the time, these high priority data sets were

perceived to be unavailable or inaccessible to the modeling community. Specifically:
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Operationalmeteorologicalagenciesgeneratestreamsoffour-dimensionaldataassimilation(4DDA)products,
includingnear-surfacemeteorology,radiationfluxes,soilmoisturefields,etc.,buttherequiredinformation
specifiedbytheworkinggroupswasexpensiveanddifficulttoextractfromtheproductarchives,

• Veryfewsatellite-basedproductswereactuallyavailable,and

• Otherdatasetsbasedonsurfacesurveywork(soils,topography,runoff)wereavailablebutrequired
considerablefurtheranalysisorreductiontomakethemdirectlyusefultothemodelers.

Withregardtodataaccessibility,itwasthoughtthatwithsomeeffortthesituationcouldbegreatlyimproved.Inmost
cases,suchasthe4DDAproducts,soilsinformation,topography,etc.,it wasthoughttobemoreaquestionsof
institutionsdecidingtotakeonthejobandcommittingresourcestoseeitthroughratherthanthesolutionofdifficult
technicalproblems.

Thesituationwithrespecttodataavailabilitywasdifferent:archivesofsatellitedatacertainlyexistedintheformof
instrumentcounts,exo-atmosphericradiances,orinsomecasesatmospherically-correctedsurfaceradiances.Inonly
ahandfulofcases,forexampletheInternationalSatelliteCloudClimatologyProject(ISCCP)cloudproductsandthe
EarthRadiationBudgetExperiment(ERBE)surface(clear-sky)albedoproducts,werethereglobalfieldsof surfaceor
atmosphericparameters.Forsomeof thesatellite-basedproductsspecifiedinTable1(vegetation,incidentPAR,
insolation),therawsatellitedataexistedbuttheprocessinghadnotbeencarriedthroughtotheproductionofglobaldata
setsofphysicalorbiophysicalparameters.However,mostofthenecessarytoolsandmaterialsforundertakingsucha
projectwereavailableatthetimeoftheworkshop:thedataexisted,manyofthealgorithmshadbeendevelopedand
testedusingfieldexperimentdata,andtherequireddataproductlistwasdefined.Whatwasrequiredwasaninitiative
tobringallofthesethingsandtheappropriatescientificexpertisetogethertoactuallyproducetheglobaldatasets.It
wasrepeatedlypointedoutthathugeresourceshadbeenexpendedby agenciesto designandlaunchsatellite
instruments,collectandarchivetheobservationsandconductthenecessaryinvestigationstounderstandandusethe
data.The final step, applying recent scientific experience to produce global data sets of useful and usable parameters,

was a clear priority and would be relatively cheap to execute, but had been done in only a few cases. These general

assessments formed the basis for some specific recommendations.

6.4.4 Workshop Recommendations

Three initiatives were put forward by the workshop. These cover the immediate generation of global data sets, the

improvement of methodologies and algorithms for follow-on data sets, and the improvement of communications

between different elements of the Land Science community. These are discussed in turn below.
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Initiative 1. Immediate Generation of High Priority Global Data Sets

The original 1992 workshop recommendation is restated more-or-less verbatim here. "It is proposed that some essential

global data sets could be put together within 2 years (i.e., by the summer of 1994) and released to the community.

Existing or planned data management systems should be involved in this effort from the beginning. The data sets are
listed in order of priority and are shown schematically in Figure 11.

ATMOSPHERIC MODELS

• Numerical Weather Prediction

• Climate Models

• Tracer Models

FLUXES

• Rn, _E, H, G

• CO2, CH 4 ..
• Runoff

I

I

FORCINGS

• T,q,u
• Radiation Fluxes

, Precipitation

LAND MODELS

• Water- Energy- Carbon

• Carbon Cycle + BGC

• Terrestrial Ecology

SURFACE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

• Land Cover Type

• FPAR, LAI -_ % Zo,
• Soils

• Snow, ice

Figure 11. Schematic relationships among global data sets.

The workshop made the following recommendations for the four areas of vegetation, hydrometeorology, radiation, and
soils.

Vegetation. Global, monthly data sets of vegetation-related parameters should be generated at good spatial

resolution, 100 x 100 km or better is preferred, and monthly time resolution. The available AVHRR data

should be used as the basis of this effort and algorithms applied to calculate fields of cover type, phenology,
FPAR, and leaf area index.
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_. Near-surface meteorological data sets should be extracted from the four-dimensional data

assimilation (4DDA) streams generated by operational meteorological agencies. Specifically, near-surface

temperature, humidity, wind vector, surface temperature, soil moisture content, radiation components, and

precipitation should all be saved. Temporal resolution should be sufficient to resolve the diurnal cycle

(preferably 4 or more reports per day).

A number of institutions hold archives of rainfall data. A gridded product (100 x 100 km or better) is required with

monthly time resolution and some information, direct or indirect, on the proportion of convective to large-scale

precipitation. Runoff data are stored at the Global Runoff Data Center (GRDC) in Germany--these data should be

processed to yield mm/day numbers (monthly means) for selected large catchments. This data subset would be of
more direct use to modelers.

Snow and ice data are collated by NOAA and NASA in the U.S. and also by Canadian and Russian operational

agencies, largely from analyses of optical satellite data and in situ observations. The temporal resolution of the data

should be sufficient to resolve weather-related changes in snow extent.

R_ldiation. There is a strong desire to have many components of the surface radiation budget available at
resolutions down to 50 x 50 km, although it is clear the community could do good work with coarser resolution

(250 x 250 km) products. Again, the temporal resolution should be sufficient to resolve the diurnal cycle.
ISCCP holds data sets on insolation and Iongwave fluxes on a 250- x 250-km grid. The continuing ERBE work

provides surface albedo estimates and net surface shortwave radiation fluxes on the same scale.

Soils. Soil Moisture. and Topography. Global soils data sets with quantitative, even if only best-guess, soils

physics and soils chemistry information are needed. Soil texture, depth, porosity, mineralogy, and pH fields
are required by some water-energy-vegetation and most biogeochemistry modelers. A data set could be quickly

generated based on the Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO) global I o x 1o data base and supporting or
related information.

Soil moisture information is very useful for validating all classes of models. It was recommended that the soil

moisture remote sensing community be tasked with producing some global or regional products from existing

sources, such as in situ observations and spaceborne microwave sensors (e.g., SSM/I), even if this turns out

to give only qualitative spatial and temporal patterns of soil moisture climatology, rather than precise
information at a single point under ideal retrieval conditions. (These patterns would be very useful for checking

4DDA fields and other soil moisture estimates.)

Good topographic data sets are available but not easily accessible. Every effort should be made to extract the best

available product from the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) and/or the Defense Mapping Agency (DMA).

This recommendation framed ISLSCP Initiative I. After the 1992 workshop, an ad hoc 1SLSCP Science Steering

Committee supported by the staff at NASA/GSFC worked to put together a mutually consistent collection of data sets.
It should be noted that, as requested, all the data were reformatted to a common ! ° x 1° grid and cover the same period

from 1987 to 1988.

The Initiative I CD-ROMs should be an invaluable resource for initializing, forcing and validating all three classes of

land model (see Figure 2). One example, the IGBP, may use the CD-ROMs as a baseline initial condition and

meteorological forcing data set for a global carbon model intercomparison exercise. Another example, the data on the
CD-ROMs will be used to force offline versions of land surface parameterizations (LSPs) to calculate more realistic

global fields of hydrological variables including evapotranspiration, soil moisture, runoff, etc. This last project is
sponsored by GEWEX-ISLSCP and IGBP-BAHC. Besides these and similar applications, the data set will provide a

strong starting position for global studies that will help the Land Science community prepare for the Earth Observing

System data stream.
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Initiative11.Improved,Follow-OnDataSets

ThedatasetsspecifiedinInitiativeIweregeneratedovera2-yearperiod(i.e.,withexistingdataandtheavailablerobust
andsimplealgorithms.Theresultingproductsgosomewaytowardssatisfyingtheimmediateneedsofthemodelersand
willexerciseeveryaspectofthedata-algorithm-modelerpipelineaswellas(hopefully)adatasystemortwoenroute.
However,it isclearthatgreatimprovementscouldbemadeoverthisfirstdatarelease,mainlyintheareasoftemporal
coverage,algorithmimprovement,andvalidation.ISLSCPInitiativeil hastheaimof releasinganimprovedsetof
globaldatain 1997 which should cover the period from ! 986 to 1995.

Initiative 111. Improved Communications Within the Land Science Community.

The workshop highlighted the extent to which related research thrusts can become separated from each other even when

it is obvious that there are strong mutual scientific interests at stake. It was recognized that top-down coordination by

management could provide only part of the answer. It is equally important to provide regular forums where the different

communities discuss their areas of overlap on a scientist-to-scientist basis. It was observed that many recent workshops

had drifted into within-discipline discussions (e.g., wish-list writing, experiment design, etc.) with little time to focus

on the so-called bottleneck issues (e.g., implementation of algorithms to produce global data sets, incorporation of late-

developing model needs into experiment design, etc.). Clearly, these cross-cutting issues need explicit attention.

6.4.5 Concluding Remarks

In June of 1992, an interdisciplinary Earth Science workshop was convened in Columbia, Maryland to assess recent

progress in land-atmosphere research, specifically in the areas of models, satellite data algorithms, and field experiments.

At the workshop, representatives of the land-atmosphere modeling community stated that they had a need for global

data sets to prescribe boundary conditions, initialize state variables, and provide near-surface meteorological and

radiative forcings for their models. The data sets collated on these CD-ROMs represent a first attempt to meet this need.

The data sets on the CD-ROMs are grouped under the following headings: Vegetation; Hydrology and Soils; Snow, Ice,

and Oceans; Radiation and Clouds; and Near-Surface Meteorology.

All data sets cover the period from 1987 to 1988, and all but a few are spatially continuous over the Earth's land surface.

All have been mapped to a common 1° x 1° equal-angle grid. The temporal frequency for most of the data sets is

monthly. A few of the near-surface meteorological parameters are available both at 6-hourly values and as monthly
means.

The Initiative ! data sets should provide modelers with many of the fields required to prescribe boundary conditions,

and to initialize and force a wide range of land-biosphere-atmosphere models. All of the data have been processed to

the same spatial resolution (1 ° x !°), using the same land mask, and steps have been taken to ensure spatial and temporal

continuity of the data. The data sets cover the period from 1987 to 1988 at 1-monthly time resolution for most of the

seasonally-varying quantities and at 6-hourly resolution for the near-surface meteorological and radiative forcings.

I SLSCP Initiative ii aims to improve on this effort by covering a longer time period (1986 to 1995), at higher spatial

resolution (0.5 ° x 0.5°), using superior data sources and algorithms where possible. In addition, GEWEX-ISLSCP and

other organizations, for example IGBP-BAHC, are pursuing approaches for collating validation data sets to check the

Initiative II data set at a few times and places embedded within these global data sets.

6.5 Ocean Color Multisensor Calibration Meeting

David Herring, MODIS Administrative Support Team ; Science Systems and Applications, Inc., Lanham, MD

During the third week in February, some 80 oceanographers, engineers, computer scientists, and program and project

managers within the international Earth science community held a 3-day meeting at the University of Miami to discuss

the future strategy for handling global ocean color remote sensing data from multiple platforms. Co-chairs for the
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meetingwereRobertFrouin,MODISCo-ProgramScientist,andWayneEsaias,MODISOceanDisciplineGroup
Leader.

At the meeting, participants created the framework for reaching their goal as presented by NASA Headquarters: to

develop a plan and approach for conducting coordinated cross-calibration and validation of ocean color satellite sensors.

NASA is specifically interested in establishing data system requirements necessary for the combined use of satellite

ocean color products from SeaWiFS, MODIS, Ocean Color and Temperature Sensor (OCTS), GLI, Medium Resolution

Imaging Spectrometer (MERIS), POLDER, and other ocean color sensors, to address the needs for decadal-scale

observations within the NASA MTPE and international Global Change research community. The meeting participants'

objective is to submit a report by early May 1995 to NASA MTPE that addresses the following:

• Scientific and agency needs and objectives,

• Radiometric calibration requirements and approach,

• Global geophysical product algorithm validation,

• Multisensor data comparison and merging procedures,

• Data and data system requirements for multisensor data,
• International and national coordination, and

• Five-year budget requirements.

On Wednesday, February 22, the international contingent met in an all-day plenary session to share status reports on

their respective projects, and to set the stage for addressing the issues listed above. On Thursday, meeting participants

were divided into five groups to discuss discipline-specific concerns. On Friday, the attendees reconvened for a Final
Plenary Session to report on each groups' conclusions and/or recommendations.

6.5.1 Radiometric Calibration and Characterization of Sensors

Chuck McClain, SeaWiFS Project Scientist, reported on Group l's recommendation to build on the framework

developed under the joint SeaWiFS-MODIS calibration and validation program. McClain suggested that a U.S. Ocean

Color Intercalibration Executive Committee be formed to oversee this program. McClain also urged the ocean color

community to continue developing measurement protocols--laboratory and field.

Regarding laboratory calibration efforts, McClain stated that the ocean color community should strive to expand the
scope of the SeaWiFS Calibration Round-Robin beyond the present radiometric source round-robins which have been

hosted at San Diego State University Center for Hydro-Optics and Remote Sensing (although round-robins of this nature
should be continued). For instance, the NIST could initiate training workshops to facilitate these additional round-robins.

McClain recommended that the ocean color community develop a prelaunch sensor characterization standard that

describes the key parameters and tests that should be performed and documented.

Regarding postlaunch on-board calibration and stability, McClain suggested that the community could develop a

cumulative description of the solar calibration, internal lamp calibration, calibration pulse, dark current, and sensor

engineering data collection schemes for the present suite of ocean color sensors. He endorsed the support that the EOS

Project is giving Hugh Kieffer the lunar measurement program. McClain said the community should obtain, if possible,
witness filter samples for all U.S. ocean color instruments and maintain samples in a vacuum environment. NASA

Headquarters should also support efforts, such as field studies, to evaluate and correct sensor anomalies such as stray
light and bright target recovery.

Regarding vicarious calibration, McClain stated that the community should support additional calibration mooring sites,
and other vicarious calibration programs at both high latitudes and high altitudes. Atmospheric optical measurements

near calibration mooring sites should be supported. Additionally, U.S. initialization cruises for every ocean color

mission launch should be supported. A common atmospheric correction scheme for all applicable ocean color sensors

should be implemented by the community. McClain recognized that international agreements for data exchange must

be established whereas few currently exist. Ultimately, a plan must be developed and supported by the community for
evaluating and comparing onboard and vicarious calibration information and associated uncertainty budgets.
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McClain stated that NASA should support an ocean color calibration data archive for prelaunch and postlaunch satellite

calibration, characterization, and sensor engineering data. Additionally, match-up data and calibration round-robin data
should be archived.

6.5.2 Global Geophysical Product Validation

Wayne Esaias and Frank Muller-Karger, University of South Florida, presented a summary of Group 2's deliberations.

Esaias defined validation as "the process of defining the spatial and temporal error fields and regional limits for a given
biological/geophysical product throughout the mission." Esaias stated that comparison of satellite-derived values with

real in situ values is the basis for determining the accuracy of a data product in extended ranges. Error fields can also

be interpreted in terms of the spatial and temporal statistics of the geophysical variables of interest. Every mission has

a very basic, minimal validation program, but none are global in scope. Some validation programs are tuned to specific

regions and sensors of interest. Esaias said the international sharing of validation data (in situ and ancillary) increases

the spatial and temporal coverage by about a factor of 10 over individual projects, and enables cross-comparison of data
products. Esaias added that the community should use the Sun photometer network to help with vicarious calibration.

Esaias said there is a need to identify key regions that may have inadequate in-situ validation activities ongoing. Global
survey cruises and focused field expeditions can be used to collect uninterrupted time series data on important variables.

Esaias pointed out some key areas of concern: extreme optical environments, high latitude bio-optical moorings,
increased sampling of the Southern Ocean, the tropical Atlantic (and northwest Africa to characterize its dust), and major

river plumes. He recommended that the GSFC Wallops Flight Facility be used to obtain aerosol optical depth data.

Validation data collection efforts should emphasize normalized water-leaving radiance, chlorophyll-a, aerosol optical
depth, diffuse attenuation coefficient (k), SST, productivity, coccolith, suspended sediments, and fluorescence. Esaias

stressed that there is a need to implement quality control measures in collecting validation data.

Muller-Karger stated that there is a need for data consistency, and standardized, simplified collection methods. He

recommended establishing an ocean color working group with an international forum to define methods and protocols

for compiling and distributing data products. Muller-Karger also recommended augmenting each international partner's

validation data base several fold so that the effort becomes global in scope. In short, access to data should be easy and
completely open to international partners.

Muller-Karger suggested developing a global automated observation network for physical oceanography and ocean

biogeochemistry. The intent is to establish a near real-time validation data base that facilitates fine tuning of data

products. He pointed out that the basic technology for such a network does exist, but needs more development (for

example, biofouling is a concern). Muller-Karger encouraged the community to take advantage of ships of opportunity

wherever possible---consideration should be given to using commercial vessels that frequent shipping lanes and fishery

areas, and operational assets such as NOAA and U.S. Navy vessels. He recommended that ocean color community

delegates conduct a feasibility study to identify vessels and shipping lanes. Additionally, technology and protocols must

be refined to ensure data quality, while an international framework is established to ease sampling restrictions in foreign
waters.

6.5.3 Multisensor Product Comparisons and Merging Data

Janet Campbell, University of New Hampshire, asserted that the only methods for monitoring global oceanic (or

terrestrial) primary production require observations from space. Therefore, she said, our long-range goal is to produce
a continuous time series ofbio-optical and geophysical variables derived from ocean color satellite data. This data base

will enable oceanographers to monitor changes in coastal and open ocean biological production that might occur as a
direct or indirect result of climate change and human population growth.

The time series will begin in 1996 with SeaWiFS and OCTS data and, subsequently, data from the MERIS, MODIS,
and GLI sensors will also be incorporated. Campbell pointed out that all of these sensors draw from the common

heritage of the Coastal Zone Color Scanner (CZCS), and thus, there is a basis for merging data. Because of their high

degree of compatibility, data from SeaWiFS and OCTS will be the easiest to merge. Changes in spatial and spectral
resolution will make the task more challenging as the later sensors come on line.
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It is unclear whether data from other sensors (POLDER, MOS Priroda, and others) will be merged because these sensors

employ techniques or have other differences that may render them incompatible. Group 3 proposed creating a data set
that would allow oceanographers to determine whether the data from these sensors can be merged directly, versus

providing important comparative information.

The purpose of the time series is to monitor environmental change. Thus, the variables chosen include (to begin with):

a CZCS-like pigment concentration (derived from CZCS bands) that will enable us to begin the time series in 1978 with

CZCS data, chlorophyll-a, diffuse attenuation coefficient, and aerosol optical depths. Other variables (e.g., primary

productivity, coccolithophore concentration, etc.) will be added as these become operational products at a later date.

Campbell does not recommend the production of time series for variables (e.g., water leaving radiances, epsilons, etc.)
solely for the purpose of interpreting the higher-level derived variables. These data sets will exist within the project.

However, the need to make adjustments or corrections to make data sets compatible is anticipated. No doubt, data from

the earlier satellites (SeaWiFS and OCTS) will have to be "corrected" to make them compatible with later sensors. To

this end, she recommends the creation of a Test Data Set (or Diagnostic Data Set) that will contain the information

necessary to figure out how to accomplish the adjustments. This information (calibration constants, sensor gains, raw

digital counts, algorithm parameters, etc.) is readily available and accessible during the initial processing of the data,

but is highly inaccessible after the data are processed. Campbell recommends that a diagnostic data set be created by

each sensor project at the time the initial data are processed.

The diagnostic data set will contain data and ancillary information for individual pixels located at a fixed spatial grid.

The grid-point spacing will be relatively large in open ocean areas, but will get finer near shore. The total number of

grid points will be on the order of 30,000 globally. Thus, the diagnostic data volume will be manageable, not overly
burdensome, but extremely valuable in later years as oceanographers work out the details of how to merge the data from

multiple sensors over a 15-year time period.

6.5.4 Data System Requirements

Gene Feldman, SeaWiFS Data Processing Manager, stated that recommendations on a data system could not be spelled

out until processing requirements from Groups 1, 2, and 3 are better defined. Feldman suggested that he should establish

a home page on the WWW for the ocean color community. The page could help clearly identify who the members of

that community are, and the members' respective missions. Additionally, a Mosaic-like browser could be implemented

for every ocean color project affiliated with distributed data servers running SEABASS, or a similar system in which

in situ data are available for public use.

Feldman recommended putting together an actual data set package from a field program (e.g., the Southern Ocean

JGOFS October 1996 through April 1997 campaign) that includes current ship data, and data from buoys, moorings,

and other sources. Metadata for each data set should also be preserved and made available. Additionally, while JGOFS

is in operation, spacecraft ocean color missions also in operation should provide access to coincident satellite data in
near real-time to the JGOFS researchers and data users.

Feldman also recommended designating a group/program/investigator to develop an ongoing effort to support the

collection, formatting, cataloging, and distribution of ocean color, in situ, and/or field support data. Feldman said that

this designate may provide links to a highly distributed system, or coalesce the data into a DAAC. Feldman added that

a standard grid, such as the ISCCP l-km nested grid, must be adopted.

6.5.5 National and International Coordination

Robert Frouin stated that oceanographers need long-term data sets to study interannual phenomena, such as global and

coastal change, carbon cycling, and spatial scaling. Currently, there are six satellite sensors capable of global coverage

that are scheduled to launch within this decade--a great opportunity to start building a long-term data base. To take

advantage of this opportunity, the ocean color community must develop composite calibration/validation data sets; pool

metadata on sensor characteristics; compare and assess algorithms for product extraction; arrange for Level 1 data

exchange after launch; and evaluate and distribute final products.
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Frouin reiterated the need to establish a science working group on ocean color (such as an extended Japanese-U.S.

Working Group on Ocean Color (JUWOC)), or to make recommendations and take the lead on strategic planning.

International space agencies, government bodies, and CEOS should take the lead in setting policies, establishing

multilateral agreements, writing memoranda of understanding, or whatever is needed for sharing data among the
international community. Additionally, the United States should establish an interagency work group on ocean color

to facilitate the coordination of programs, funding, etc.

Frouin recommended using pilot projects to lay the foundations for international collaboration. These pilot projects

could help force the community to resolve problems relating to multisensor calibration and validation, data formatting
and exchange issues, sharing agreements, etc.
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7. CONTRIBUTED PAPERS

7.1 Calibration and Validation for Space-Based Global Environmental Studies: A

Programmatic Perspective _

Jack Kaye, Science Division (YS), Office of Mission to Planet Earth, NASA Headquarters, Washington, DC

Disclaimer: the manuscript which follows is the author's personal opinion and is not the official position of NASA or

any of its component organizations!

The usefulness of space-based data for long-term studies of the Earth requires a well-thought-out program for prelaunch

and postlaunch instrument calibration. Such calibration must have sufficient accuracy that long-term changes in the
measured parameter can be separated from apparent changes due to differences in instrument calibration or on-orbit

degradation. In the past, calibration activities have been focused on a single instrument or a single series of instruments

coming from one agency's or nation's program. However, as space-based Earth observation becomes a more
international discipline, the focus on calibration issues must shift more towards ensuring consistency in calibration

between like sensors coming from different agencies and nations.

This change in nature of the field leads to a significant challenge to the agencies which build and/or fly space-based

instruments for Earth observations for which there is strong scientific interest in looking across the data sets from several

instruments. As noted above, the rate of change of an environmental parameter may be sufficiently small that typical

interinstrument calibration differences and/or on-orbit instrument degradation may be of comparable magnitudes, tn
some cases, temporal overlap between instruments may mitigate some of the interinstrument calibration issues, if gaps

develop in a measurement series, as is likely for those parameters which are measured as part of "research" rather than

"operational programs" then the interinstrument calibration issue rises in importance. Comparison to ground- or

balloon-based measurements may provide a way to establish an effective calibration, but this procedure can introduce

additional uncertainty due to differences in space and ground- and/or balloon-based measurements.

The difficulties associated with ensuring consistency in calibration are complicated because calibration requires a

long-term investment in people and facilities, if questions about calibration of an instrument come up at some future

point, it is important that the information from the original calibration, and, where possible, some of the calibrating tools

and standards, still be available. Further, (and this is an assertion which I cannot fully justify at this point) much of the

information learned as part of the calibration process resides mainly in the heads of people who have been involved

previously. Thus, if calibration facilities and groups come and go, the ability to reconsider previous calibration processes

is likely to be compromised.

This need to retain facilities and expertise makes for a particular challenge for a measurement program which is

interagency and international in scope. Most agencies recognize their responsibility to provide for prelaunch and
postlaunch calibration for their space projects. If calibration is always done on an individual project basis, however, the

possibility of interinstrument biases developing is dramatically increased unless clear attention is paid to the use of

traceable standards and metrologic procedures. Exchange of standards and/or diagnostic tools can help remove some

of this danger, but this places additional demands on agencies other than that directly responsible for the instrument of

immediate concern. Thus, for example, if one agency has been flying an instrument for measuring a certain parameter,

and another agency will be flying its instrument to measure that parameter for the first time, it would be highly

beneficial for there to be a close working arrangement between the calibration efforts of the previous and new agency
teams.

It is easy to rephrase the above challenge as a financial one to space agencies--to optimally ensure consistent calibration

across a series of measurements of a given parameter, agencies must provide financial support for calibration efforts

which may not be focusing on their own instrument for extended periods of time. It is my assertion that this proves to

3Disclaimer: The manuscript which follows is the author's personal opinion and is not the official position of NASA or any of its component
organizations.
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be a problem for agencies, especially when funding gets tight during tough times. Then, it is likely that "protecting one's

own" will take priority over "supporting one's partpers." When that happens, it is easy to imagine that calibration teams
will be broken up, people will move onto other things, and detailed experience that might be needed some time in the
future is much less likely to be available.

While much of my attention has been paid to prelaunch calibration issues, it is clear that the maintenance of calibration

at_er launch is critical as well, especially for measurements which are to be part of a series. If an instrument degrades

on orbit in a way that is not accurately corrected for, then it is difficult to understand the origin of a calibration

difference between the prior and new instrument; it could be a calibration problem in the new instrument or it could be

uncorrected degradation of the previous instrument. Thus, it is especially important that calibration/validation efforts

be maintained to support existing instruments, and that this support continue throughout the lifetime of an instrument

and sufficiently long into the period of operation of the next instrument so that issues of prior instrument degradation
vs. new instrument calibration offset can be resolved.

Coordination of the calibration effort across multiple agencies requires that up-front thought be paid to this potential

pitfall. It is quite possible that the financial burdens associated with ensuring calibration consistency are not large, but

they are likely not insignificant either. Redundant facilities operated simultaneously may not be needed, but support for

personnel with expertise and hands-on experience is necessary. Given that most international cooperation is done on

a no-exchange-of-funds basis, it becomes incumbent upon one agency or nation to maintain calibration support for its

scientists, even when working on something that may be looked at as largely supporting the flight project of a partner
agency.

As an example of this, it is worthwhile to consider the situation of space-based ozone monitoring. The U.S., largely

through the efforts of NASA and NOAA, has led the measurement of ozone using ultraviolet wavelengths. To date, six

instruments using the BUV technique have flown: the TOMS instruments on Nimbus-7 and Meteor-3, the SBUV

instrument on Nimbus-7, and the SBUV/2 instruments on NOAA-9, -11, and -14. In Aorukm 1995, the European Space

Agency (ESA) launched the Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment (GOME) on its ERS-2 satellite. GOME uses a

modified BUV technique called Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy (DOAS), so consistency in calibration
with the U.S. instruments was desired.

A strong calibration effort has been carried out at the NASA/GSFC, making use of facilities at the NIST. Activities at

GSFC have included the recent development ofa BRDF facility at GSFC. The GSFC team has participated in calibration
procedures for all of the U.S. instruments and the ESA GOME instrument.

Most significantly, NASA has operated a Shuttle SBUV (SSBUV) program to help ensure the calibration accuracy of

the SBUV/2 instruments, and this program was applied to the TOMS instrument data. There have been seven flights

of the SSBUV instrument going back to 1989. SSBUV provides the best method for assessing the calibration of the

SBUV/2 instruments. Simultaneous solar measurements will allow for correction for SBUV/2 instrument degradation

which cannot otherwise be quantitatively assessed. Coincident ozone measurements can provide the most accurate

correction of SBUV/2 ozone measurements, including an accurate check on the correction for degradation of the
SBUV/2's diffuser plate (note on NOAA-9 the on-board calibration system did not work, so that the SSBUV correction
is critical).

However, budget pressure within NASA led to the planned phaseout of the SSBUV program aRer the launch of STS-72

on November 30, 1995. This flight provided underflight information for three new space-based ozone instruments: the

NOAA-14 SBUV/2 (launched December 1994), the ESA GOME (launched April 1995), and the NASA Earth Probe

(EP) TOMS instrument (previously scheduled for launch in July 1995, although the recent failure of the Pegasus XL
launch vehicle has leti the launch date undetermined at this time). In addition, the STS-72 flight may also be compared
with the Chilean Ozone Layer Monitoring Experiment (OLME) instrument, scheduled for launch on a Ukrainian rocket
in the summer of i 995.

Thus, in spite of the plans for several other launches of UV-based ozone measuring instruments in the coming decade
(3 additional SBUV/2 instruments, 3 additional TOMS instruments, the Dutch-German SCIAMACHY instrument on

ENVISAT in 1998, the EUMETSAT OMI instrument planned on METOP in 2001, and the Japanese ODUS instrument
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plannedforlaunchonEOSCHEMin2002),wearelookingatareductioninexistinginfrastructure(bothground-and
space-based)forinterinstrumentandon-orbitcalibration.

It isimportantthatweknowwhatlessonscanbelearnedfromtheozone issue, for which the international nature of the
measurement program is increasing more rapidly than for many other environmental parameters. If possible, it would

be worthwhile to protect some of the existing capability, especially the laboratory and ground-based calibration efforts,

which could potentially be maintained at much lower costs than the space-based component associated with SSBUV.

7.2 The Characterization and Validation of Data From Satellite Instruments

J. Brownscombe, P. D. Curtis, and R. W. $auders

The calibration, characterization, and validation of operational meteorological satellite instruments is becoming

increasingly important now that their value for climate monitoring has been recognized--the impact of human activities

on climate continues to be a topic of global concern and there is a compelling case for data monitoring programs to try
to narrow some of the uncertainties associated with long-term climate change. Over the last 30 years, satellites have

provided data routinely for weather forecasting and the quality, quantity, and coverage of satellite measurements has

steadily improved over the years and will remain a vital source of data for operational meteorology and climate in the

future. Long time series of global data are already available for some parameters; however, it is a major task to confirm
that these data are consistent and that any trends--even in the more sensitive indicators of climate change--have not

been masked by instrumental changes, changes in measurement technique, or absolute calibration.

7.2.1 The Requirements for Characterization and Validation of Data from Operational Satellite Instruments

The more stringent requirements for the characterization and validation of data from operational satellite instruments

posed by their use for climate-related observation have been the subject of a number of studies worldwide. These

requirements have been partially addressed for existing instruments and data sets by a combination of in-orbit

intercomparison of instruments in a series to transfer accurate calibrations and the use of specific external targets of

opportunity over a period of time for calibration in the case of instruments without on-board calibration facilities. The
"Pathfinder" data sets, which are being produced by NOAA from the AVHRR imager and the TOVS instruments, are

examples of the application of these techniques. A combination of very careful prelaunch calibrations and long-term

in-orbit comparisons between instruments has also been undertaken by the U.K. Meteorological Office for the

Stratospheric Sounding Units (SSUs) which are flown as part of the TOVS sounding package.

In recent reports for the Commission of the European Communities on the Potential for Enhancing the use of

EUMETSAT data and, more generally, in the first draft of the GCOS Space Plan, the critical importance of accurate

knowledge of instrument calibration and its variation with time have been emphasized. When measurements are used

for climate monitoring purposes, it is very important that all instrumental biases be removed to avoid step changes

between satellites and/or other instruments measuring the same parameter and that any drifts in calibrations be identified.

it is difficult or impossible to obtain information on biases for the current generation of atmospheric sounding
instruments.

In the future, much more attention will need to be paid to the accuracy of initial calibration of instruments in custom-

designed facilities capable of reproducing the in-orbit environment of the individual instruments, it is important to

maintain consistency of calibration and characterization both between members of a series and between current and new

generations of instruments--to this end, long-term intercalibration and testing of instruments in common facilities is
desirable. These facilities should maintain traceable and well-documented links to established standards to guarantee

the long-term consistency. In addition, programs of in-orbit intercomparison of different members of the same series

of instruments and for intercomparing different instruments play an important role in ensuring long-term consistent data
sets.

The current operational meteorological instruments are passive radiometers looking at visible, infrared, or microwave

radiation with the quantitative information largely from thermal IR and microwave channels. To understand the
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instruments,we need to know not only the radiometric performance, but also to understand the physical processes
relating the observations from space to the parameters of interest. This includes validation of the radiative transfer

models by aircraft, ground-based, and laboratory measurements of both the atmosphere and the surface.

Some specific examples of techniques used for accurate prelaunch calibration and characterization, for postlaunch
validation, and for verifying the radiative transfer models are described in the following sections in the context of both

numerical weather prediction and climatological requirements.

7.2.2 The UKMO Instrument Characterization Facilities

The U.K. Meteorological Office's ground-based test facilities are being used to carry out tests on the next generation
of operational passive microwave instruments. The instruments are placed in a 3-m thermal vacuum chamber which is

evacuated to a pressure of better than 10 .5 torr to simulate the space environment. There are a variety of tests on the

satellite instruments which have to be performed. First, the thermal behavior of instruments can be studied by cycling
the instrument between the minimum and maximum temperatures expected in orbit. Various heaters and coolers allow

an instrument to be maintained at any desired temperature between 263 and 323 K to within 0.1 K. Second, the

radiometric performance and calibration accuracy of a total power microwave radiometer can be determined by viewing

blackbody targets placed in both the Earth-viewing direction and the space-viewing direction. The temperature of the
targets is known to an accuracy of better than 0. ! K, and the microwave emissivities have been measured to be >99.999

percent.

The noise figures for each channel are determined by viewing the Earth target, and a check on any nonlinearity of the
detectors is obtained by varying the Earth target temperature between 80 K and 330 K. The difference between the

measured target temperature and the radiometric temperature measured by the radiometer gives an estimate of the

absolute accuracy of the instrument calibration. In addition, this test facility has the capability to move the position of

the Earth target during tests allowing any scan dependence in the calibration to be measured. This unique feature,

together with the prove ability in temperature control of an instrument and the targets, has resulted in much interest
being shown by the builders of operational microwave instruments.

The high frequency part of the AMSU-B has been fully characterized in this facility. The AMSU will fly on the NOAA

operational polar orbiters NOAA-KLM from 1996. Results have been obtained for the AMSU-B engineering model and
all three flight models. The engineering model of the lower frequency component of AMSU (AMSU-AI) is also due

to be tested in the facility during the summer of 1995. Plans are also underway to test the MIMR and the MHS both

planned to fly on the EUMETSAT METOP platform early next decade. Airborne instruments can also be tested and,

for instance, the NASA microwave imaging radiometer was fully characterized during 1994.

The test carried out on the AMSU-B flight models showed their radiometric performance was within specification over
the predicted operating temperature range of the instruments. For instance, the noise figures for the five AMSU-B

channels are all below ! K (with the exception of one channel on the first flight model which is !.1 K). The departure

from linearity for all the channels was always less than 0.1 K which is well within the specification of 0.3 K. The

absolute calibration was shown, as expected, to have a small scan dependence for cold targets (a change of 0.4 K from
nadir to edge of scan) and this was fully characterized and a correction for the in-orbit data formulated. The results of

the tests will be made available to the user community to allow them to make better use of the in-orbit AMSU data.

7.2.3 Airborne Instrumentation for Validation of Measurements and Models

The Meteorological Research Flight (MRF) of the U.K. Meteorological Office operates a modified C-130 aircraft for

use as an airborne platform for atmospheric research. It has an endurance of over 11 hours and can operate from 20 m

to 10 km altitude. The aircraft is equipped with a host of instruments for measuring all significant atmospheric variables.

In support of remote sensing studies, a suite of radiometers are installed or under development. There are two microwave

radiometers on the aircraft in support of the in-orbit data validation and model development for the AMSU program.
A two-channel microwave radiometer at 89 and 157 GHz can view both the nadir and zenith and has been used to test

the radiative transfer models and effects of clouds and surfaces at AMSU-B frequencies. A lower frequency two-channel
radiometer at 23 and 50 GHz has just been completed for measurements at AMSU-A frequencies.
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Clear air measurements at 89 and 157 GHz have been made through a variety of different types of atmosphere from over

the Baltic Sea in winter to the tropical Atlantic. This data set has enabled a comparison with several microwave radiative

transfer models to be carried out over a wide range of conditions and an optimum model for operational applications

to be selected. Also measurements through water cloud have been made to develop techniques for remotely retrieving

cloud liquid water path (LWP) from the AMSU-B radiance measurements. Accuracies of 50 g/sq.m in retrieved LWP

were found by comparison with m situ measurements. Measurements of a variety of different surface types including
snow and ice are now underway at all four microwave frequencies to help recognize and characterize surface types from

the AMSU data.

For visible and infrared wavelengths, a 16-channel filter wheel radiometer is mounted in a wing pod which can view

both the nadir, zenith, and two calibration blackbodies. The filters cover relatively wide spectral bands, and so to

improve the spectral resolution, an interferometer is being developed with much higher spectral resolution (0.7 cm")

to cover the thermal infrared region of the spectrum. This Airborne Research Interferometer Evaluation System (ARIES)

will be used to develop improved models and retrieval algorithms for future satellite interferometers (e.g., Improved

Atmospheric Sounding Interferometer (IASI)). It will also be used for studies of clouds and surfaces at higher spectral

resolution and for remote measurements of minor atmospheric constituents and aerosols. Together with the microwave
radiometers on the C-130, the inclusion of ARIES will allow a complete airborne equivalent to the proposed next

generation of space atmospheric sounders (i.e., a combination of an infrared interferometer and AMSU). Current plans

are for ARIES to fly for the first time during 1996.

7.2.4 Future Development of Requirements

Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) models of necessity use data from a wide range of both conventional and remote

sensing instruments. Increasingly sophisticated data assimilation schemes are being used. It is expected that by the end
of this decade, such models will be able to use fully 4-dimensional data assimilation and be able to assimilate direct

radiances measured by satellite instruments rather than requiring the separate generation of products such as temperature

profiles before assimilation.

To utilize any type of measurement in the most effective way, the NWP models require information on the error
characteristics of the measurements so that they can be given the appropriate weight when they are assimilated. Bias

errors between different measurements of essentially the same physical parameter are particularly damaging. Thus the

importance of knowing the accurate radiometric performance of an instrument and the uncertainties in the spectroscopic

models will be even greater in the future for effective use in NWP.

For climate uses, the most stringent requirements will flow from the desire to detect long-term changes in atmospheric

and surface variables. This will put an increasing premium on the accurate identification of changes of instrument

calibration with time and will demand increasingly effective use of prelaunch and postlaunch calibration and

intercalibration facilities. An important consequence will be the need to maintain expertise on detailed instrument

performance and its measurement over long periods of time. Only by safeguarding this knowledge will it be possible

to continue long-term measurements with known error characteristics which will allow the production of historical single

instrument data sets for comparing and contrasting to determine as accurately as possible long-term climatological

changes. Although assimilation is a powerful technique for using the dynamical equations to constrain and, to an extent,

quality control input data it is not able to maintain long-term consistency from a changing mix of observations. Hence,

it is also important to maintain long-term single instrument data sets for the accurate detection of long-term changes in
climate.

7.3 Calibration of BUV Satellite Ozone Data--An Example for Detecting Environmental
Trends

Ernest Hilsenrath, NASA/GSFC, Greenbelt, MD; P.K. Bhartia, Laboratory for Atmospheres, NASA/GSFC, Greenbelt,

MD; and Richard Cebula, Hughes STX Corporation, Greenbelt, MD

The environmental and economic implications of ozone depletion were just emerging when the Nimbus-7 satellite was

launched in 1978. This marked the beginning of ozone monitoring with observations from the SBUV and TOMS
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instruments. Since that time, a National Plan for Stratospheric Monitoring (1989) was put into place. Its keystone was
the continuation of ozone observations on the NOAA polar orbiting satellite series with the SBUV/2 instrument. In

parallel to this plan, NASA is flying a series of improved TOMS instruments on the U.S. Earth Probe and Russian and

Japanese environmental satellites. Both the NOAA and NASA series of instruments will operate into the next century.
A version of TOMS, supplied by the Japanese, may also fly on the EOS Chemistry platform. An advanced instrument

using SBUV principles (called the GOME)), will be launched by the ESA in 1995 on the ERS-2 satellite. This

instrument will measure several important atmospheric constituents including ozone.

A combination of satellite- and ground-based observations has now verified that global ozone depletion has occurred.

Measurements of photochemically active gases in the stratosphere and model calculations indicate that this depletion

is most likely the result of anthropogenic gases reaching the stratosphere (WMO, i 991). Because atmospheric ozone

blocks harmful ultraviolet radiation from reaching the Earth's surface, a global policy was established to phase out

certain gases, such as chlorofluorocarbons, known to be harmful to the ozone layer. With this phase out, ozone is
predicted to recover to levels existing prior to 1980 about the year 2030 (WMO, 1991). Nevertheless, it remains clear

that global-scale ozone monitoring should be continued to verify model predictions and to monitor for possible
unpredicted events such as the Antarctic ozone hole and the recent accelerated ozone depletion in the Northern
midlatitudes attributed to Mount Pinatubo aerosols (Gleason et al., 1993).

Global total ozone has decreased by approximately 2 to 3 percent (Stolarski et al., 1992; Bojkov et al., 1990) while

upper stratospheric ozone has decreased by about 5 to 8 percent (Hood et al., 1993) since 1978. These trends, derived

from both satellite- and ground-based data, are consistent with model predictions (WMO, 199 !). Detecting and verifying
these trends has been a major challenge to the scientific community. As part of an international effort, the OPT at the

GSFC has been committed for over 15 years to refining and validating ozone data from SBUV, SBUV/2, and TOMS

(collectively called BUV) instruments flying on the NASA, NOAA, and Russian satellites. This task is being realized

through algorithm improvements and comprehensive studies of the various instruments' prelaunch and postlaunch

calibrations. The purpose of this article is to review how the BUV instrument performance has been assessed and to

describe some of the tools employed to correct prelaunch and postlaunch calibrations. An example will be given that

demonstrates the suitability of corrected and combined ozone data sets from two satellites for climatological and trend
studies.

7.3.1 Satellite Instrument and Data

The SBUV instruments which view in the nadir, measure both column amounts of ozone and ozone profiles from
roughly 25 to 55 km with an instantaneous field of view (IFOV) of 200 km square. The TOMS instruments measure

only total column ozone. Employing a cross-track scanner TOMS can map, with 50-km square resolution at the nadir,

the entire daylight portion of the globe in about 24 hours. SBUV and TOMS instruments operate on similar principles

and employ a common algorithm based on measurements of the Earth's geometrical albedo in the wavelength range
where ozone absorbs ultraviolet radiation (250 to 340 nm). Measurement of the geometrical albedo (proportional to the

ratio of Earth's backscattered radiance to the incoming solar irradiance) has a distinct advantage among remote sensors

and has been critical for accurately detecting long-term changes, in principle, the albedo measurement allows a
canceling of nearly all time-dependent instrument changes that are common to both the radiance and irradiance

measurements. For BUV measurements, the most critical component that does not cancel is the reflectivity of a diffuser

which is deployed only for the solar irradiance measurements. The accuracy of the ozone measurement depends on the

accuracy of the prelaunch albedo calibration and the uncertainty of the solar diffuser time-dependent changes. There

are other noncancelling parameters, such as instrument linearity, that must also be tracked carefully over time. The BUV
instruments and their operating periods studied by the OPT are listed in Table 3.

The NOAA-14 SBUV/2, Earth Probe TOMS, and ERS-2 GOME are scheduled to be launched over the period from

December 1994 to June 1995. The data from these new instruments will represent the continuation of the long-term

record started by Nimbus-7. Therefore, the challenge is expanded not only to track precisely each instrument's

performance over time, but also to assure consistency among measurements, since each instrument will likely have
different calibration biases and a unique observing geometry.
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Table 3. BUV Satellite Instruments Studied by OPT

Instrument Period

BUV (Nimbus-4) i 970-1975

SBUV (Nimbus -7) 1979- i 990

SBUV/2 (NOAA-9) 1984-present

SBUV/2 (NOAA- 11) 1989-present

SSBUV (Shuttle) 7 flights since 1989

TOMS (Nimbus-7) 1979-1992

TOMS (Meteor-3) 1991-1994

7.3.2 Prelaunch Calibration

Consistent prelaunch calibration of an instrument of one type is essential for traceability when successive instruments

of one type are flown. However, accurate absolute calibrations are essential for understanding differences among
instruments which employ different observational techniques. Calibration of BUV instruments requires standards and

measurements provided by NIST. The primary standard for irradiance is the well-established FEL lamp, a 1000-watt

tungsten filament lamp with a quartz envelope. These lamps have been reliable and have long demonstrated consistency

and stability of the order of 0.5 percent. FEL lamps have a two-fold purpose in BUV albedo calibrations. First, they are
used for the irradiance calibration and second, they illuminate a laboratory diffuser target for the radiance calibration.

The target's BRDF must be known to compute its radiance. In the past, NIST has provided these BRDF measurements,
but recently they have not been able to meet all the NASA and NOAA requirements for BRDF measurements. As a

result, NASA has established a facility at GSFC to measure BRDF of targets used for the BUV and other satellite-borne

environmental observing instruments.

Recently an integrating sphere has been successfully employed to calibrate the radiance sensitivity of BUV instruments

(Heath et al., 1993). The technique involves transferring the irradiance of a standard FEL lamp to the sphere. The sphere

radiance is computed from its irradiance through a geometrical expression. The integrating sphere has now been used
to calibrate the SBUV/2, SSBUV, TOMS, and GOME instruments. These instruments have also been calibrated using

targets whose BRDFs have been measured in the GSFC facility. Comparison of the integrating sphere and diffuser

calibrations has shown agreement of about ! percent (Janz et al., 1994) for SSBUV, SBUV/2, and GOME. For TOMS,

the agreement ranged from I to 3 percent. The NOAA-14 SBUV/2, which was launched December 30, 1994, and the
Earth Probe TOMS and ERS-2 GOME launched in 1995 will, therefore, have had common and consistent prelaunch

calibrations. Overlap of these instruments with the presently operating instruments (Table 3) is not guaranteed. However,
a Shuttle SBUV (SSBUV) instrument flight will provide a link from the old to the new instruments. The SSBUV will

be discussed below.

7.3.3 Postlaunch Calibration

An accurate description of an instrument's time-dependent characteristics is fundamental to detecting trends in most of

the Earth's environmental parameters from space. This critical issue has been recognized by the EOS community, and,

therefore, instrument stability has been a major consideration in specifying performance on the EOS platforms. Figure

12 illustrates the total output change experienced by the Nimbus-7 TOMS instrument during 14 years in orbit. The

changes shown here include changes to both the solar diffuser's reflectance and drift in the instrument optics throughput.

For most of this period, the decrease in output is dominated by diffuser degradation. The Nimbus-7 SBUV/TOMS
instrument did not include an on-board calibration system. Therefore, indirect methods were developed to assess diffuser

change based on the observation that the diffuser degraded approximately exponentially with solar exposure (Cebula

et al., 1988). Although the model worked well for the first 6 years of the mission, by the mid-1980's it was clear that

the model was underpredicting the amount of diffuser degradation based on comparisons of the satellite data with
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ground-basedozonemonitoringstations.Thisunderestimatewasprobablyduetodiffuserdegradationoccurring even
when the diffuser was not exposed to the Sun.
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Figure 12. TOMS total instrument throughput degradation over time relative to first day. The shorter

wavelengths degrade the most.

Figure 13 summarizes diffuser degradation experienced by several BUV type instruments. For each instrument the

diffuser degradation rate increases with decreasing wavelength. However, the exact rate (percent change in diffuser

reflectance per unit solar exposure) and the spectral dependence varies greatly from one instrument to another• These

degradations are thought to result from polymerization of contaminants due to exposure to the solar UV and, therefore
could vary from one instrument and spacecraft to the next. Like the Nimbus-7 SBUV and TOMS, both the Nimbus-4

BUV (not shown) and the Meteor-3 TOMS instruments also experienced diffuser degradation that was approximately

exponential with solar exposure. In contrast, however, the diffuser degradation experienced by the NOAA-11 SBUV/2

instrument over the period from t988 to 1993 is approximately linear with solar exposure for the small amount of

diffuser degradation observed during this period. These observations indicate only a few of the complexities encountered

in characterizing diffuser temporal and spectral behavior.

To overcome this problem, several techniques have been employed by the OPT to characterize and correct diffuser

degradation. The following is a review of three of these techniques: (1) spectral discrimination method, (2) on-board

systems, and (3) intersatellite comparisons. Other techniques, not discussed here, take advantage of steady scenes such
as the Antarctic and Greenland ice caps and clear-sky ocean reflectivity.
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Figure 13. Solar diffuser degradation rate for three BUV instruments.

7,3.4 Spectral Discrimination Method

As an alternative to adjusting the Nimbus-7 satellite SBUV/TOMS data to the ground-based data, it was necessary to

develop internal calibration methods to more accurately describe the diffuser degradation in the absence of a direct

measurement. One of these methods is called the "Spectral Discrimination Method." It takes advantage of the fact that

the observed albedo response to diffuser degradation is roughly linear with wavelength in the 305 to 400 nm region

(Figure 12), while the effect of a real decrease in atmospheric ozone would produce an exponential change with
wavelength of the measured albedos. Given a sufficient number of wavelengths, these two spectral features can be easily

separated. A simplified version of this method that used only selected pairs of wavelengths (called the Pair Justification
Method) was used to correct total ozone measurements from the SBUV/TOMS instrument (Herman et al., t991). This

method could be improved further by using continuous spectral data. Although the SBUV has a limited amount of

spectral data, the GOME instrument has been designed to take full advantage of this technique.

Unfortunately, this method is limited to wavelengths longer than 305 nm. At shorter wavelengths, ozone changes

produce linear rather than exponential change in radiance with wavelength that cannot be readily separated from diffuser

degradation. For shorter wavelengths, a different technique was developed, inspired by the so-called Langley Plot

method, long used for the calibration of ground-based ozone instruments. This method compares the ozone values
derived from measurements made at different solar zenith angles. Ozone can be observed under these conditions when

the polar region is in perpetual sunlight and the same latitude band is observed twice (once during the ascending portion
of the orbit and again during the descending portion). Since the solar zenith angles for these two sets of measurements

are different, the Langley Plot method can be applied to these data. The actual application of this method to BUV
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measurements is complex (Bhartia et al., 1995), and subject to uncertainty from the diurnal variation of ozone in the

upper stratosphere. Nevertheless, this method worked quite well based on ground and satellite intercomparisons. The

uncertainty in estimating the 274-nm albedo is about +3 percent. This translates to uncertainty in ozone at 2 mb of about

+5 percent over the 12-year life of the SBUV instrument, during which the diffuser itself suffered a degradation of about
40 percent at this wavelength.

7.3.5 On-Board Calibration Systems

To overcome the difficulty experienced with the Nimbus-7 diffuser degradation, the NOAA SBUV/2 instruments carry

an on-board system to measure diffuser reflectivity change. This system consists of a low-pressure-discharge mercury

lamp, which is viewed by the instrument directly and then is viewed by the instrument via the diffuser. This system

failed on the NOAA-9 instrument but worked satisfactorily on NOAA-1 !. The diffuser reflectivity is determined from

weekly measurements of six strong lines of the mercury lamp. Figure 14 illustrates the diffuser reflectivity change at

the 253.7-nm line of the lamp (noise in the data during the first year was caused by some imprecision in the grating
drive). With this and similar data at other mercury lines, a linear fit over time and then over wavelength was derived.

This yielded time-dependent correction coefficients at all wavelengths covered by the SBUV/2 measurements through
January 1993. (Since that time NOAA has employed an extrapolation of those coefficients for operational processing).

Other time-dependent factors including temperature, gain, and instrument goniometry (which was sensitive to the

NOAA satellite drifting orbit) were all corrected for in the most recent reprocessing of the NOAA-11 SBUV/2 data
(Hilsenrath et al., 1995).

1 05

1,04

1.02

0.93 f

19_
1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994

DAT£

Figure 14. SBUV/2 solar diffuser degradation as measured using the on-board system. Noise
appearing in the first year was due to grating drive errors.

The Meteor and subsequent TOMS instruments incorporate further refinements to minimize and measure diffuser

degradation. These instrument diffusers consist of three surfaces in a carousel configuration. The first surface is a cover

and exposed to space most of the time. The second surface is the working diffuser and exposed to the Sun about 1 hour

per year. Finally, the third surface is used as a reference and only exposed less than one-third hour per year (Jaross et

al., 1994). The upcoming TOMS, to be flown on the U.S. Earth Probe and on the Japanese ADEOS-I, will incorporate
both the carousel and an on-board system to measure diffuser reflectivity.
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7.3.6 IntersateiliteComparison

Another method to evaluate and calibrate an aging satellite instruments' sensitivity is to compare its data with data taken

from a freshly launched instrument. In accordance with this concept, the National Plan (i 989) called for regular flights

of an SBUV instrument (called the SSBUV) on the Space Shuttle as additional assurance that the drift in the NOAA

SBUV/2 instruments would be accurately corrected. The strategy for employing SSBUV to check the calibration of the

NOAA instruments was described by Frederick et al. (t 990). Accurate flight-to-flight SSBUV calibrations are critical

to achieving this goal and are checked regularly. Calibration precision has been tracked with a precision of ! percent

(Cebula et al., 1989; Hilsenrath et al., 1993). SSBUV has flown seven times since 1989 and has conducted near
simultaneous observations with all of the instruments listed in Table 3 except for the Nimbus-4 BUV.

The NOAA-11 SBUV/2 data were corrected using the on-board system discussed above as a first step. Its calibration

was then further checked using nearly coincident SSBUV observations in the following way. From a coincident data

set (approximately 60 coincidences per mission), an Albedo Normalization Factor (ANF) was computed from the
difference in the measured albedos between the two instruments with a further correction factor to account for the fact

that the measurements from the two instruments are not taken under identical conditions. The correction to measured

albedo difference is calculated from a radiative transfer code which accurately predicts the albedos for a given solar

zenith angle, surface reflectivity, wavelength (ozone cross section), and ozone amount (measured from one of the two

instruments). The ANF values were computed for three SSBUV flights covering the period 1989 to 1991 and then used

to correct the NOAA- I 1 SBUV/2 prelaunch calibration and to verify the time-dependent corrections derived from the

on-board systems (Hilsenrath et al., 1995). Table 4 summarizes those results and lists percent ozone corrections to the

NOAA-11 operational (uncorrected) data set for the period January 1989 to April 1993. In principle, an ANF correction

could be used between any number of BUV instruments in orbit after selecting one as the standard and then defining
coincidence criteria between the two.

Table 4. Percent Corrections for NOAA-I ! SBUV/2 Data

Prelaunch Time Dependent (per year) Total (after 4 years)

Total Ozone 1 0.4 2.5

Ozone at 15 mb 0

Ozone at 1 mb 5

0.8 3.2

3.0 16.0

The NOAA-I 1 SBUV/2 data, reprocessed with an improved algorithm and the calibration corrections discussed here,

have been reported by Planet et al., (1994) to describe the effect of Mount Pinatubo aerosols on the recent trends in

Northern Hemisphere ozone global amounts. SSBUV data, using a refinement of the process described above, are now

being employed to verify the calibration of Nimbus-7 and Meteor-3 TOMS with promising results. However, correction
of the TOMS data is much more complex because of large scene variability. Larger scene variations occur with TOMS

comparisons because of its higher spatial resolution and because observations are made at wavelengths (>300 nm) that
are reflected from the Earth's surface.

7.3.7 Results

With these corrections, the NOAA-11 SBUV/2 data can now be compared to overlapping data from the Nimbus-7

SBUV. These data, which overlap for about 18 months starting in 1989, are compared in Figures 15 and 16. Figure 15
illustrates the difference in total ozone between the two instruments as a function of latitude and time. The differences

are on the order of I percent except at high-latitude winters where they differ by as much as 4 percent. This probably

results from the fact that the measurements from the two instruments are made at different solar zenith angles at the

same latitude. This solar zenith angle effect probably results from residual calibration errors in one or both of the

instruments. Figure 16 illustrates a time series of ozone centered at 3 mb, over Southern Hemisphere midlatitudes, for

both SBUV and SBUV/2. This is the altitude most sensitive to ozone destruction by anthropogenic chlorine via

homogeneous chemical catalytic processes. The corrected SBUV/2 data match the SBUV data fairly well. The annual

cycles and the long-term trend in ozone superimposed on the 11-year solar cycle are also clear. The differences in ozone
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are about 6 percent which translates into an albedo difference of only 3 percent for the corresponding wavelength. This

is a remarkable result considering the history of the two data sets. Several studies are now underway to combine these

data sets to derive ozone trends as a function of latitude and altitude for the period from 1979 to 1993.
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Figure 15. Comparison of SBUV and SBUVI2 total ozone for the period when the two measurements overlap

as a function of latitude and time. Contours are ((SBUV - SBUW2)/SBUV) x 100.

7.3.8 Conclusion

We have discussed some of the tools that the OPT has used over the years to create a trend-quality ozone data set from

the BUV instruments. Development of these techniques has required close collaboration between instrument and

algorithm scientists and data users. In addition, a long-term project with stable personnel has been critical to the success

of these efforts. We have discovered that creating high-quality satellite data sets is a highly iterative process. One starts

with an incomplete understanding of how the Earth's atmosphere and surface affect the radiances measured by the

satellite instrument. Uncertainties in both prelaunch and postlaunch calibration of the instrument add to this uncertainty.

For climate research, where one is dealing with small changes embedded in large short-term variability, these

uncertainties make it difficult to separate between "true" change and those that are caused by small systematic errors

in calibration and the algorithm. However, as the length of the data record builds and multiple instruments of the same

type are launched, identification of various sources of errors becomes increasingly precise.
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7.4 Calibration and Validation of the ATSR Series of lnstruments--A Model for the

Calibration and Validation of Global Change Data Sets?

Christopher Mutlow, Space Science Department, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, Didcot, Oxfordshire, OX ! 1 0QX,
United Kingdom

The ATSRs are a series of imaging radiometers that have been expressly design for the purpose of climate change
detection; the ATSR-I instrument is flying on the ESA ERS-1 platform, the ATSR-2 has just been launched on ERS-2,
and the Advanced ATSR (AATSR) will fly on ENVISAT-l later in the decade.

All three instruments feature channels at 1.6, 3.7, 10.8, and 12 IJm which, together with the instruments innovative

feature of "along track scanning," are designed to provide accurate observations of SSTs for the purposes of climate

change/global warming detection. The ATSR-2 and AATSR instruments also include new channels for vegetation

monitoring at 0.55, 0.67, and 0.85 pro. Data acquired by these channels will be used to monitor the changes in the
distribution of vegetation cover which are expected to be the result of climate change.

The detection of climate change requires a very sensitive observing system capable of detecting small changes that occur

over long periods of time against a highly variable background signal. This goal is difficult to achieve, and requires the
instrumentation used to be well-calibrated and extremely stable over time if a reliable attribution to climate

change/global warming is to be made (Allen et al., 1995a,b). Therefore, as the monitoring of climate change is the major
objective of the ATSR instrument program, considerable care has been put into the ATSR instruments to achieve this
through the following:
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• Careful design of the instruments and their in-flight calibration systems.

• Careful prelaunch characterization and calibration of the instrument by a team independent of the

instrument contract and with the involvement of scientists who expect to use the data from the instrument.

• Postlaunch validation of the data using high-quality ground- and aircraft-based instrumentation.

• Cross-calibration of the instruments using the same preflight calibration facility and through in-flight

comparisons of the instruments (where possible).

• Through in-flight consistency checks on in-flight calibrators.

The procedures followed are detailed in the following sections.

7.4. I The ATSR Instrument Program

7.4.1.1 Design of the ATSR Instruments. All of the ATSR instruments have been designed as high-quality
radiometers, with short- and long-term stability as a major design goal and with a reliable, accurate, precise and stable

on-board calibration system for both the infrared and visible channels. The main design features of the ATSR instrument
are:

• Along-track scanning to provide improved atmospheric corrections.

• Low-noise signal channels with the good infrared performance being achieved through the use of a closed

cycle cooler to actively cool the detector.

• In-flight calibration of the infrared channels through the use of two blackbody calibration targets whose

temperatures span the expected range of sea-surface scenes.

• In-flight calibration of the visible channels using the Sun and a Russian Opal diffuser.

• Careful design of the instrument structure, electronics, and mechanisms to achieve stable thermal and electrical
environment.

Full details of the instrument can be found in Edwards et al., 1990. An example of the careful attention that is required
if an instrument is to be used for climate change detection is the care taken in the design of the ATSR's on-board

calibration systems. Mullard Space Science Laboratory, who designed the system, paid considerable attention to the

design, construction, and finish of the blackbodies. The targets were designed to have very high emissivity and good
around-orbit temperature stability to minimize the posthoc corrections that need to be made to the data to take into

account these imperfections and temperature changes. This has paid off as the black bodies change their temperature
by less than 0.5 K around an orbit. Also, considerable effort was expended in ensuring the long-term stability of the

temperature monitoring system used in the calibration targets. During the development program, Mullard Space Science

Laboratory (MSSL) discovered that after temperature cycling the platinum resistance thermometers (PRTs) used to

monitor the ATSR black bodies showed changes in their calibration. Further investigation showed that after repeated

temperature cycling, each PRT's characteristics became stable and repeatable. Therefore, each of the PRT's used in the

ATSR black bodies was subjected to a preconditioning and characterization process before being used in the flight

instrument. MSSL also retains a life-test black body which is being used to monitor the expected in-flight degradation
of the ATSR blackbodies.

Similarly, considerable care has also been taken in the design of the visible calibrator for the ATSR-2 and AATSR

visible channels. A Russian Opal is used as a diffuser to view the Sun through a piece of high-quality optical glass which

protects the Opal from the effects of radiation damage (proton and gamma ray and UV). The glass also has the effect
of eliminating the fluorescence from the Opal as it significantly reduces the UV incident on the diffuser. Radiation

damage experiments performed on samples of Opal show that the presence of the optical glass between the diffuser and
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theSunsignificantlyincreasethelong-termstabilityof the system by minimizing the damage over the 5-year expected
lifetime of each ATSR instrument.

7.4.1.2 Preflight Characterization and Calibration of the ATSR Instruments. As well as the considerations given

to the design of the ATSR instruments, considerable attention has also been given to the preflight testing of each

instrument. To ensure that this characterization and calibration process reveals the true performance of the instrument,
both the ATSR-1 and -2 instruments have been calibrated by a team who is largely independent of the team/contractor

who built them to ensure probity. The contractor delivers the instrument to the calibration facility after performing a

predelivery test to ensure the correct function of the instrument calibration team. Prior to this testing, the instrument

subsystems have been calibrated at component level and subsystem level (i.e., measurement of the spectral response

of each optical component within the focal plane assembly (FPA) followed by all-up spectral calibration of the FPA).

The ATSR ground test program includes:

• Spectral calibration of the detectors and other spectrally defining components compared with the all-up spectral
response of the FPA.

Static and dynamic field of view tests to characterize the shape, responsivity, and co-alignment of the
instrument channels.

Stability of field of view and co-alignment at the beginning-of-life and end-of-life instrument

temperatures.

Detailed radiometric calibration of the channels including:

A full range of temperatures from LN2 to 320 K.
Tests around the full ATSR scan in both the forward and nadir views.

Stability of radiometric performance at beginning-of-life and end-of-life instrument temperatures.

Stability of radiometric performance during simulated orbital temperature cycles.

To ensure that complete characterization and calibration data were collected, the progress of the test program was
reviewed weekly by a calibration review team, which included potential users of the ATSR data set. These reviews took

place before moving on to the next test in the sequence to ensure that adequate data had been collected. Furthermore,

the characterization and calibration program for ATSR-1 and -2 was performed using the same calibration equipment,
and where possible, the same calibration team (it is intended to do the same for AATSR).

It is also interesting to note that in testing the ATSR-1 instrument, its internal calibration sources were so good that we

were able to detect temperature errors in the temperature monitors in the external blackbody targets caused by self-

heating of the sensors used. For ATSR-2, the sensors in the external targets were changed to properly conditioned

rhodium-iron thermometers to get around this problem. The ATSR-2 channels have been calibrated prelaunch using
an integrating sphere and calibration lamp.

7.4.1.3 In-flight Consistency Checks and Validation. The consistency of the ATSR instrument's calibration has been

checked several times during the mission, and in particular, after launch and just prior to launch of ATSR-2 on ERS-2.

This is achieved by switching the role of the two blackbodies, the hot one becomes the cold reference and the cold the

hot reference. As the two targets are switched, by heating one and turning offthe power to the other, the radiances from

each target are monitored. At the crossover point, where the two targets are at the same temperature, the same radiance

should be observed if the two targets have remained constant (or at least have deteriorated in the same way). So far the

checks we have performed show that the two blackbodies are still the same to within 50 mK. This gives us confidence

that they have remained stable over time since each have been operating at very different temperatures, the cold one at

-10°C and the hot at +30°C, for nearly 4 years.

7.4.1.4 Cross-Calibration. With ATSR-1 and -2 now being in orbit and operating simultaneously, we have a unique

opportunity to intercompare the two instruments for a period of up to 1 year. This will allow us to cross-compare the
SSTs from the instruments and understand the reasons for any offsets and biases between the two data sets--while both
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instrumentsarestilloperational.Weareveryluckyinthisregard,mostinstrumentsareoperatingaloneeitherbecause
theyareanon/offorbecausetheyarethereplacementforanoperationalinstrumentthathasjustfailed.Inthissituation,
thereislikelytobelittleornooverlapofoperations,andsometimesevenafairlylonggapintherecordofdatadueto
thetimetakentolaunchthereplacementinstrument.Forclimateresearch,it isessentialtohavethiscontinuityofdata
setsif wearetoachievethegoalofcollectingconsistentlong-termdatasets.WithATSR,wehaveauniqueopportunity
tocollectadatasetthatcanbetracedbacktothesamegroundstandardsources,overthreemissionsandal0-to!5-year
period(ifallgoeswell).Letshopeourexperiencesoverthenextfewmonthsshowthatthiscasehasbeenworthwhile.

The ATSR instruments are, and will continue to be, cross-compared with data from AVHRR, but the different orbit

times makes this more tricky as we need to understand diurnal changes to resolve some of the mismatches. This may

be possible by using the geostationary satellites as transfer standards, but this work is ongoing through collaborations
with NOAA and other agencies.

7.4.2 Concluding Comments

The ATSR program team has worked hard to develop an instrument together with preflight and in-flight that can collect
consistent and well-characterized data sets required for climate change detection. Within the next few months, the work

on the recently launched ATSR-2 instrument will show whether the project team has achieved their goal.

However, we believe that some of the strategies we have employed in the development of the ATSR program have wider
application to the calibration of other climate change data sets and could be modified to enable more direct

intercomparison of data from different instruments. One particular aspect of this is ensuring the traceability in calibration
of each instrument to international standards.

7.5 Sensor Requirements for the Radiometric Consistency of Long-Term, Global, Land
Data Sets

Philip Slater, Remote Sensing Group, Optical Sciences Center, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ

Three topics are addressed that relate to the production of consistent, long-term data sets from one, or a series of

nominally identical satellite sensors. First, the need is identified for detailed sensitivity analyses to determine how

temporal radiometric stability and uncertainty in absolute calibration are related to monitoring changes of geophysical

quantities. This will establish the stability and calibration uncertainty required for an individual sensor and also for a

sensor series. Second, the importance is discussed of developing consistent performance specifications for a sensor,
through an end-to-end system analysis. Third, some examples are provided of the uncertainties with which

cross-comparisons can be made between sensors, on the same platform or in the same series. These are shown to be of

adequately low uncertainty, at the less-than-I percent level in most cases, for them to ensure adequate consistency in
the production of long-term data sets. However, this conclusion does emphasize the need to reserve a period for nearly

simultaneous, overlapping ground coverage for sequential sensors in a series.

7.5.1 Sensitivity Analyses

The increasing number and diversity of Earth observing programs, over the past few years, have stimulated the

development and refinement of algorithms for the conversion of remotely sensed data into geophysical products. Among

the input data that have to be included in most of these algorithms is the calibration of the sensor. This is because
geophysical products are usually related to the spectral radiance or reflectance of the surface, rather than the number

of digital counts associated with each sampled area.

Armed with these algorithms, we are now better prepared quantitatively to defend the requirements for sensor

calibration. (Until now this has been largely the domain of system engineers, who have usually specified the best they
thought achievable.) The task now is for the sensor's science team members to exercise their algorithms to determine

how temporal radiometric instability and calibration uncertainty affect the accuracy of monitoring global change and

the quality of the geophysical products they plan to provide. Note that stability is often more important in studies of
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globalchange than the uncertainty of the absolute calibration. However, the periodic absolute calibration of a sensor

provides a means to check the sensors stability and to provide the means for retrieving surface radiance, reflectance,

or temperature.

Analyses of this kind, based on the sensitivity of the algorithms used to derive geophysical products, should provide

strong scientific justification for specifications of temporal stability and absolute calibration. There is no a priori reason
to believe that such analyses will dictate more rigorous specifications than are currently required by system engineers.

In fact some specifications may be relaxed, which could result in a considerable savings in cost: changes to the

specifications of temporal stability or calibration uncertainty of a factor of two may correspond to a cost saving of a
factor of ten!

7.5.2 Consistent Specifications for Sensor Performance

The specification of the performance of a sampled-image, multispectral sensor is a difficult undertaking. The need for

accurate absolute calibration is determined by the requirements to retrieve spectral reflectances and temperatures and
to record changes in these quantities unambiguously. There are several conditions under which calibration accuracy can

be defined, unfortunately some of these are generally not well understood or appreciated. These conditions are as
follows:

• Preflight, when the sensor views a uniform-radiance field that usually just fills its aperture and field of view.

• In-flight when the aperture and field of view are uniformly irradiated over part of their areas.

The results from such calibrations are then used to retrieve reflectances and temperatures under the following conditions:

An inhomogeneous target, undersampled by the sensor, the recorded image containing radiometric artifacts

due to Modulation Transfer Function (MTF), aliasing, stray light, out-of-band response, etc. all of which are

present in different proportions to the preflight or in-flight calibration conditions.

• As in previous bullet, but with the image resampled to conform to a given map projection or simply to register

to other multispectral bands acquired nearly simultaneously by the sensor.

It is clear that, in general, the radiometric uncertainties associated with 1 and 2 above bear little relation to those under

the operational conditions associated with 3 and 4. The only way to minimize the differences is to pay extraordinary

care to specifying appropriate sensor performance and image handling methods. It is futile to require an accurate

preflight laboratory calibration if the sensor, when in operation on orbit, introduces radiometric uncertainties that are

greatly in excess of the preflight calibration values. However, this mistake is made repeatedly: high MTFs are specified

at Nyquist that introduce radiometric artifacts, narrow filters are specified that cannot he adequately blocked for

out-of-band response, stray-light specifications are written that prohibit accurate radiometry in the vicinity of contrasty

images of interest, and the image has to be resampled to be useful. In such cases, the overall radiometric uncertainty

under operational conditions can be many times that of the standard calibration procedure, making the effort and money

devoted to high accuracy calibration a waste of time and resources.

This paper stresses four points related to the production of long-term, global, land data sets:

• High temporal stability, the sine qua non for consistent data sets and highly accurate absolute radiometric
calibration.

• Realistic specifications for sensor performance, particularly absolute calibration, because of the time and cost

involved in achieving accurate calibration.

Consistency between the requirement for absolute calibration, as obtained conventionally by the sensor's

response to uniform radiance fields, and the sensor s characteristics such as signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and

digitization.
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Consistency between the requirement for absolute calibration and the radiometric errors introduced in the

operational image-recording mode of the sensor, such as aliasing, stray light, and spectral out-of-band
rejection.

An example of the second point is that of the spectral filter out-of-band specification for a sensor presently under

construction. One specification calls for <5 percent over the range 0.2 to 20 _tm, the other calls for the out-of-band

response to be <0.01 percent of the peak transmittance. The <5 percent specification is inconsistent with the radiometric

stability required of the sensor to meet the 3 percent and 1 percent calibration accuracy requirements in the

solar-reflective and thermal-infrared ranges, respectively. However, no detector is available to cover this range for a

scanning system. To demand the design of filters to meet this irrelevant specification is unnecessarily exacting and

costly. The <0.01 percent specification is unnecessarily restrictive and, therefore, inconsistent with the radiometric

stability needed to support the required calibration accuracy. This specification will have a substantial impact on the

cost of the filters for the silicon-detector range.

The third point concerns the consistency of specifications like stray light and out-of-band response with absolute

calibration accuracy. For an imaging sensor whose IFOV has been selected spatially to resolve targets of special interest

with an absolute radiometric accuracy of 3 percent or 1 percent, according to spectral interval, it is inappropriate to

specify a radiometric error of 6 percent for a pixel at a radius of 4.5 pixels from a high radiance area. (This specification
was also associated with the sensor mentioned above.)

More subtle problems relate to radiometric artifacts introduced by undersampled multispectral imagers and digital-image
resampling procedures. As mentioned earlier, these problems are not accounted for when radiometric accuracies are

being specified, just as they are ignored later when the images from the sensors are analyzed. This shortcoming in our

understanding and appreciation of the radiometric errors introduced by sampled imaging systems is in urgent need of

correction. At present we are probably significantly over specifying absolute calibration accuracy, and spending a great

deal of time and money for the privilege.

It is strongly recommended that a detailed study be conducted to review the calibration requirements for future sensors

as complete systems: from the target, through the atmosphere, to the image plane for both small and large targets, and

then through sampling, registration, and resampling to map projections. The results of such a study should define sensor

performance specifications based on the size of the smallest target that needs to be sensed with the required radiometric

accuracy. A result of such a study might show that, if the requirement is for the sensor to obtain 3 percent radiometry

over a l-km-square area, then the IFOV should be about 200-m square and the image should then be resampled at 1-km

spatial resolution. Such a condition is not generally well-appreciated in the scientific and engineering communities.

7.5.3 In-Flight Cross Comparisons of Sensor Calibrations

The in-flight cross comparison of sensor calibrations is potentially of enormous benefit to those trying to analyze the
data quantitatively from more than one sensor on a platform or from several sensors in a series. For a uniform site, a

preliminary study indicates that satisfactory accuracies can be obtained both between sensors on the same platform and
for consecutive sensors in a series.

Cross comparisons were simulated in the solar-reflective range between MODIS, the Advanced Spaceborne Thermal

Emission and Reflection Radiometer (ASTER), the Multiangle Imaging Spectroradiometer (MISR), and Landsat using
6°S. Midlatitude summer and winter atmospheres with visibilities of 5 km and 100 km were used with a solar zenith

angle of 45 ° and a nadir view angle. An approximation to the spectral reflectance of Lunar Lake and Railroad playa,

both in Nevada, was assumed. An elevation of 6,000 ft. was used and a homogeneous target assumed.

With overlapping bands for wavelengths greater than about 500 nm, comparisons between bands from the above sensors

were stable to within about 1 percent for all four atmospheric conditions. If verified, these results would aid in

reconciling any differences noted between the in-flight calibration of the above sensors and thus' improve the consistenc.y
of similar data products from these sensors. An accurate comparison can be achieved between sequential, nominally
identical sensors in a series, provided they can be maneuvered to be within about I0 minutes of each other in the same

inclination orbit for a few weeks. Over extended wavelength ranges, comparisons between different MODIS bands, not
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inabsorptionregions, showed a similar I percent stability. This could prove to be of value as a simple way to check

relative band-to-band calibration in flight--of critical importance for data products produced by ratioing methods.

Considerable work needs to be done to verify these early results and estimate the range of conditions under which they

are valid. In particular, the above results are very sensitive to site nonuniformity, and the search for uniform sites is

therefore very important. Note that the uniformity of a site should be over a 3 x 3 pixel area for comparing different
sensors, because of the registration problem. For comparing bands within the same sensor, the area should be consistent

with the band-to-band registration, generally a !.5 x 1.5 pixel area should suffice.

7.5.4 Concluding Remarks

This paper emphasized the importance of four points for the efficient production of long-term, global data sets:

• High temporal stability, the sine qua non for consistent data sets and highly accurate absolute radiometric
calibration.

• Realistic specifications for sensor performance, particularly absolute calibration, because of the time and cost

involved in achieving accurate calibration.

• Consistency between the requirement for absolute calibration, as obtained conventionally by the sensor's

response to uniform radiance fields, and the sensor s characteristics such as SNR and digitization.

• Consistency between the requirement for absolute calibration and the radiometric errors introduced in the

operational image-recording mode of the sensor, such as aliasing, stray light and spectral out-of-band rejection.

In addition, results of a preliminary study were reported, which showed that in-flight cross comparisons can be

conducted with an accuracy approaching 1 percent. The limiting constraint is the uniformity of the target site.

It is recommended that further work be conducted in these topics to improve the consistency and accuracy of future

long-term, global data sets.

7.6 Perspectives on Proper and Useful Calibration/Validation in Terrestrial Remote

Sensing

Philip Teillet, Canada Centre for Remote Sensing, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

Interest in the calibration/validation aspects of terrestrial remote sensing has been on the rise and significant resources

are being devoted to relevant areas of research and development. However, while capabilities in calibration/validation

have continued to improve, sensor calibration remains a difficult field and data product validation has received relatively

less attention. Thus, the challenge to provide operational data products with proper calibration/validation has only

partially been met. Rather than consider the specifics of any given method, this paper looks at calibration/validation
from a larger perspective and addresses some of the technical issues that have more to do with infrastructure and

information aspects. The discussion is divided into three topics: calibration/validation activity, data and processing, and

users and products. In each case, several issues are highlighted to emphasize areas that warrant more attention or to
document some of the lessons learned in calibration/validation.

7.6.1 Introduction

The international Committee on Earth Observation Satellites (CEOS) Working Group on Calibration/Validation

(WGCV) defines calibration and validation as follows: calibration is the process of quantitatively defining the system

response to known, controlled signal inputs; validation is the process of assessing by independent means the quality of
the data products derived from the system outputs. These definitions refer specifically to sensor calibration and data

product validation. However, calibration/validation, or calibration/validation for simplicity, as a combined expression
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hasalsobecomesynonymousinthecontextof remote sensing with the suite of processing algorithms that convert raw

data into accurate and useful geophysical quantities that are verified to be self-consistent. Thus, any radiometric and

spectrometric data processing prior to analysis tends to be lumped into the calibration/validation category. Although
it need not be so, geometric resampling and remapping are usually considered to be in a separate processing category,

even though there is a fundamentally direct interplay between radiometry and geometry.

For the purposes of this paper, calibration and validation are considered to be sensor calibration and data product

validation, as defined by the CEOS WGCV. However, most of the discussion dwells on larger issues related to making

remotely sensed data accurate and useful in the more general sense of the calibration/validation expression. Thus, in the

process of going from raw sensor data to calibrated sensor data, and then to validated geophysical data and

biogeophysical information (as shown in Figure 17), there are elements of calibration/validation activity (Table 5), data
and processing (Table 6), and users and products (Table 7). In each case, there is a whole series of elements and

activities that are almost disciplines unto themselves. The lists in Tables 5 through 7 are not intended to be

comprehensive, but rather to convey the complexity of calibration/validation and the significant level of effort required.
The objective of this paper is to highlight some of the elements and activities in these lists that warrant more attention

than they have received to date. The paper is somewhat disjointed as a result, but it is written in the spirit of
documenting some of the issues and lessons learned in calibration/validation.

I RAW
SENSOR

DATA CAL/VAL

ACTIVITY

CAUBRATED
SENSOR

DATA

DATA

AND
PROCESSING

VAUDATED
GEOPHYSICAL

DATA

VAUDATED
BIOGEOPHYSCAL

INFORMATION

Figure 17. Conceptual data and information flow related to the
calibration�validation of Earth observation data. In all cases, it is to be

understood that there are users and products.

7.6.2 Calibration/Validation Activity

Most of the items listed in Table 5 are self-explanatory and the overall list represents infrastructures of resources and

activities that are far from trivial. For the development and use of any given instrument, the challenge is to make
optimum use of these calibration/validation infrastructures and ensure access to useful results. Three areas from the list

in Table 4 are discussed in the following sections.
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Table 5. List of Some of the Principal Elements of

Calibration/Validation Activity in the Remote Sensing Context.

Calibration/Validation Activity

• Calibration standards and laboratories

• Standard measurement protocols
• End-to-end calibration/validation plans and error analyses

• Prelaunch measurement intercomparisons

• Onboard calibration systems

• Postlaunch vicarious techniques

• Integrated multiple methodologies
• Test and confidence sites

• Coordinated field campaigns

• Synergy from crossover data of test sites

• International cooperation
• Access to data and information

7.6.2.1 Integrated Multiple Methodologies. The need for several independent calibration methods has been

documented by Slater (1988). When there are multiple approaches to sensor calibration, there also needs to be a plan
for the use of these techniques over the lifetime of the sensor (Guenther, personal communication), and an algorithm

for the weighted integration of the results from the various techniques into a single set or sequence of calibration

coefficients for operational use (Slater, personal communication). There has been very little experience with this type

of integration process. For postlaunch calibration of the NOAA AVHRR, the most common approach has been to give

equal weight to different calibration results (Che and Price, 1992) or to use results from one or two methods only (Brest
and Rossow, 1992; Teillet and Holben, 1994; Cihlar and Teillet, 1995) for consistency in the absence of a detailed

evaluation of the various approaches. Postlaunch radiometric calibration of the SPOT HRV, instruments is based on a

weighted blend of relative and absolute methods (Gellman et al., 1993) and is deemed operational, although the details

of the recipe are not known.

7. 6.2.2 Synergy From Cross-Over Data of Test Sites. In the case of vicarious calibration of optical sensors based on

ground-level test sites and measurements, the reliability of calibration methods depends on the accuracy and precision
of the field instrumentation and atmospheric models used. The ground target must also be well- characterized in spatial,

radiometric, spectral, and temporal domains. However, the procedures for acquiring the necessary field data are usually
constrained and suboptimum because of the difficulty in rapidly characterizing large surface areas and the costs involved

in a systematic program of field deployment.

Because of the importance of calibration test sites, any additional information on their characteristics is worth

consideration, including remotely sensed data acquired at other wavelengths such as in the thermal infrared or in the

microwave portions of the electromagnetic spectrum. For example, multitemporal ERS-1 SAR data have been obtained

for three optical calibration sites by Teillet et al. (1995a). The three sites are White Sands, New Mexico, and the Lunar

Lake and Railroad Valley playas in Nevada. The study reports on an initial examination of muititemporal SAR image

data sets generated for the three test sites and focuses on the significant pattern changes observed in the scenes, largely

due to surface roughness, soil moisture, and run-off. Such cross-over data sets can contribute to a baseline understanding

of ground targets and provide insight into the usefulness of such targets for in-flight calibration of optical sensors.

7.6.2.3 International Cooperation. The topic of international cooperation could be discussed at length, but only a

couple of examples will be noted here to make the point. With respect to NOAA AVHRR data sets and muititemporal

composites, the EROS Data Center and the Canada Centre for Remote Sensing have been able to standardize their

radiometric processing streams to generate data sets for the North American Continent (Morasse and Dlorio, 1992).

Similarly, processing standards were established by collaborators of the International Geosphere Biosphere Programme

to help spearhead the realization of the global l-km AVHRR data sets (Townshend et al., 1994). The CEOS WGCV is

in a position to play a useful role in the expansion of such international cooperation.
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7.6.3 DataandProcessing

The role of data characteristics and processing algorithms in the calibration/validation of remotely sensed data has

probably been underestimated. There are numerous facets that influence the quality and usefulness of information

derived from Earth observation imagery (Table 6). Some of these are mentioned briefly in the sections that follow.

Table 6. List of Some of the Principal Elements of Data and

Processing Related to the Calibration/Validation of Remotely Sensed Data.

DATA AND PROCESSING

• Sensor characteristics and updates

• Ancillary data

• Spectroradiometric correction algorithms

• Resampling and remapping algorithms

• Proper data integration and continuity
• Biogeophysical models

• Data representation and storage impacts

• Algorithm benchmark data sets
• Access to data and information

7.6.3.1 Sensor Characteristics and Updates. The characteristics of sensors change with time after launch and,

therefore, it is important to monitor these changes and provide updated information to data processors and users, in

addition to building as stable an instrument as possible in the first place. Monitoring, characterizing, and documenting
responsivity changes in the shortwave channels of the NOAA AVHRRs has proven to be a difficult technical and

organizational challenge for the relevant scientific community (Teillet et al., 1990; Teillet and Holben, 1994; Rao and

Chen, i 994; Cihlar and Teillet, 1995). The study of postlaunch spectral band changes and their impacts has received

relatively little attention to date (Teillet, 1990; Suits et al., 1988; Flittner and Slater, 1991).

7.6.3.2 Ancillary Data. The availability, and use of key ancillary data also play a critical role, particularly in surface
reflectance algorithms. For example, the lack of readily available atmospheric aerosol and water vapor information has

necessitated the use of various approximations in the atmospheric correction of Landsat TM and AVHRR imagery
(Teillet and Fedosejevs, 1995; Teillet, 1992), among others. The inclusion of digital terrain elevation data in radiometric

processing has also been relatively slow to develop (Teillet and Staenz, 1992; Running et al., 1994).

7.6.3.3 Data Representation and Storage Impacts. There is considerable room for improvement in the careful choice
and clear documentation of data products in terms of their representation. A case in point is the widely used NDVI.

NDVI can depend significantly on whether it is a function of digital counts, or radiance, reflectance, and on whether

it is defined as a function of the data themselves or their scaled representation used for storage and manipulation on

computer systems (Teillet et al., 1995b). The study by Teillet et al. (1995b) examined the issues for several vegetation
indices based on spectral bands for SPOT HRV, Landsat TM, NOAA AVHRR, EOS, MODIS, and Envisat Medium

Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (MERIS).

7. 6.3.4 Proper Data Integration and Continuity. Algorithm research and development are needed to ensure the proper

and accurate integration of multisource remotely sensed and other types of data from radiometric, spectral, and spatial

perspectives. Remote sensing instruments acquire imagery in very specific modes and geometries that have direct impact

on the radiometric character and information content of geophysical parameters derived from Earth observation data.

A practical example of data continuity is that of vegetation monitoring by means of NDVI. Use of N DVI is likely to

span the lifetime of multiple sensors of a given type and also encompasses several different sensor types. Thus, one faces
the important and difficult task of ensuring that the same vegetation information, in terms of NDVI in this case, can be

computed from all of these sensor systems. Study of the impact of radiometric, spectral, and spatial sensor characteristics

on NDVI has only begun recently (Qi et al., 1994; Teillet et al., 1994, 1995b; Guyot and Gu, 1994).
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7.6.4 UsersandProducts

Becausecalibrationand validation are very much science- and technology-oriented, there is often a tendency to lose

sight of the users and products that exist to varying degrees at each step of the process. This applies to both
calibration/validation information itself and remotely sensed data and information products that have been calibrated

and validated. Table 7 lists some of the principal elements in this regard and a few of these points are discussed briefly

in the following sections.

Table 7. A List of Some of the Principal Elements Concerned with Users and

Products Related to the Calibration/Validation of Remotely Sensed Data.

USERS AND PRODUCTS

• User requirements

• Data and information products

• Accuracy assessment products

• Figure-of-merit products

• Sample data sets
• Metadata

• Access to data and information

7.6.4.1 Accuracy Assessment andFigure-of-Merit Products. Consistent with the data integration and continuity issues

is the concept that users should be provided with indicators of product reliability. Accuracy is not uniformly distributed

in remote sensing products. An example is the variation in spatial resolution from pixel to pixel in a maximum NDVI

multitemporal composite. There are reliability and responsibility issues that increasingly arise as Earth observation data

become an integral part of decision making information systems.

7.6.4.2 Access to Data and Information. A much greater effort needs to be devoted to timely and ready access to

documentation, data, metadata, and information on sensor characteristics and all relevant related calibration/validation.

While considerable resources are finally being dedicated to calibration, operational users are not yet benefitting

accordingly.

7.6.5 Concluding Remarks

From the point of view of calibration/validation, it may be said that the data flow in remote sensing progresses from raw

sensor data to calibrated sensor data, and then to validated geophysical data from which validated biogeophysical

information is derived. This process encompasses the expertise, facilities and activities of many institutions, from the

instrument and data providers along the chain to the end users. The process also involves many technical considerations

that need to be addressed if self-consistent and useful data and information are to be obtained. This paper documents

a few of these technical considerations from the perspectives of calibration/validation activity, data and processing, and

users and products. The most common thread is a need for more timely and ready access to calibration/validation data
and information.

7.7 The NOAA/NASA Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer Calibration Activity

C.R. Nagaraja Rao, Satellite Research Laboratory, NOAA/NESDIS Office of Research and Applications, Washington,
DC 20233

The NOAA/NASA Pathfinder program has for one of its main objectives the reprocessing of long-term records of

geophysical products generated with sensors on board NOAA's Polar-orbiting Operational Environmental Satellites

(POES) and the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellites (GOES) (Ohring and Dodge 1992). The aim is to

provide researchers with data sets of acceptable continuity and high quality for the Pathfinder period (1981 to present)

which can be used in climate and global change research. Some of the data sets initially identified as suitable candidates
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forthePathfinder activity were those obtained with the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) and

TIROS Operational Vertical Sounder (TOVS) suite of instruments on board the polar orbiting satellites.

At the time of inception of the Pathfinder program in the early 1990's, the importance of the proper assessment of the

calibration of the various satellite-borne sensors, and of their postlaunch performance was recognized and emphasized

to ensure the continuity and quality of the geophysical products that would be generated. In addition, it was also realized

that establishment of calibration linkages among similar sensors--such as the AVHRR on different NOAA

spacecraft--or among different sensors used to generate similar geophysical products was crucial to render the quality

and useability of the Pathfinder data sets optimum. These sensor-related requirements in the context of establishing long-

term climate-related Pathfinder data sets are very close to the basic requirements (e.g., Becker et al., 1988) of the design

and execution of programs such as the Global Climate Observing System (GCOS) in general. In addition, the activities

of the AVHRR Pathfinder Calibration Working Group, to be described later, will be seen as highly germane to the
objectives of the calibration/validation workshop jointly sponsored by the Calibration/Validation working group of the

Committee on Earth Observation Satellites (CEOS) and GCOS.

7.7.1 The AVHRR Pathfinder Calibration Working Group

The AVHRR Pathfinder Calibration Working Group was formed in the spring of 1991, with its membership made up

of representatives of the AVHRR Pathfinder Atmosphere, Land, and Ocean Science Working Groups, and other experts
in the area of satellite sensor calibration to address and resolve sensor-related issues mentioned in the previous section.

The working group decided to assess initially the postlaunch performance of the AVHRRs on NOAA-7, -9, and -1 I
spacecraft--the afternoon satellites--for programmatic reasons, and identified the following as the principal elements
of its charter:

• Evaluation of the in-orbit degradation of the visible(channel !: :0.58-0.68_am) and near-infrared (channel 2;

_.0.72-1.1 )am) channels of the AVHRR;

• Establishment of calibration linkages for channels 1 and 2 of the AVHRRs on board the NOAA-7, -9, and -I I

spacecraft;

Development of user-friendly procedures to correct for the nonlinearities in the response of the Mercury-

Cadmium-Telluride (Hg-Cd-Te) sensors in the AVHRR thermal infrared channels (channel 4: = 10.3-11.31am;

channel 5:--11.5-12.51am); and

• Dissemination of calibration information among the user community in an effective, timely manner.

7.7.2 Visible and Near-Infrared Channels of the AVHRR

The AVHRR visible (channel !) and near-infrared (channel 2) channels degrade in orbit, initially because of the

outgassing from the radiometer components, and rocket exhaust, and subsequently because of continuous exposure to

the harsh space environment. Any assessment of the in-orbit degradation is rendered difficult by the absence of on board

calibration devices. Therefore, vicarious calibrations based on: (a) the use of terrestrial targets which can be considered

radiometrically stable in time, (b) model simulations of the upwelling radiance at the top of the atmosphere, with

measured inputs for any, some, or all of the model parameters, or (c) matching the performance of the sensor under

study with the performance of a different sensor whose calibration is known are generally resorted to. In the present

study, the calibration working group decided to assess the relative in-orbit degradation of the three AVHRRs using the

southeastern part of the Libyan desert (21°N to 23°N; 28°E to 29°E) as a radiometrically stable target; further, the

AVHRRs on NOAA-7 and -II spacecraft would be normalized to the AVHRR on NOAA-9, after the relative

degradation of the two channels of the latter (NOAA-9 AVHRR) had been rendered absolute by anchoring the same
to the absolute calibrations based on congruent path aircraft/satellite radiance measurements made over White Sands,

New Mexico during September/October 1986. Intersatellite calibration linkages thus established would be used in the

reprocessing of the AVHRR atmosphere, land, and ocean data sets. Details of the ISCCP Stage B3 data used in the
evaluation of the in-orbit degradation of the two channels, the quality control criteria adopted, the assumptions made

regarding the sensor degradation and the reflectional properties of the Libyan desert calibration target, and of the
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methodologyofderivingthein-orbit degradation and establishing intersatellite calibration linkages are found in Rao

et al. (1993) and in Rao and Chen (1995).

We have shown in Table 8 the formulae for the calculation of the radiances measured in AVHRR channels 1 and 2 after

the sensor degradation has been duly accounted for; here, C_0 is the AVHRR signal in 10-bit counts, and d is elapsed

time in days since launch. We have attempted validation of these formulae by comparing the predicted trend in "slope"

expressed in units of W/(m 2 sr _tm count)--the entire expression appearing in front of (C_o - number) in the

formulae--for the AVHRR on NOAA-I 1 with independent, but rather infrequent, determinations of the same from
congruent path aircraft/satellite radiance measurements (Abel et al., 1993); and by demonstrating that application of

these formulae to the reprocessing of reflectance measurements made over different Earth scenes results in the

elimination of spurious trends in the records of geophysical products obtained over the operational life of the AVHRR,

and of the discontinuities in the record during the transition from one satellite to the next.

Table 8. Formulae for the Calculation of Calibrated Radiances

NOAA-7 was launched on June 23, 1981; NOAA-9 on December 12, 1984; and NOAA-I 1 on September

24, 1988. The two sets of formulae for NOAA-9 yield the same radiances.

NOAA-7

Channel I

Channel 2

NOAA-9 (Set A)
Channel i

Channel 2

NOAA-9 (Set B)
Channel 1
Channel 2

NOAA- 11

Channel 1

Channel 2

Spacecraft Radiance (W/m2srlam)

0.5753 x exp (1.01 x 10 .4 x d) x Cio - 36)
0.3914 x exp (1.20 x 10-4 x d) x Cio - 37)

0.5465 x exp [1.66 x 10 .4 x (d - 65)] x (Cjo - 37)

0.3832 x exp [0.98 x 10 -4 x (d - 65)] x (Ct0 - 39.6)

0.5406 x exp (I .66 x 10 .4 x d) x (Ct0 - 37)

0.3808 x exp (0.98 x 10-4 x d) x (C_0 - 39.6)

0.5496 x exp (0.33 x 10 .4 x d) x (C_0 - 40)

0.3680 x exp (0.55 x 10 .4 x d) x (C_0 - 40)

7.7.3 The Thermal Infrared Channels

The nonlinearity corrections in the thermal infrared channels of the AVHRR are typically in the range from about -1 °C

to +2°C, depending on the Earth scene temperature. The AVHRR Calibration Working Group focussed its attention on

the development of a simple analytic expression for the sensor nonlinearities over the entire range of Earth scene

temperatures encountered in orbit. The resulting formula for the calculation of the corrected radiances measured in either

channel 4 or 5 is based on the "nonzero radiance of space" concept. Thus, the measured radiance [mW/(m 2 sr cm")],

which has been corrected for sensor nonlinearity, is given by N = a + b(NLIN) + C0qLIN) 2 where NLI/q is a pseudolinear

radiance calculated using the concept of nonzero radiance of space, and the instrument responses when it views the

internal calibration target and space. The corrected radiance is then used to calculate the brightness temperature. The

coefficients a, b, and c, and the method of calculating NuN from the sensor response when it views space and the on-

board internal calibration target are furnished to the user for the different AVHRRs. The novel feature of the above

formula is that it is independent of the operating temperature of the AVHRR_a feature that is absent in earlier

formulations of the nonlinear corrections, either in the radiance or temperature representations (e.g., Weinreb et al.,

1990). Details of the method, including the rationale behind the concept of"nonzero radiance of space" are found in
Ran et al. (1993).
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7.7.4 Applications/Validation

We used only about 15 percent of the data for the Libyan desert calibration target in the establishment of intersatellite

calibration linkages for the AVHRR channels 1 and 2; thus we felt it may be scientifically meaningful to show here the

results of applying the radiance formulae shown in Table 8 to the entire set of data. The results are seen in Figure 18

where we have shown the time series of surface albedo spanning the period 1981 to 1991 obtained with the prelaunch

and postlaunch calibrations. The spurious downward trends and the discontinuities in the time series when the prelaunch

calibrations, which do not account for sensor degradation, are used and removed with the application of the postlaunch
calibration. Similar improvements in the time series of surface albedos, and of the NDVI have been noticed for different

locations over the globe by different investigators. In particular, the radiance formulae have found application in: (a)

the reprocessing of the AVHRR Pathfinder land data set for the period 1981 to present; (b) NOAA's Clouds from
AVHRR (CLAVR) studies; (c) the validation of NOAA's aerosol product over the oceans; and (d) the establishment

of correspondence between the surface reflectance of several sites in Spain measured by the AVHRR on NOAA-! I and

channel 3 of the TM on Landsat-5; appropriate literature citations are found in Rao and Chen (1995). The nonlinearity
corrections for the thermal infrared channels have been applied in the reprocessing of the AVHRR Pathfinder Ocean

data product. The same technique is presently in use in the operational determination of SST with the AVHRR on

NOAA- 14 spacecraft.
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Figure 18. Albedo in A VHRR channel 1 of the southeastern Libyan desert.

7.7.5 Conclusion

Some of the lessons learned during the AVHRR Pathfinder calibration activity may prove to be helpful in addressing

calibration-related issues in the future. We feel that it is desirable to undertake a detailed study of the relative merits of

the various vicarious techniques that have been proposed for the calibration of AVHRR channels 1 and 2, with particular

attention paid to the identification of any feature(s) of the technique that may cause the results to differ from those of

others. Techniques that use terrestrial targets which are assumed to be radiometrically stable will benefit if multiple

targets, with reflectances which cover a significant part of the dynamic range of the sensor, are identified and used by

the calibration community. The sensitivity of postlaunch calibrations based on model simulations to the uncertainties

in model inputs such as atmospheric aerosols, ozone, water vapor, and surface reflectional properties should be

examined thoroughly. Since absolute calibrations based on congruent path aircraft/satellite radiance measurements are

invaluable as anchor points to establish calibration trends, they should be performed more frequently than they have
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beentodate, and a dedicated program should be established for the same with requisite resources on a long-term basis.

Comprehensive field campaigns, involving ground-based measurements of model input parameters, congruent path
aircraR/satellite radiance measurements, and a suite of similar satellite sensors, or of different sensors directed towards

the measurement of the same geophysical parameter should be planned and conducted, with agencies such as CEOS

participating in the coordination of the same. The feasibility of rugged on board calibration devices for the visible and

near-infrared channels of AVHRR-type sensors should also be investigated. Some of these issues are presently being

addressed by the Meteorological Satellite Instrumentation/Calibration Group at NOAA's NESDIS Office of Research

and Applications.
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7.8 A 16-Year Record of Global Temperatures From Eight Microwave Sounding Units

Roy Spencer, NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center; John R. Christy, The University of Alabama in Huntsville

The TIROS-N MSUs have been imaging deep layer temperatures since 1979. We have intercalibrated a total of eight

MSU's flying on successive satellite platforms into a !6-plus-year record of global deep layer temperature variations

at various spatial and temporal averaging scales (e.g., Figure 19). While overlaps in operational coverage of the Earth

by successively launched satellites permit intercalibration to within about 0.01 °C for monthly global temperature

anomalies, absolute accuracy of the brightness temperature (Tb) measurements themselves might not be much better than

l°C. Deep layer temperatures are monitored for the lower troposphere (from MSU channel 2 at 53.74 GHz, Spencer
and Christy, 1992a,b) and the lower stratosphere (from channel 4 at 57.95 GHz, Spencer and Christy, 1993).

Independent validation with l0 years of radiosonde data has also been performed (ibid). MSU channel 3 (at 54.96 GHz)

cannot be used for long-term trend calculations due to calibration drift in at least two of the MSU's, but can be used for

computation of dynamical quantities associated with spatial gradients in the data, and interannual variability for many

of the nondrift years. Transition to the AMSU's, scheduled for first launch in 1996, will require the formation of

multichannel (and possibly multiview angle) averaging kernels that match those currently utilized by us for the MSU's.

The various sources of intersateilite differences in deep layer temperature measurements are discussed in the following
sections.

7.8.1 Intercalibration Issues

Intercalibration of the first eight MSU's into a continuous record of temperature variability involves many decisions

which must be made. Changes in any of these decisions will alter the final results. Due to ground soRware changes

impacting the NESDIS historical MSU calibrated data record, we perform our own calibration of the MSU data (Spencer
et al., 1990). While we would prefer that intercalibration of two successive copies of the same sensor (such as the MSU)

be as simple as finding a single additive offset, our analysis of the MSU data suggests that there are several sources of
intersatellite differences which must be accounted for. We have found that latitude- and season-dependent offsets alone

have been a convenient way to intercalibrate. These offsets are computed empirically, based upon the differences that

separate satellites measure when both satellites are operating. The overlap periods during which these offsets are
computed have ranged from 3 months to several years (Figure 20). Physical origins of these differences can be deduced

with some confidence from their space/time characteristics. They can be categorized generally as diurnal, sensor, and

sampling effects.

7.8.2 Diurnal Effects

Even if the MSU's were all identical in their response, the TIROS-N satellites are launched into two very different (from

a temperature perspective) Sun-synchronous orbits at 7:30 a.m. and p.m. (morning satellites), and 2:30 a.m. and p.m.

(at_ernoon satellites). Because of NOAA data archival and satellite tracking policies, the MSU archive includes virtually
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no overlaps between two satellites at the same orbit time, requiring intercalibration between 2:30 and 7:30 satellites.

Because of this, significant diurnal temperature effects must be removed from the data to obtain a record of global

temperatures suitable for climate studies. The diurnal effects vary with latitude, geography, season, and altitude, and
generally range between 0.1 °C and ] .0°C for MSU channels 2, 3, and 4.
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Figure 19. lntercalibrated record of daily global averaged temperature anomalies for the lower troposphere from MSU
channel 2R.
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Figure 20. Periods of record for the MSU's between 1979 and 1994. Nominal satellite times are 7:30 a.m. and p.m.
for the morning satellites and 2:30 a.m. and p.m. for the afternoon satellites.

In general, we have not tried to separate the sensor differences from the diurnal differences. However, some estimates

of the magnitude of the diurnal effects can be made by computing 12-hour differences from the ascending and

descending portions of orbits for the same satellite. By examining several 2:30 (or 7:30) satellites from different years,

we have determined that these 0.1 o to 1.0°C 12-hour differences are repeatable to hundredths of a degree. This gives

some confidence in the size of the diurnal effects. The most accurate documentation of the average diurnal effects
requires compositing of all 16-plus years of data. Recent (not yet published) computations by Dr. W. D. Braswell

suggest that the MSU's channel 2, 3, and 4 diurnal influence over the ocean is approximated quite well by Lindzen's

classical tidal theory (Chapman and Lindzen, 1970), which quantifies the zonally symmetric temperature effects of
diurnally varying solar heating of ozone and water vapor. Deviations from these traditional (ozone and vapor) tidal

effects seem to be dominated by cloud solar absorption effects in the deep convective zones of the tropics. Over land,

warmth of the tropical upper troposphere and cooling of the lower stratosphere occurs during daytime convective

activity over Amazonia, the Congo Basin, and the Maritime Continent. These areas often experience diurnal (12-hour)

differences of 0.5 ° to 1.0°C. However, the largest diurnal effects occur where the lower tropospheric channel (channel

2) has significant direct influence from the land surface, especially when that surface is subject to high solar inclination
combined with low moisture content or high elevation.

The diurnal effects in the differences between the 2:30 and 7:30 satellite data show up as one or more harmonics of the

annual cycle when a time series of the T bdifference between the two satellites is plotted (Figure 21). We usually work
with daily time series of 2.5 ° zonal Tb averages. We arbitrarily assume a base period during the NOAA-6 and NOAA-7
overlap period, with all other satellites ultimately being referenced back to NOAA-6. With the addition of each new

satellite having at least 1 year of data, any residual harmonics of the annual cycle are removed (without detrending the
data) from the time series of daily differences between the new satellite and the previous satellite. In the case of

NOAA-11, there was a large orbital drift to late in the afternoon which introduces a spurious trend in its Tb differences

with NOAA-10 and NOAA-12. This trend was removed before inclusion of the NOAA-I 1 data (i.e., the NOAA-11

trend during orbital drift was forced to match the NOAA-10 and NOAA-12 trends). Additional details about the MSU
intercalibration can be found in Christy et al. (1995).

Clearly, any temperature monitoring effort for climate purposes must either make all of the observations at the same

solar time, year after year, or must account for these large diurnal effects.

7.8.3 Sensor Effects

There are many possible sources of subtle differences between successive copies of the same MSU instrument. While

the sensor fabricator might try to make two sensors identical, only lengthy intercomparisons on-orbit can ultimately
determine the success of such efforts. After approximate adjustments for diurnal effects, we see MSU's differ in their

calibrated response by as much as l°C, but usually by less than this. Possible sources of these sensor differences include

variations in antenna patterns; changes in channel response linearity (which was originally measured at JPL); warm
target Platinum Resistance Thermometer (PRT) biases (unlikely in most cases); temperature gradients across the warm

calibration targets; differing emissivities of the calibration targets; different amounts of stray radiation received in the

sidelobes of the antenna pattern from the spacecraft, to name a few of the more obvious possibilities. There are also T b
asymmetries between the left and right sides of the MSU swath, although we have determined that some portion of this
effect is real, due to the difference in local solar times across the 2,000+ km wide swath.
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When we intercalibrate the MSU's, these sensor biases are removed together with the diurnal biases. Even though we

have not yet completely quantified the diurnal signals which would then allow a sensor intercalibration, preliminary

indications are that the effects are comparable in magnitude.
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Figure 21. Example intercalibration information for the overlap between NOAA-6 and NOAA-7 MSU's: Daily,

globally-averaged sums and differences of channel 2R Tb after final intercalibration (top); the average latitude-

dependent biases to force NOAA-7 Tb to match NOAA-6 Tb (middle); and the annual harmonics removed from the

satellite difference time series (bottom).

7.8.4 Sampling Effects

When computing intersatellite differences, there are many decisions which must be made. Many of the sampling-related

issues deal with the fact that the MSU is a cross-track through-nadir scanner which has limb-darkening effects in its Tb

measurements. To provide useful gridpoint temperature products at time resolutions much better than I month, this
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limb-darkening effect must be removed. If zonal averages are required, then one can avoid limb corrections and just

average data from the center 50 percent of the swath where the weighting functions do not deviate too much from the

nadir weighting function. Still another possibility for larger averaging areas or times is a multiview angle retrieval

(Spencer and Christy, 1992b, called channel "2R") in which we exploit the closely spaced weighting functions from the

different scan angles within a single scan to deconvolve to a much sharper averaging kernel peaking in the lower

troposphere. Because this retrieval destroys any horizonal temperature gradient information across the swath, this

method is only appropriate for long averaging times and/or large averaging space scales.

All sampling decisions impact the intercalibration between satellites. For instance, if one wants to intercalibrate just

MSU channel 2 between two satellites, several decisions must be made. Should the ! 1 footprints of data be treated

separately or together? Should the two sides of the swath be considered symmetric, allowing combination of the same

view angles from either side, or should they be treated separately? What should the time averaging scales be: daily,

pentad, monthly, seasonal? What should the space averaging scales be: 1°, 2.5 °, zonal, hemispheric, global? Should we

screen out high elevation or precipitation-contaminated data, and with what thresholds? For satellites whose orbits
drifted from the nominal 2:30 and 7:30 observation times, how should these off-time data be handled? While we have

answered all of these questions to build the data sets that we provide to the research community, it is possible that there

are somewhat better choices for any of our decisions.

The possibility of precipitation-size ice causing low T b biases deserves special mention. We screen local minima in
channel 2 Tb data which are due to large, deep thunderstorm complexes. Experiments were carried out in which

successively more of the MSU data were screened out and we examined their effects on computed interannual variability

in monthly temperature anomalies. We found that our current threshold might allow small regional biases in interannual

variability where there are large interannual changes in deep convection (e.g., with ENSO) but that hemispheric and

global averages were essentially unaffected (less than 0.01°C variations).

7.8.5 Radiosonde Validation

Extensive, independent validation with 10 years of U.S. radiosonde data has been carried out (see references). Here, we
show a time series of 63-radiosonde station averages (U.S., Caribbean, and West Pacific stations) monthly channel 2R

(lower tropospheric retrieval) temperature anomalies for the MSU and radiosonde separately (Figure 22). The bottom

time series in Figure 22 is the difference between radiosonde-calculated and MSU-observed channel 2R, illustrating the

fact that the MSU decadal trend is about 0.0 I°C cooler than that computed from the radiosondes. This is a composite

result at just the 63 locations of the radiosonde stations, while the global grid includes about 10,000 gridpoints. This

result provides considerable confidence in the merging procedures and the validity of the global temperature trends

computed form the MSU data.

7.8.6 Cross-Calibration to the MSU

The first AMSU will be launched sometime after late 1996. In general, its channel frequency selection is different from

the MSU, although it has considerably more channels. Because these channels' weighting functions overlap heavily, it

will be possible to construct nearly the same MSU weighting functions from the AMSU channels using the oxygen

absorption theory combined with a radiative transfer model. The disadvantage of this cross-calibration approach,

however, is the higher probability that any one of several AMSU channels will fail versus a single MSU channel failing.

The alternative would be the use of the AMSU channel which provides the weighting function that most closely

approximates the corresponding MSU channel. Unfortunately, this might well introduce different diurnal and seasonal

effects that would have to be quantified and corrected for. Obviously, accuracy of the oxygen absorption theory will

determine the accuracy of the results of the weighting function-matching portion of the cross-calibration method, and
empirical adjustments will likely be required after sufficient amounts of AMSU and MSU data are collected.
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observed (solid channel 2R To (top)," difference time series (bottom).

7.9 Lessons Learned Calibrating and Validating Nimbus-7 ERB

Dr. H. Lee Kyle, NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center; Dr. Philip Ardanuy, Hughes STX Corporation, 7701 Greenbelt
Road, Suite 400, Greenbelt, MD 20770

The Nimbus-7 ERBE instrument, and its calibration and measurement program have been described in scientific journals

(Hickey and Karoli, 1974; Jacobowitz et al., 1984; Hoyt et al., 1993; and Kyle et al., 1984, 1985, 1995a,b,c) with some
additional details given in reference publications (Soule, 1983; Kyle et al., 1990a, 1993a, 1994a,b). The scientific

results, published in numerous articles, are reviewed by Kyle et al. (1993b). This article briefly reviews the major

postlaunch calibration challenges and, from them, compiles some lessons learned to guide future experiments. Almost

all of these questions are discussed separately in the above-mentioned articles. However, they have never been compiled

into a single list.
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The Nimbus-7 ERB experiment made useful measurements for 15 years (November 16, 1978 through

December 12, 1993), with major data gaps in 1992 and 1993. The ERB instrument had 22 sensors separated into three

instrument packages. There were l0 solar sensors to measure the total solar irradiance and its broadband spectral

components; four wide-field-of-view (WFOV) sensors measured the emitted and reflected terrestrial irradiances in three
spectral ranges (0.2 to >50 _m; 0.2 to 3.8 _m, and 0.7 to 2.8 Bm); eight sensors in a scanner measured the reflected and

emitted terrestrial radiances in two spectral regions (0.2 to 4.8 pm and 4.5 to 50 _m). The scanner failed after June 20,

1980, while due to budget problems, the WFOV measurements were only calibrated through October 1987 (9 years).

The scanner measurements were stable to about l percent with no noticeable drift over their 20-month lifetime

(Jacobowitz et al., 1984). The WFOV measurements were, in the mean, stable to about 0.5 percent over their 9-year

calibrated history. There was no noticeable drift in the calibrated shortwave reflected radiation, but the longwave,

emitted radiation had a slow downward drift amounting to a total of 0.5 percent over the 9 years (Kyle et al., 1995c).

The total solar irradiance measurements were stable, in the mean, to a few parts in 10,000 over the 15-year measurement

period (Hoyt et al., 1992). The referenced articles describe the calibration efforts required to achieve these results. Due

to various issues, including cost, the solar spectral measurements have never been adequately calibrated (Kyle et al.,
1993a).

7.9.1 The Scanner: Channels 13-22

The scanner was biaxial; each scan pattern combined a forward and back scan with a scan to either the left or right side.

This scan pattern allowed a straightforward comparison between the scanner measurements and those of the WFOV

sensors. There were four shortwave sensors (13-18) and four Iongwave sensors (19-22), so grouped as to increase the

spatial coverage of each scan. At nadir, the terrestrial footprint of each sensor was a square with a side of about 90 km.

The shortwave scan channels were calibrated in the laboratory by viewing a diffuse target, using several methods
(Jacobowitz et al., 1984). The information obtained from these preflight tests was then used for the initial calibration

of the in-flight measurements. Additional postlaunch checks on the shortwave scan channels were made by comparing
the observed brightness levels of nearly isotropic surfaces (i.e., cloud-free snow) to published ground-based

observations, comparing the mean shortwave flux obtained from the scan channel radiances to the flux obtained from

the difference between the WFOV total-spectral channel 12 and the integrated Iongwave scan channels over a 2-week

period, and comparison of channel sensitivities obtained from views of an on-board diffuse target illuminated by the

Sun with prelaunch values. These postflight calibration checks all indicated an increase in the shortwave channel

sensitivity since launch which varied with each sensor (see Jacobowitz et al., 1984, Table 5). Required sensitivity

adjustments were made, but the cause of the sensitivity shifts were never determined. Additionally, it was discovered

that one of the shortwave scan channels (18) became extremely noisy by the end of 1978 (Jacobowitz et al., 1984). As

a result, only the measurements of the first three channels were used in subsequent studies.

The sensitivity and offset for the longwave scanning channels were periodically checked in flight by observing a

calibration blackbody and cold space. According to Jacobowitz et al. (1984), the deviations of the in-flight sensitivities

and offsets remained constant to within +1 percent of their initial values. A later review of the longwave scan channel

calibration revealed that a slightly incorrect temperature coefficient was used to determine the temperature variations

of the longwave sensors. While the determined coefficients of several Platinum Temperature Monitors (PTMs) made

at the same time were on record, no record could be found for the ones actually flown. The single coefficient first used
belonged to a PTM used in the laboratory but it was not close to the mean of the other recorded values. The mean of

the recorded values was, therefore, used to evaluate the temperatures for the final calibration of the Iongwave flight
measurements (Kyle et al., 1985, 1990a).

The purpose of the longwave sensors was to measure the Earth-emitted longwave radiation at wavelengths greater than

4.5 _tm. The Iongwave filter consisted of deposited layers on diamond substrate. The response function of this filter

(Figure 23) is far from that and this causes problems in estimating the true total Iongwave Earth-emitted radiation. One

of the ERB team members, Larry Stowe, directed a study which derived a correction curve (Figure 24). Using the

response function shown in Figure 23, filtered and unfiltered radiances were computed for 105 atmospheric cases

compiled in the Meteorological Satellite Laboratory Report # 10 (August 1962). The radiance at five zenith angles (0,
20, 45, 60, 785) is given in 77 spectral intervals between 0 cm _ and 2,500 cm _ in this report for each of the 105

atmospheric cases. The energy outside this spectral interval was estimated by assuming blackbody emission at the

equivalent blackbody temperature derived from the unfiltered radiances for the 77 spectral intervals.
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Figure 24. Plot of filtered vs. unfiltered radiances for
longwave sensors 19 to 22.

The final results varied only slightly with solar zenith angle so a mean (all angle) result was used to "unfilter" the flight

measurements. The unfiltering algorithm uses the regression line down to 30 Wm-:sr_; below this the dashed, blackbody,

line is followed towards zero. This correction was reported in the ERB Science Team minutes, but it has not previously
been reported in open literature.

In addition to the above problems, the operation of the scanner interfered with the operation of a short-lived companion

experiment on the Nimbus-7 satellite. Because of this, operation of the scanner was often suspended during part of the

orbit or even for days at a time during the winter and early spring of 1979 (Kyle et al., 1990a). There was a noticeable

decrease in the noise in the ERB total solar irradiance sensor (channel 10c) after the final turnoff of the scanner (Hoyt
et al., 1992).

7.9.2 The WFOV Sensors

The WFOV sensors channels (11-14) were calibrated before launch, but possessed no internal calibration facility

on the satellite. The in-flight calibration monitoring depended on comparison with each other, with the scanner

measurements, on periodic direct looks at the Sun, and on analysis of the data to identify measurement irregularities.

The four sensors covered three spectral ranges. They were all type N3 thermopile sensors. Channels 11 and 12 were

redundant channels with no spectral filters and a response range (<0.2 to >50 lam). Channel 11 had black- painted

baffles and was, at first, generally kept covered to reduce possible degradation. Channel 12 had polished aluminum
baffles similar to those on an earlier ERB instrument that flew on the Nimbus-6 satellite. Channel 13 was covered

with two concentric Suprasil W domes (Figure 25) which passed shortwave radiation in the range (0.2 to 3.8 lam).

Channel 14 had a RG695 insert between its two Suprasil W domes which restricted its pass band to (0.7 to 2.8 lam).
These sensors saw the entire visible disk of the globe plus a small ring of cold space.
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Figure 25. Suprasil W dome. Figure 26. Channel 13 estimated thermal perturbations

over the course of one 104-minute orbit near June 22.

Numerous calibration problems were discovered after the sensors were in orbit. First, the total channels 11 and 12 were
calibrated on the ground using a blackbody which filled their entire field of view. In space, the polished baffles on

channel 12 allowed it to radiate more energy to cold space than had been anticipated. A corrected sensitivity coefficient

was derived using improved laboratory measurements with a cold ring about the target blackbody and checking this by

calculations based on the period Sun looks and by comparison with the scanner measurements. Before the launch of the

Nimbus-7, NASA discouraged the use of black paint because it tended to deteriorate and change the sensor

characteristics. However, the Chemglaze Z306 black used on channel I 1 and some of the other ERB sensors stood up

very well. It was cured by baking in a vacuum before launch (Kyle et al., 1984, 1995b).

Secondly, after launch channel 12 also required a bias adjustment. Channel 12 and the scanner measurements were

compared and an adjustment was made to bring the mean channel 12 nighttime measurements into agreement with the

Iongwave scanner value.

Thirdly, channels 13 and 14 were found to be sensitive to the solar-driven heating and cooling cycle that occurred during

each 104-minute orbit. They were also thermally affected by the duty cycles of the ERB instruments, and to a lesser

extent, the cycles of nearby experiments. The magnitude of these thermal perturbations are illustrated for channel 13

in Figure 26. Only the daytime shortwave measurements were used in Earth radiation budget studies. The nighttime

measurements and additional laboratory measurements (Maschhoff et al., 1984) were used to develop models to remove

these thermal perturbations. Such heating and cooling cycles were significant in channels 11 and 12. It is hypothesized

that most of the heating and cooling signals in channels 13 and 14 arose from the heating and cooling in the covering
domes (Kyle et al., 1995a,b).

Fourthly, all the WFOV sensors were contaminated by both scattered and direct sunlight for solar zenith angles between

the terminator and the Earth's shadow. This caused large gaps in the important Iongwave terrestrial flux measurements

at mid- and high latitudes. An interpolation procedure was developed to remove the contaminating solar signal (Kyle
et al., 1995b).

Fifthly, all the WFOV sensors degraded with time and the degradation was spectrally dependent. In addition, the

degradation on channels 13 and 14 was angularly dependent with the degradation largest in the forward-facing portion

of the covering domes. In channels I I and 12, the degradation was monitored by the periodic Sun looks. Figure 27

shows the sensitivity changes in channel 12 derived from the Sun looks. This refers only to the shortwave radiation. The

Iongwave changes were determined from a time series analysis of the channel 12 global mean nighttime observations.

The procedure was validated by also calculating the shortwave degradation in channel 12. This checked with the results
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of the solar monitoring program. In practice, sensitive changes were determined twice a month and interpolation used

to obtain a smooth variation. Table 9 summarizes the Iongwave and shortwave degradation in channel 12 by listing the

degradation factors once a year. There was no detectible degradation in channel i l, which was kept covered a good deal
of the time. It is hypothesized that most of the degradation arose from changes in the black paint which covered the
sensor chips.
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Figure 27. Channel 12 shortwave sensitivity changes determined by solar observations at sunrise (pitchup) and
sundown (pitchdown).

The solar observations demonstrated the angular dependence of the degradation in channels 13 and 14. This is shown

in Figure 28 for channel 13; the degradation is much greater on the forward-facing (sunrise) portion of the covering

dome. The solar looks monitored only a small portion at the front and back of the domes. The definitive darkening of

the Earth-facing portion of the domes was monitored by comparison with the channel 12 observations (Figure 29). The

comparison procedure is described in detail in Kyle et al. (1994a, 1995c). The degradation was considerably larger in

channel 13 than in channel 14 because of the spectral dependence of the degradation. This spectral dependence is
indicated in Figure 30. Sensors similar to those on the ERB, were flown on the Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF)

satellite. This satellite wa.; recovered after about 6 years in orbit and the sensors were analyzed for changes (Hickey et

al., 1992). In channel 13 and 14, the chief degradation seems to have occurred due to films forming on the covering
domes from material outgassing from the experiment and from the rest of the satellite. In the presence of solar ultraviolet

radiation and perhaps atmospheric atomic oxygen, this film darkens and decreases the transmissivity of the dome. The
darkening is greatest on the forward-face of the domes which see the Sun directly at satellite sunrise, once each 104

minutes. The back of the dome sees the Sun at satellite sunset but not as clearly. During periods of solar excitation, the
number of ionized and neutral oxygen atoms at satellite altitude (950 kin) increases sharply. At such times, the film is

partly cleaned from the ram direction, or the front of the domes (Predmore et al., 1982). The time-dependent degradation
of channels 13 and 14 is summarized in Table 10. Because of the wavelength, dependence of the degradation channel

13 is affected much more than channel 14. A correction algorithm, based on a comparison of channel 13 and scanner

measurements, was developed to correct for the asymmetric darkening of the channel 13 domes (Kyle et al., 1984). No

correction was made for the smaller asymmetry problem in the near-infrared channel 14, nor was any correction
developed for the wavelength-dependent darkening in channel 13.
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Year

Table 9. Channel 12 Longwave (TLw) and

Date TLW

;hortwave (Tsw) Degradation Factors

ATLw Tsw ATsw

October 24, 1978 1.00

November 16-30, 1978 ('_ 0.9961 0.0039

October 16-31, 1979 0.9801 0.0160

0.9780

0.9765

0.9755

0.9752

October 16-31, 1980

October 16-31, 1981

October 16-31, 1982

October 16-31, 1983

!.00

0.9997 0.0003

0.9975 0.0022

0.0021 0.9953 0.0022

0.0015 0.9938 0.0015

0.0010 0.9930 0.0008

0.0003 0.9926 0.0004

October 16-31, 1984 0.9752 0.0000 0.9926 0.0000

October 16-31, 1985 0.9752 0.0000 0.9898 0.0028

0.0000 0.9868 0.0030

0.0000 0.9848 0.0020

October 16-31, 1986 0.9752

October 16-31, 1987 0.9752

AT_ is the difference (T_.0 - T_). At launch, October 24, 1978, it is assumed that T=I.
<'_lovember 16, 1978 was the first measurement day. The listed degradation that had occurred by this

time is an estimate.
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Figure 28. Channel 13 shortwave sensitivity changes observed at sunrise (pitchup) and sundown

(pitchdown).
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Figure 30. Measured wavelength-dependent darkening on ERB-like windows recovered from the
LDEF satellite. The witness window was not flown. The apex windows received more contamination
than did the middle curve.
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Table 10. Channels 13 and 14 Mean Degradation Factors

Year Date (a) Tt3 AT. (b> Tt4 ATe4

October 24, 1978 1.00 1.00

0 November 16-30, 1978 _c)

1 October i 6-31, 1979

2 October 16-31, 1980

3 October 16-3 l, !98 !

4 October 16-31, 1982

5 October 16-3 !, ! 983

6 October 16-31, 1984

7 October 16-31, 1985

8 October 16-31, 1986

9 October 16-31, 1987

Notes:

0.9961 0.0039 1.00 0.00

0.9703 0.0258 0.9878 0.0122

0.9518 0.0185 0.9768 0.0110

0.9362 0.0156 0.9680 0.0088

0.9241 0.0121 0.9633 0.0047

09123 0.0118 0.9587 0.0046

0.9007 0.0116 0.9542 0.0045

0.8895 0.0112 0.9496 0.0046

0.8786 0.0109 0.9451 0.0045

0.8672 0.0114 0.9406 0.0045

_')Degradation factors were determined for every ha',t'-month period. Here one value per year is shown.

tb)ATi = Ti._ - Ti or degradation rate.
<¢)Thedegradation for this period is an estimate since the measurements started on November 16, 1978.

As a final validation (Kyle et al., 1990b), the ERB WFOV measurements were compared with follow-on, independent

measurements from the Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE, Barkstrom et al., 1989). In a number of the

comparisons, the final time- and space-averaged products were used. Thus, differences in the calibration, temporal and

spatial sampling, and procedures to invert the measurements to the top of the atmosphere were all involved. Data for

the 4 months (April, July and October 1985, and January 1986) were treated. Comparisons were made with both the
ERBE scanner and WFOV measurements. For the global mean longwave radiation, the ERB and ERBE WFOV

measurements agreed equally well with the ERBE scanner measurements. For the reflected shortwave radiation, the

ERB WFOV measurements were close to the ERBE scanner values, but both were larger than the ERBE WFOV
measurements.

7.9.3 The Solar Measurements

The 10 solar sensors (channels I-10c) observed the Sun briefly once per orbit at satellite sunrise. Channels i and 2 were

similar to channel 13 with a pass band of(0.2 to 3.8/am) while channel 3 was similar to channel 12 (<0.2 to >50/am).

Channel 10c was a self-calibrating cavity radiometer with a pass band (<0.2 to >50/am). Only channel 10c (c for cavity)

had both the stability and sensitivity to track variations in the total solar irradiance over a 15-year period. The solar

variability is shown in Figure 31 where monthly means of the channel 10c measurements are compared with those of

the Wolf sunspot number, which is often used to track solar activity. The short-term stability of channel 10c was +0.35

Wm "2.The long-term stability was at least this good and may have been as good as ±0.1 Wm 2 for most of its lifetime.
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Figure 31. Channel lOc measurements through January 1993 compared with the Wolf sunspot
number.

This level of stability for channel 10c was achieved by a continuous calibration program from the initial prelaunch
calibration through the end of the measurement program. A major review occurred in 1989 to 1991 and resulted in

improvements in most of the calibration coefficients and parameters. These included new procedures for calculating
the sensor's off-axis angle, zero offset, temperature sensitivity coefficient, and the Earth-Sun distance. All of the

measurements were reprocessed using the new procedures (Hoyt et al., 1992). The recalculation of the sensor's off-axis
angle was the most important improvement. This removed discontinuities in the solar irradiance of the order of 0.06

percent. It was found that the device which recorded the solar telescope's off-axis angle slipped by 0.5x twice during
the experiment. As a final validation, the channel 10c measurements were compared to the independent solar

measurements taken by the Solar Maximum Mission (SMM) satellite (Willson and Hudson, 1988, 1991). Both
measurement sets showed the same irradiance variations and trends, but the ERB measurements were in the mean about

4.4 Wm 2 higher than the SMM values. This bias shift was caused by uncertainties in the absolute calibration of the two
sensors.

In-flight calibration adjustments were not developed for ERB channel 1-9. The measurements are shown in Figure 32.
The degradation history of channels 1-3 can be accurately tracked by comparison with the channel 10c measurements.

However, the spectral channels 4-9 cannot accurately be corrected by the same method since the variation in the solar

irradiance has a spectral dependence with the largest variations occurring at the shortest wavelengths. The original
spectral pass bands of channels 4-9 in microns are, respectively, 0.536 to 2.8, 0.698 to 2.8, 0.398 to 0.508, 0.344 to

0.460, 0.300 to 0.410, and 0.275 to 0.360. The results from the LDEF experiment (Hickey et al., 1992) suggest that
fogging films formed on the Suprasil W windows caused the major problems. For the first several years channel ! was

kept covered most of the time, but it was opened briefly about once every 12 days. This is indicated by the dots. Some

degradation occurred during but it was small compared to that of its twin sensor (channel 2). In 1984, channel i was

uncovered and left open, except for a break in 1986, until the fall of 1988, when it was again covered except for brief

measurement periods. It was reopened in spring of 1990 during an excited Sun period. A rapid cleansing occurred at

this time. Additional analyses of these channels can be found in Kyle et al., 1993a and 1994b. Some useful information

could probably be obtained from ERB-type spectral channels if each had two or three backup channels which would

normally be kept shuttered and opened only for brief comparison measurements. With careful analysis, some

information about the spectral variability of the Sun during excited Sun periods could probably be derived from the
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Nimbus-7ERBmeasurements.Detailedexaminationshowsthatthetruesolarsignalswhichappearinchannel10cwhen
largesunspotgroupsarepresent,alsoappearinchannel1-9.However,carewouldhavetobetakenindeterminingthe
relative change in two or more of the channels.
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Figure 32. The measurements from solar channels I to 9 have not been corrected.

Lessons Learned

In addition to the prelaunch calibration program, an extensive postlaunch characterization effort was required

to properly calibrate about 15 years of total solar irradiances and 9 years of Earth-emitted longwave and reflected
shortwave radiation recorded by the Nimbus-7 ERB experiment.

Only after this comprehensive on-orbit characterization and subsequent reprocessing was the 9-year ERB data

set optimized for global change research. Improvements permitted quantitative analysis of the relationship
between clouds and radiation, isolation of the El Niflo/Southern Oscillation signal, detection of the effects of

the explosive volcanic eruption of El Chich6n, and analysis of other important topics.

As far as practicable, the effect of the sensor's space environment on the measurements should be studied both

before and after launch. This should include heating and cooling due both to the satellite diurnal cycle and to

operational instrument and satellite duty cycles. The effect of both mechanical vibrations and electromagnetic

interference should be also included. Complete shielding is impossible, but power modeling can correct some

of the residual problems. Either a flight or laboratory model of the instrument should be kept available for

additional laboratory tests during the measurement programs to assist ongoing characterization research.

On-board calibration facilities should be as good as possible. In addition to internal calibration sources, external

sources such as the Sun, the Earth, and deep space can often be used as important calibration standards for large

FOV instruments.
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• When practical, sensors and on-board calibrators should be flown in groups of 2 to 4. One for standard

measurements, and spares kept normally covered but opened periodically to check for degradation.

• Sensor degradation is frequently spectrally dependent, and means to detect and correct for this dependency

should be devised if possible.

• Time series analysis is a powerful calibration/validation aid if the measurements continue over a sufficiently long
time.

• Follow-on programs designed to extend time series of critical measurements should overlap in time to allow
cross-calibration and normalization of the measurement series.
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7.10 Ensuring Continuity From ERBE to ScaRab

Robert Kandel, Laboratoire de M6t6orologie Dynamique du CNRS, Ecole Polytechnique, Palaiseau, France

Because energy exchange between the climate system and the cosmos is overwhelmingly dominated by radiation,

accurate determination of ERB components, of their geographical distribution, and of their variation on various time

scales, is needed for a correct understanding of climate system energetics (Hartmann et al., 1986; Ramanathan, 1987).

It is particularly important to measure cloud radiative forcing, its seasonal changes, and its variations in the course of

different climate anomalies. However, we must make sure that the interannual changes that we detect are indeed

geophysical in nature, and not simply artifacts arising from calibration errors or sampling biases.

ERB determinations depend on radiation measurements made from space. There are several levels of difficulty here (cf.

e.g., Stowe, 1988; Kandel, 1990), and in considering them we follow the main lines of ERBE data processing:

The first is assuring flat spectral response over broad shortwave (SW) and longwave (LW) bands, and accurate

absolute calibration. In practice the instruments do not have a perfectly fiat spectral response (Lee and

Barkstrom, 1991; Monge et al., 1991). The correction for spectral filtering depends both on the instrument

properties and on the spectrum of the scene being viewed (Smith et al., 1986). In what may be called a "primary

data processing" stage (ephemeris and count conversion in ERBE), individual scene properties are ignored. Raw
data counts for each channel are converted into so-called "filtered" radiances, using both ground calibration

results and data from views of on-board calibration sources. The filtered radiances may be considered to be

purely instrument products, their accuracy expressed in physical units (Wm'2sr "t) depending on the ground and
on-board calibrations.

To take the scene spectrum into account, one needs information about the nature of the scene. In ERBE, one

calculates a first approximation to the "unfiltered" broadband SW and LW radiances, using a spectral correction

based only on instrument spectral response and using "average" SW/LW terrestrial spectra without consideration

of the actual scene being viewed. The pixel location on the Earth is determined in the primary data processing,

so that the underlying scene type or "geotype" is known apart from varying snow/ice cover. Viewing geometry

is also determined. However further information is needed regarding cloud cover. This is the essential role of

the scene/cloud identification (SCI), considered as part of the "inversion" subsystem in ERBE processing (Smith

et al., 1986; Wielicki and Green, 1989). The ERBE SCI uses first-order approximate values of the unfiltered SW

and LW radiances together with the instantaneous viewing geometry, and a set of angular models and very

rudimentary diurnal variation models, to determine whether the scene is clear, partly or mostly cloudy, or
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completelyovercast. This SCI then determines which set of geometry- and scene-dependent spectral correction

coefficients are to be applied to the filtered total (TW), SW, and LW radiances to provide a better estimate of
the unfiltered LW and SW radiances. It is extremely important to note that this spectral correction procedure

depends both on geophysics and on the characterization of the instrument.

Converting measured radiances into fluxes requires taking into account the anisotropy of the reflection and
emission of radiation by the Earth-atmosphere system. The radiance-to-flux conversion involves strong angular

corrections for the reflected SW, depending on the nature of the scene and on the geometry of observation. The

SCI already used in the spectral correction, plays an essential role here, determining which angular correction
model to use. When a limited and therefore necessarily inaccurate set of angular distribution functions

(bidirectional reflectance distribution functions for the SW) is used, restricted angular sampling will lead to

systematic errors (bias) in the results.

Estimates of daily, decadal, and monthly mean ERB quantities require assumptions regarding the variation of

these quantities between actual observation times (Brooks et al., 1986). Up to now ERB measurements have been
made from satellites in low orbits (generally but not always polar), providing only a few measurements per

24-hour period. Inadequate time sampling and incorrect assumptions will bias the results.

7.10.1 The Spectral Correction Problem

It is important to recognize that, despite or because of the ERBE algorithm structure, complete separation of the different

aspects of ERB determination is impossible. In particular, the separations between the primary (count conversion) and

secondary ("inversion," i.e., spectral correction, SCI, and radiance-to-flux conversion) stages of data processing are not

absolute. In fact, the spectral correction procedures, formally located by ERBE in the "inversion" subsystem of SDP,
constitute an interface between primary and secondary data processing in which both instrument and Earth scene

properties come into play. Daytime LW radiance (and flux) determinations depend on the SW channel calibration and

on the blackbody calibration of the TW and LW channels.

Analysis of the ERBE 3-channel (SW, TW, LW) filtered radiances has revealed systematic differences between the

daytime unfiltered LW radiances from the scanners operating on the NOAA-9 and - 10 satellites as compared to the Earth

Radiation Budget Satellite (ERBS) (Thomas et al., 1995). These differences affect the ERBE determination of LW

diurnal variations, and can be traced to small discrepancies in the SW calibration and spectral characterization of the

3 different ERBE scanners. The response differences are misinterpreted by the ERBE spectral correction procedure

which applies coefficients calculated assuming perfect calibration and identical spectral response in the three

instruments. Moreover, the daytime LW estimates are obtained using what is essentially a weighted spectral subtraction

LW = 3D (TW - r = 99SW) in the three-channel ERBE spectral correction procedure, whereas nighttime estimates are

independent of the (zero) SW measurements. Thus the differences arising from instrument calibration problems are

transformed by the ERBE spectral correction procedure into time-dependent biases which impact the ERBE "time-space

averaging" system.

This analysis was possible because of the existence of the ERBE LW channel providing strongly filtered but purely

longwave radiances. The method can be adapted to the case of ScaRaB (Kandel et al., 1994) or CERES (Smith et al.,

1994), for which the third channel is a relatively narrow infrared window channel. The important property is that it is
sensitive to LW radiation alone, and that statistically it is a good predictor of the broadband LW radiance. This has made

it possible to check the ScaRaB SW calibration independently of on-board lamp sources, using the nighttime TW/IR

correlation to provide a basis for estimating LW(IR) by day, and forcing weighting factor r to have a value that makes

the spectral subtraction agree on the average with the window estimate. However, this procedure implicitly makes the

assumption that the relative SW/LW response in the TW channel is stable and known.

7.10.2 The Problem of Unpublished Coefficients

Part of our spectral correction analysis was guesswork, because the ERBE spectral correction coefficients are not

publicly available, except for a few samples found in the ERBE Science Team Meeting Minutes. Of course, these

coefficients are specific to the presumed spectral response of the ERBE channels, and of no use for other instruments.

However, a major difficulty in assuring a ScaRaB secondary data processing system compatible with ERBE has been
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theunavailabilityin theopenliteratureof othercoefficientsusedin theSCI.WerecallthattheERBE"scene
identification"usesamaximumlikelihoodestimate(MLE;WielickiandGreen,1989)operatingonthebroadbandSW
andLWradiancesestimatedwiththepreliminaryspectralcorrection,andcomparingthesewithSWandLWradiances
predictedforthesameilluminationandviewinggeometryonthebasisofthestatisticalangularmodelsconstructedfrom
alimitedsetofNimbus-7/ERBdata.

Inourpreparationofthe"ERBE-Iike"inversionalgorithmsforScaRaB,wewereableto usethepublishedERBE
angularmodels(Suttlesetal.,1988).However,certainparameterswerenotavailable.Theseincludethea priori values

of regional mean albedos and LW radiant exitances and cloud cover probabilities (some 120 coefficients), and the values

used for taking account of LW diurnal variation of the cloud-free portions of land and desert scenes, in the MLE scene
identification (cf. Wielicki and Green, 1989). For the ScaRaB ERBE-like processing, we have assigned "reasonable"

values to these parameters, based in part on analysis of ERBE results carried out at LMD (Ahmed, 1994). The question

is whether ScaRaB products, based on an ERBE-like SCI using values which are not identical to those used in ERBE

itself, can be considered to be a continuation of the ERBE data set. We (Viollier et al., 1995) have tested this using the

April 1985 ERBE data which contain both the input data to the scene identification and inversion processing subsystems,

and the corresponding output products using the original ERBE inversion; the input data have been submitted to the

ScaRaB ERBE-like inversion, and the output products obtained have then been compared with the ERBE output

products. We find scene identification in agreement at the 80- to 90-percent level (Table 11) and even though there is

disagreement, effects on the resulting global mean fluxes are very small (Table 12). The one significant difficulty which

does appear has to do with the evaluation of clear-sky fluxes. The regional means of clear-sky fluxes are based on very

small samples. The conclusion then is that even though all-sky mean fluxes are relatively insensitive to the details of

the SCI and inversion, the mean clear-sky fluxes can depend on these fairly strongly. Inasmuch as the clear-sky flux

is essential to determining the cloud radiative forcing, it remains important to improve the identification of clear scenes

and the rejection of cloud contamination.

Table 1 I. Rate of Agreement (in percent) of Scene (cloud) Identification, Comparing

ERBE-Like ScaRaB Processing with Original ERBE Processing,

Applied to April 1985 ERBE Data

Night Day

MLE Parameters Used Total Land Desert Total Land Desert

No Regional Adjustment 88.3 66.3 13.5 87.6 87.3 87.1

LW Regional Adjustment 88.6 76.5 86.6 86.7 81.2 83.7

LW and AIbedo Regional Same Same Same 86.8 81. I 85.0
Adjustment

7.10.3 Time Averaging Problems

In working with ScaRaB data, we must have an "ERBE-compatible" processing system, although we hope to adapt

certain aspects of this to take advantage of the four ScaRaB channels and to take into account the particular time

sampling of the Meteor-3 orbit. However, modifications of the different subsystems--SCl, radiance-to-flux conversion,

diurnal interpolation and averaging--must consider consistency issues. Angular models intervene both in SCI and in

diurnal interpolation of SW measurements, and in the formal radiance-to-flux conversion. By contrast, although the

formal structure of the ERBE "inversion" subsystem explicitly links angular correction and scene identification, we

believe that a better LW angular correction can be made using the ScaRaB IR window channel in addition to the

broadband LW estimate, without explicit scene identification (Stubenrauch et al. 1993). With regard to the SW domain,

the diurnal interpolation/extrapolation procedure (DIEP) depends on the SW angular models adopted, and if one

modifies the procedure, one must consider whether the modification is consistent with the ERBE (or other) angular

models. At the same time, analyses of diurnal variations require taking into account the generally limited angular
sampling properties of any individual satellite/scanner combination, whether in low or in geostationary orbit.
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Table 12. Global Mean Fluxes (Wm "_)and Flux Differences, Comparing the Original ERBE Products and

Results Obtaining Our ERBE-Like ScaRaB Processing, All Averaged Over April 1985. The Difference in

Global Mean Flux is Given by D, and s is the Standard Deviation of the Corresponding Regional Differences

All-Sky Clear-Sky

April 1985 ERBE/NOAA-9 LW SW LW SW

ERBE Product (reference) 234.94 100.75 268.03 55.39

ScaRaB Simulation (sampling 1 ERBE 234.97 100.57 269.58 56.62

pixel/2), using the ERBE Scene _ = +0.03 A = -0.18 A = +1.55 A = +1.23
Identification o = 2.07 o = 2.57 o = 5.63 o = 6.03

Complete ScaRaB Simulation (sampling 235.00 100.51 276.95 54.69

! pixel/2), but without Regional ZX= +0.06 t_ = -0.24 t_ = +8.92 A = -0.70
Adjustment o = 2.10 o = 2.95 o = 9.89 o = 7.09

Complete ScaRaB Simulation (sampling 235.01 100.45 273.56 55.80

1 pixel/2) with Regional Adjustment t_ = +0.07 A = -0.30 _ = +5.53 /_ = +0.41
o = 2.10 o = 2.96 o = 6.13 o = 6.98

7.10.4 Concluding Remarks

Although it may be tempting to represent the overall problem in a flow chart with different tasks clearly put into separate

boxes, in reality things do not work that way. Certainly a data processing system works in a series of steps, but

interactions must be considered. Careful attention must be given to the interactions between the areas of instrument

calibration and spectral characterization, and the secondary data processing both regarding spectral correction and

diurnal interpolation. One must examine how purely instrumental errors propagate, sometimes canceling, sometimes

being amplified, in the algorithms designed to take the presumably noninstrumental problems into account. In some

cases, diagnostics in one step of the process must feed back into an earlier step, so as to get the best possible result. The

spectral correction problem is at a critical interface, and the results found regarding the spurious ERBE LW diurnal cycle

generated, via the ERBE spectral correction, by a SW calibration error, illustrate the importance of monitoring carefully

the spectral characteristics of the broadband instruments. Because of the importance of the 5-year ERBE data set for
climate studies, the daytime LW errors in the NOAA-9 and NOAA-10 scanner products must be corrected. Our validated

correction algorithm is easy to apply.

Even for relatively "simple" experiments such as ERBE or ScaRaB, involving basically only processing of 3 channels

of data, it appears that large sets of models (angular, time interpolation) and coefficients are needed to take into account

the sampling issues in the processing. Therefore, even if the instruments are perfectly calibrated so that the filtered
radiances indeed represent "absolute truth," the final output products depend on the algorithms, models and coefficients

used. Some of these have been published in the open literature and so form the basis for checking the

"ERBE-compatibility" of later products. However, others have not been made public. In some cases, this is

understandable in that not all the coefficients may be "publishable" in the usual sense; they may not be well- established

scientifically, but must be chosen more or less arbitrarily to have an operating processing system. It may be that the best

approach is to make sensitivity studies, and to show (as we have done in Viollier et al., 1995) that the ERBE algorithms

are robust and not unduly sensitive to the specific values of the coefficients in the "toolbox". Indeed, if the contrary

turned out to be true, one might have serious doubts as to the accuracy of the products, unless it could be shown that

the values adopted were true, and that would certainly deserve publication. Nevertheless the fact that some of the

essential processing parameters remain confidential means that the corresponding products are not completely
documented, and that their reproducibility cannot be independently assessed. This may not have raised any problems

when practically all the missions were NASA missions, but in a world in which other agencies are making significant

contributions to observations of the changing geosystem, there certainly should be some mechanism for exchanging

information on these "unpublishable" but nonetheless essential data.
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Existingandnear-terminstrumentdatacanbeusedtoimprovetheERBdataproducts,inparticularintheareaof the

SCI and in that of LW diurnal interpolation. Although a single satellite only provides two LW radiation samples per 24

hours in low and middle latitudes, existing geostationary satellite IR window data in the ISCCP B2 or B3 format can

be used to provide excellent correction of diurnal variation bias. This is certainly the case for "contemporary" B2/3 data;

moreover when such data are used, the complete time variation can be well represented with 3-hour resolution. Even

if there is only a single ERB instrument in low orbit, the time sampling biases can be substantially eliminated.

Considering that the time sampling of global ERB data will continue to be incomplete over most of the decade, this is

an important conclusion. These results can only be global if global data is available. Thus it is essential that coverage

of the Indian ocean sector either by lnsat or by GOMS be maintained, and that the data be available.

Because a single satellite provides only one SW radiation sample per 24 hours in low and middle latitudes, and because
the reflected SW radiation can be strongly anisotropic in ways that depend on the surface and cloud cover, only partial

and imperfect correction of diurnal variation bias can be expected. Data from existing geostationary satellites can

contribute to an improved SW DIEP, using existing SW BDRFs and directional models. However significant

improvements will depend on progress with the SW angular models and on the availability of broadband SW data from

geostationaries (as in the GERB project for second-generation Meteosat). Without waiting for these, it still appears

desirable to implement an improved SW DIEP making use of ISCCP data, so as to have at least a basis for assessing

diurnal variation bias in the time averaging process. Of course, this also requires maintenance and availability of global

coverage by geostationaries. Substantial progress will depend on the development of improved SW angular models.

The development of improved SW angular models and of improvcd scene/cloud identification must be carried forward

in a consistent fashion. However, without waiting for the next generation of angular models, it is important to refine the

clear-scene identification procedure because of its importance for the determination of cloud radiative forcing.

Finally, from the scientific point of view, the ultimate aim of Earth Radiation Budget research is a better understanding

of how radiation processes govern climate. We would like to have a reliable estimate of climate-cloud-radiation

feedback that does not depend on actually observing the climate change. We certainly will need more than the present

concept of cloud radiative forcing, perhaps refining it to take into account different cloud types, or replacing it by some

other parameter. We need to know more about the three-dimensional structure of the cloudy atmosphere, and this

requires as a first priority the further development of passive and active microwave capabilities for sounding clouds.

The Earth Radiation Budget as such, even considering its SW and LW components separately, and considering also the
cloud radiative forcing components, remains an "integrator" of atmospheric state. Although it is not a "signature" of any

single atmospheric process, it provides essential constraints to climate modelers.
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7.11 Calibration/Validation: GOES-I/M for Global Change

Dennis Chesters, NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD

7.11.1 Radiometric Calibration of GOES-I/M

Radiometric calibration of the GOES-I/M sensors is carried out by the vendor, ITT at Fort Wayne, Indiana. NOAA

(Mike Weinreb) is responsible for operational calibration. The GOES-1/M satellites have design lives of 5 years each,

providing at least 10 years of continuous radiometric observations from nearly fixed station.

Visible calibration of the Imager and Sounder uses an integrating sphere that is also used for the AVHRR instrument

on the NOAA polar orbiters. Traceability to absolute standards is unknown to me. There is no on-board source, active
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orpassive,forvisiblecalibrationinorbit. Relative response is specified as S/N of 150/1 from 0.5 percent to 100 percent
albedo, and the instruments achieve approximately 250/1 S/N in prelaunch testing. The 8 individual silicon detectors

are significantly more stable than the previous GOES' generation of Photomultiplier Tubes (PMTs), but they still require

histogram normalization to compensate for faint striping. NOAA expects to adjust the relative visible response a few
times per year.

Prelaunch calibration to determine nonlinearity in the IR detectors is performed using the vendor-built external target

in thermal-vac. On-orbit infrared calibration of the Imager and Sounder uses an internal blackbody and frequent looks

to space. Neither target is traceable to absolute standards. Absolute accuracy is specified to be l K, but that appears to

be unachievable. Determination of the nonlinearity is uncertain to within uncertainties in the test set-up (approximately
1 percent). Space is used for a DC-restore once every 36.6 seconds. The internal target is maintained near 320 K, and

used to determine gain approximately once every 15 minutes. Gain is determined between frames on the lmager, during
frames on the Sounder. Trends in gain are monitored by NOAA. Detector-to-detector IR striping is noticeable in the

noisier channels--a fraction of the single-sample noise. NOAA plans to model gain-changes between detectors and

during the diurnal cycle to reduce relative error.

Regular de-icing of the detector windows on the Sounder is required to maintain acceptable performance. On the

Sounder, the contaminant is unknown, with a spectrum dominated by absorption in the 9.7 micron channel. On the

lmager, water-icing of detector windows was observed in prelaunch testing, but it does not occur on-orbit after the
set-temperature for the window was raised.

Both instruments suffer from angle-dependent emissivity of the glass-overcoated scan mirror. The SiO2 reststrahlung

effect peaks around 8 microns, and is most noticeable in the middle infrared (6.7 to 12 microns for the Imager, 6 to 14

microns for the Sounder), where the apparent brightness of outer space varies along the east-west scan. Fortunately, the

effects are predictable and measurable as a function of position and channel, and the angle-dependence is being

corrected in real-time software before being broadcast to the users. The effect is only a few percent for the +5-degree

oscillation of the scan mirror about its normal degree position. The calibration look to the internal blackbody is also

performed at 45 degrees. The use of the east or west-most scan positions for the space-look DC-restore is significant,
and NOAA looks to the side farthest from the Sun.

Both instruments suffer from stray light and erratic calibration near subsateilite midnight, when sunlight streams into

the face of the telescope. NOAA may "flywheel through" this period, rather than use obviously corrupted gain factors.

NOAA performs on-orbit validation of the sensitivity and stability of the GOES sensors using the same radiometric
under flights made for AVHRR.

7.11.2 Suggested Improvements and Scenarios

The vendor's visible and infrared calibration targets should have regular validation using secondary standards

traceable to NIST. MIT/LL has proposed to maintain the IR secondary standard, but they are not funded to do so,
since there is no NOAA requirement for traceability.

• GOES-EAST and GOES-WEST should routinely scan the same regions under the same solar illumination during
the duration of the years of operations to cross-characterize the two platforms.

• Each GOES-I/M Imager and Sounder on each satellite should routinely scan the same region of the Earth
simultaneously to cross-characterize the instruments on the same platform.

• GOES-EAST and GOES-WEST should routinely scan the same regions being observed by the EOS platforms to
cross-characterize all similar radiometers.

7.11.3 GOES for Global Change

The ability to determine a trend in diurnal or interannual cloud amounts becomes significant with better absolute and

relative stability. NOAA's Global Change program should set the calibration/validation requirements for GOES, and

a small but reliable budget established to fund calibration research and development for such a stable platform.
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Can GOES achieve 2 percent uncertainty in the prelaunch absolute calibration of the visible channels? Can relative

changes between detectors and on the optical surfaces be controlled? Can 1 K absolute calibration be actually achieved
in the infrared?

7.11.4 Opportunity for Continuous Observations

The unique opportunity presented by GOES is the station it occupies for monitoring the changes in regional cloudiness
in the moisture basins (marine stratus, Amazon, Gulf of Mexico, the central United States). A decade of continuous

observation can help to discover the phase and magnitude of shifts in the diurnal cycle during ENSO events and as a

result of deforestation. The observed diurnal shifts will be required to correct cloud estimations from Sun-synchronous
polar orbiters.

7.12 Calibration and Validation of Spaceborne Passive Microwave Instruments for Global

Change Monitoring and Studies

James C. Shiue, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Microwave Sensors Branch, Code 975, Greenbelt, MD;

301-286-6716, Fax 301-286-0294, email: jcshiue@meneg.gsfc.nasa.gov

The calibration and validation of spaceborne instruments for the purpose of monitoring global change and Earth science

studies are of key importance and must be carefully planned and implemented to assure data quality and continuity. The

dynamic range of the observable "signals" from the expected global change are rather small in magnitude, the rates of

change are slow, and a meaningful time series of data set may take more than a decade to obtain. In such a long period,
the data set may have to be obtained by different instruments, flying on different satellites, and on different orbits.

In some extreme cases, the same data may have to be obtained by instruments using different technologies, because of

the rapid changing technology. A case in point is the stratospheric temperature, which used to be measured by the SSU
which was based on infrared technology. It will be "replaced" by the upcoming AMSU-A, which is based on microwave
technology.

Faced with the possibility of such diverse conditions, it is of utmost importance that the instrument and the whole

process of measurement must be well characterized, so that data from different periods can be compared one to another
with confidence.

The term "characterization" of an instrument here is used in its broadest sense; it includes the calibration part, which

means quantitatively defining the instrument systems' response to known, controlled input signals. However, there are

other aspects of the measurement process that must also be characterized. Some of them are particularly relevant for

microwave sensors. These include a complete description of the spatial distribution of the radiation being entering the

antenna aperture, and the way the samples of data are averaged and how the error were corrected. Different algorithms

used for the correction and data reduction may result in subtle difference in the final data product. Essential elements
are as follows.

7.12.1 Major Elements for Characterization of a Microwave Radiometer

7.12.1.I Antenna Characteristics--Spatial resolution (IFOV) and beam efficiency. The footprint size or IFOV, is

traditionally defined as the half-power full-beam width (HPBW) of the antenna's main-lobe radiation pattern. Only about
half of the energy received by a microwave radiometer is inside the IFOV. Therefore, the knowledge of the side-lobes

are also of importance, especially when the radiometer is viewing at a boundary line where the contrast of brightness
temperatures between one region and another is rather high; a good example is the coastal regions between land and

the ocean. The term beam efficiency, which is usually defined as the percentage of energy of a given polarization

contained inside of a "main beam" is an important figure of merit defining the spatial character of the antenna.

7.12.1.2 Polarization. The type of polarization (e.g., vertical or horizontal, or right or left circular), and its purity must

be fully characterized. Polarization purity is important for measurements where there are large differences in brightness
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temperaturebetweentheverticalandhorizontalpolarizations.Thisistrueforsea-surfacemeasurements,becausethe
emissivitiesarequitedifferentbetweentheverticalandhorizontalpolarizations,especiallyatlargeincidenceangles.
Forexample,cross-polarization(CP),definedasthepercentageoftheorthogonalpolarizationenergyleakedintothe
mainpolarization,mustbeadequatelycorrectedtoyieldtheneededaccuracyforSSTmeasurement.

Similarly,microwavetemperaturesoundersdesignedformeasuringthestratospherictemperaturesmaydependonthe
purityof asinglecircularpolarization,andthecross-polarization(usuallyknownastheaxialratio)mustbefully
characterized.

7.12.1.3 Dependency of Antenna Characteristics on Beam Position. Most microwave sensors are of scanning type

(i.e., its antenna beams can be scanned from one position to another). Depending on the method of scanning, the

characteristics of the antenna beam may change as it scans. For example, an electronically scanned (phased array)

antenna will change its beam width as it scans. Furthermore, the side-lobe shape, and even the reflection coefficients

of the antenna may change during the scanning. These must be fully characterized as well.

7.12.1.4 Scanning Method. Scanning may modify the effective footprint size or the effective field of view (EFOV),

therefore the method of scanning must be characterized. When the scanning is effected by "continuously slewing" an

antenna mechanically (at a constant or variable angular velocity), the EFOV is then determined by the length of the

integration time. In this case the EFOV is a convolution of the antenna IFOV, and its scan motion and the details of the

scan motion is needed to fully characterize the resultant EFOV.

7.12.1.5 Beam-Pointing Errors and Co-registration. Pointing errors (control, knowledge, and stability), relative to

spacecraft and spacecraft's own altitude errors must be fully characterized to interpret the data properly. The pointing
errors not only affect the location of the beams, it can also change the incidence angle, which affect the surface

emissivity (e.g., the SST measurement). Furthermore, if there are multiple beams, the relative position errors must also

be known. If the beams are not physically all pointing at the same (coincidence) direction and is relying on some timing

techniques to "reorganize" the EFOVs in the data package so that data from different frequency channels will be

co-registered in clusters (for multifrequency comparison), they must be fully characterized in the data description.

7.12.1.6 Blockage by Other Sensors or Spacecraft Structure. The presence of objects (other instruments or

spacecraft structures) in the near field zone of the antenna may affect its measurements. This is particularly important

when the antenna is viewing the "cold space" for calibration. The effect of a "warm" object in the near field may modify

the effective cosmic background brightness temperature (nominally 2.7 K) to a different value. If the presence of such

objects in the vicinity of the antenna beam cannot be avoided, its effects must be fully evaluated.

7.12.2 Radiometer Characteristics

In addition to the spatial characteristics which are mostly related to the antenna radiation patterns, the characteristics

of the radiometer (electronics) itself must be characterized. These include the method of calibration, its residue errors

expected, and spectral characteristics of the passing bands.

7.12.2.1 Calibration. The method of calibration and its residue errors (systematic errors) from the prelaunch
calibrations must be fully documented. It is also important to characterize the radiometer's in-orbit calibration, (external,

internal, noise-injection, modulation type, or total power, etc.) and the degree of "averaging" being done to the

calibration measurements. The stability of the calibration system must also be evaluated.

Frequently, an on-orbit, two-point (one hot and one cold point) external calibration system is used for microwave

radiometers in which two targets with known brightness temperatures are measured from time to time. The hot point

is usually a black-body target of unity emissivity and the cold point is usually the cosmic background microwave

emission. With great care in design and implementation, this type of calibration system yields the best stability and

smallest systematic error. For a linear system, the two-point external calibration removes all systematic errors in the time

interval between the calibrations. This type of calibration should be used whenever possible.
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7.12.2.2 Sampling Intervals. Sample intervals both along the in-scan direction and along the down-track directions

must be specified together with the data package; the antenna beam patterns are needed to allow the data users more
flexibility in further corrections and resampling.

7.12.2.3 Bandpass (Spectral) Characteristics. Band-center frequency, bandwidth, and their stability must be

characterized. Moreover, the bandpass transmission characteristics (e.g., in-band "ripple" and out-of-band roll-off

characteristics) must also be precisely described. The bandpass characteristics are of particular importance for

microwave temperature sounders which are generally narrowband, and several channels may be crowded together near
the peak of a resonant line so that the transmission characteristics of each channel must be fully characterized for the

retrieval purpose. In addition, any potential Radio Frequency Interference (RFI), either from other instruments aboard

the same host spacecraft or from certain areas of the Earth surface must be evaluated to ensure data quality.

7.12.2.4 Temperature Sensitivity. Temperature sensitivity (alternatively known as the Noise Equivalent Delta-T, or

NEdt)) is a measure of the noise character of the instrument (random part of the error). It is generally expressed in
(experimental) standard deviation of the brightness temperature (or radiance). However, since it is a function of the

length of the integration time, the integration time (or its equivalent EFOV) must be specified when quoting the

numerical value of the temperature sensitivity of a radiometer. Furthermore, the temperature sensitivity should include

all of the random errors of the radiometer throughout the complete chain of the radiometer system (e.g., the noise of the

amplifiers and detectors, digitization errors (if any), cross-talk (leakage between channels in a multiplexed data system),
and the noise introduced in the calibration, etc.).

7.12.2.5 Nonlinearity and Dynamic Range. For radiometer systems where some slight nonlinearity cannot be
avoided, the nonlinearity (within the dynamic range) must be fully characterized by prelaunch calibrations in a simulated

operating environment; the test data can then be used in conjunction with the on-board calibration to correct for the
nonlinearity.

7.12.3 Validation

It is best to calibrate each microwave radiometer so that its output is precisely related to the input (radiance or brightness
temperature). However, some of the accumulated biases would be very difficult to completely remove. Therefore, the

postlaunch validation is an important part of the complete calibration/validation process.

The validation method can include: (1) comparing the spaceborne measurement with known geophysical parameters
obtained with in-situ measurements, the so-called "ground truth," (2) comparing the spaceborne data with aircraft

measurements with the same or similar instruments, and (3) comparing one satellite instrument to another (with the same

or similar instrument) from a different platform. In general, items (!) and (2) require well-designed field campaigns or
ground truth networks.

Comparing two spaceborne instruments is a convenient technique. To maintain data uniformity needed to monitor

climate change signals, it is mandatory to perform such intercomparisons (cross-calibration) between different

instruments launched in time sequences. It would be most beneficial if there were at least a few months of overlap in

time between two successive satellite missions and that the two orbits intersect so that a given area can be measured by
both instrument at the same time.

The SSM/I on the DMSP satellite and the MSU on the TIROS and NOAA series satellites are good examples of a series

of the same or similar microwave instruments. It is important that in the future when the AMSU-A (which has many

similar channels as the MSU) is launched on NOAA-K (tentative launch date: mid-1996) to replace the MSU, a
comparison of the AMSU-A data be made against that of the MSU. Such cross-calibration is of utmost importance for

long-term climate monitoring and studies. However, such cross-calibrations will result only with careful planning and
coordination.
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7.12.4 Recommendations for Improvements in Calibration and Validation

During the last 2 decades, passive microwave (radiometers) sensors have become an increasingly important part of the

spacebome suite of sensors for quantitative Earth observation purpose. As the demand for high accuracy (small residue
errors) and stability continues, more attention must be placed on careful characterization (including instrument

calibration) of the microwave instruments. This timely workshop is a reflection of the fact that the importance of

calibration is being recognized by the top agency management.

7.12.4.1 A Different and Better Instrument Development Methodology. Currently, most of the instrument calibration

task is an integral part of the hardware procurement package, and the engineering firm which develops the instrument

is responsible for the instrument calibration. While this mode of operation has its advantages in that the finished product

is calibrated and ready for acceptance, the disadvantage is that often the calibration work has to be squeezed through

between tight assembly line time schedules and even tighter budget constraints. Consequently, only "routine" calibration
methods are used, because the "assembly line" environment is not conducive to methodical calibration and any new

innovations, which may carry some risk.

A better mode of instrument development would be to establish a separate calibration task, as part of a government

laboratory, to conduct the calibration task completely independent of the instrument developer, and to include it as part

of the acceptance process for the instrument. This would completely alleviate any potential conflict of interest of the

instrument developer who is often under pressure to keep within the budgetary and schedule constraints. It would also

provide opportunities for the government laboratory to accumulate more experience and expertise in calibration

technologies.

It is believed that if the calibration task is assigned to a government laboratory, the cost of instrument development

would actually be lowered, because only a single calibration facility is needed for a series of similar instruments,

regardless of where a given instrument is being developed. Currently each vendor must set up a calibration facility

which is a costly investment. In addition, the government laboratory should also conduct research and development to

explore new calibration technologies preparing them for future needs.

7.12.4.2 Support Needed for Developing New Calibration Technology. A number of ideas to explore new techniques

for improving microwave radiometer calibration methodology have been proposed in the past years, but have yet to find

any funding support. They include: (1) improving design of on-board warm load, (2) developing an on-board cold

reference target to replace the cosmic background radiation as the cold reference, (3) developing techniques for

evaluating the effect of near-field object and interference, (4) a radiometric method for beam efficiency measurement,

(5) a new method for nonlinearity evaluation, and (6) monitoring long-term drift of on-orbit calibration. It is our hope

that this workshop will stimulate more interests and may be some concrete actions that will result in new directions for

instrument development and better calibration and validation.

7.13 Precipitation Radar (PR) Data and Their Calibration and Validation in the Tropical

Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM)

K. Okamoto, Communications Research Laboratory, Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications

7.13.1 TRMM Precipitation Radar (PR) Data

TRMM is a joint project between the U.S. and Japan to measure the rainfall rate around the tropical and subtropical

zone. The TRMM observatory is scheduled to be launched in August 1997, and the mission lifetime is considered to

be 3 years. The TRMM precipitation radar (PR) will be the first spaceborne radar of its kind. This lack of heritage

requires TRMM scientists to develop the TRMM PR algorithms and to consider calibration and validation methods from

first principles. However, as the observation continuation of the tropical or the subtropical rainfall rate is quite important

and is expected from the international climate program such as GEWEX, the mission to follow on TRMM is being
studied in both countries.
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Table 13 summarizes the standard products of TRMM PR. The products derived from radar data are classified into

several processing levels (i.e., Level 1B, 1C, Level 2A, and Level 3A products). These products are also classified into

qualitative and quantitative data.

Table 13. Summary of the Standard products of TRMM PR

Level Qualitative Data Quantitative Data

Level 1B Rain/No Rain Total Received Power, Noise Level,

Storm Height

Level IC Profiled Zm

Level 2A Bright Band (Yes/No) Rain Classifier

(Stratiform, Convective Type)

Bright Band Height

Storm Height

o'R, Averaged O*NR(Land/Ocean)

Profiled R (1FOV Basis)

Path Averaged R (IFOV Basis)

Level 3A Averaged Rain Parameters Over Space-
Time Domain

Before extracting quantitative information, there are a number of qualitative descriptors of the storm. The most obvious

question is whether rain is present along the radar beam. When a detectable signal is present, there are several issues

that can be addressed. One of the most important is whether a "bright band" is present, and, if so, the height at which

it appears. The bright band height is particularly important for the microwave radiometer TMI that will be installed on

TRMM with the PR. TRMM will rely primarily upon the PR to determine the rain type classification that includes
stratiform, convective, and so-called warm rain. The most detailed information available from the radar consists of the

range-profiled rain rates R over each resolution cell (IFOV). Less ambitious goals include the estimation of path-

averaged R. Other quantitative information includes surface cross-section data o°R when rain is present in the IFOV,

a library of averaged surface cross-section data o ° _Rover both land and ocean when rain is absent, and averaged rain

parameters over the space-time domain of 5* x 5* x 1 month.

7.13.2 Calibration Plan of TRMM PR

In this section, we discuss the overall plan of the '_:: calibration with an emphasis on the calibration plan after launch.

Here we define "calibration" and "validation" as f :' ws: the term "calibration" comprises those activities based solely

upon an engineering consideration and perforrr eo routinely by the National Space Development Agency of Japan

(NASDA) or implemented into the Level 1 process_,g. On the other hand, "validation" consists of those activities which

are used to ensure the quality of the radar products. The validation plan will be discussed in a separate section of this

paper.

7.13.2. I Modeling of PR Parameter Variations. Accurate calibration of the PR is important to establish the clear

interface condition between Level- 1 and higher level algorithms, thereby assuring accurate and stable rain products. To

perform the PR calibration, variation and drift of the PR system parameters have been modeled to have "intermediate-

term" and "long-term" components. The former is caused by the temperature change inside the PR and roughly has a

period of one revolution of the satellite (about 91 minutes). Thus, the correction for this term can be done by monitoring

the temperatures. The latter may occur due to gradual degradation of system performance (gain, loss, etc.) and/or failure
of some active array elements. Since this term may involve changes in antenna characteristics and monitoring sensors,

calibration using an external reference target is required.

7.13.2.2 Prelaunch Activities. In the PR protoflight model development phase, a large volume of data will be obtained

to establish the data base for the postlaunch PR calibration. The data set will include the temperature dependence of

various parameters (e.g., gain, loss, phase) in the PR and the measured antenna pattern. Also PR sensitivity will be
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verified by using the Active Radar Calibrator (ARC) of the Communications Research Laboratory (CRL). These

activities will serve as the baseline for the postlaunch PR calibration and validation.

7.13.2.3 Postlaunch Activities.

7.13.2.3.1 Internal Calibration. The internal calibration has been developed using a detailed PR system model which

describes the temperature dependence of all system parameters related to the conversion process from the count value

to the radar-received power or to the radar-reflectivity factor. The error analysis presented at the PR system Critical
Design Review (CDR) indicates that an error of less than 1 dB can be achieved in the estimation of the radar reflectivity

factor. The internal calibration using the temperature telemetry will be implemented in the Level 1 processing

algorithms.

7.13.2.3. 2 External Calibration and Internal Loop Calibration. External calibration of the PR will be performed using

an ARC placed at a ground calibration site in Japan. The ARC will have three functions: radar transponder, radar

receiver, and beacon transmitter. To reduce the errors caused by the uncertainty of PR antenna beam pointing, a special

oversample antenna scan will be used in the PR external calibration mode. ARC echo levels obtained from the multiple

beam directions allow a precise estimation of PR antenna pointing and "peak" ARC echo level corresponding to the PR

antenna beam center position. One problem in the ARC calibration is that an ARC calibration can provide the calibration

factor only at a specific angle bin. The internal loop calibration is performed by invoking the PR internal calibration

mode, which is intended to measure the overall input/output (I/O) characteristics of the PR receiver IF and data

processing units. Since this requires the interruption of science observations, this calibration would be performed in

series with the external calibration using the ARC. The external calibration and the internal loop calibration will be
performed every 2 to 4 weeks by NASDA. The results will be accumulated to monitor the long-term trend of the PR

system parameters. Updates of PR calibration factors will be based upon a statistical analysis of the trend data.

7.13.2.3.3 Antenna Pattern Measurement. Postlaunch measurement of the PR antenna pattern are important to assess

the in-orbit performance of the PR. The measurement of the along-track pattem is relatively easy because the time trend

of the ARC received power and of the PR received power in the normal ARC calibration can be used to generate the

transmit pattern and 2-way pattern, respectively. Similarly, the PR receive pattern can be obtained using the ARC beacon

mode. On the other hand, measurement of cross-track (antenna scan plane) pattern is much more difficult in spite of the

importance to assess the overall amplitude/phase stability of 128 active array elements. To make this measurement

possible, a special spacecraft attitude (90* yaw maneuver) will be employed, in which the time trends of the received

powers in the ARC calibration now provide the antenna scan plane pattern. The cross-track pattern measurement using

the 90* yaw maneuver will be conducted at least once in the initial checkout period and about once per year after that
(to be reviewed).

7.13.3 Validation Plan

Three kinds of validation methods for TRMM PR data are now considered. The first and most fundamental method is

the direct comparison between the PR measurements and the data gathered by gound truth and validation (GV) activities.

Of greatest interest are well-calibrated ground-based radar data (Z-value is the most straightforward physical value),
rain rates measured by the rain gauge networks, and raindrop size distributions measured by the disdrometers. The data

which are closest in distance and time to the TRMM overpass are the most useful for the validation of the TRMM PR

IFOV data products while the monthly averaged rain rate at some GV sites are good validation for the monthly averaged
PR products.

A second type of validation is the use of airborne radar data. Airborne measurements are useful especially over the ocean

because of the difficulty in acquiring data by other means. Both NASA/JPL and CRL have airborne rain radars that
operate at the same frequency as the TRMM PR.

The third method is to utilize the well-known scattering coefficient data of natural targets such as the backscattering

coefficients of ocean surface or the Amazon rain forest. In addition, the existing and planned satellitebome scatterometer

data (such as TOPEX data at 13.6 GHz, and ADEOS/NSCAT at 14 GHz) will also be useful. In the following section,

a more detailed introduction to the TRMM PR validation plan is given.
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7.13.3.1 Ground Truth and Validation Data Prepared by the TRMM GV Activities. The TRMM PR data requests

that the GV groups of both the U.S. and Japan develop at least one well-calibrated ground-based radar (error of less than

+1 dB), and rain gauge and disdrometer networks for both the instantaneous and statistical validation. Possible

candidates are the NEXRAD at Melbourne, Florida and the dual-polarized Doppler radar at Darwin, Australia. In Japan,

the southernmost radar of JMA at the lshigaki-jima Island, can perform one 4-minute volume scan every hour on the

hour, and will provide very good validation data over the ocean. Radar-AMeDAS composite maps from JMA (at the

altitude of !.5 km) will be useful. As the PR sampling rate is high at latitudes near 35", field campaigns in Japan near
the latitude of 34" to 35", such as the MU radar site near Kyoto may be useful.

7.13.3.2 Airborne Radar. An important component of the validation plan for the TRMM PR is the use of airborne

rain radars which will underfly the TRMM PR. At present, there are two such airborne radar systems that are ideally

suited for the validation experiments. They are the Airborne Rain Mapping Radar (ARMAR) from NASA/JPL and the

Multiparameter Radar (CAMPR) from Japan/CRL. These radars were developed with the same operation frequency and

downward-looking geometry as the TRMM PR. These radars provide several unique data sets for the validation of the
TRMM PR.

The direct reflectivity measurements from the surface and rain cells can be compared with the TRMM PR

results. For regions that are not raining, the surface cross sections as measured by the TRMM PR can be

compared with the airborne radar results after appropriate spatial averaging. This will give additional calibration
information for the TRMM PR. The airborne radar reflectivity measurements from raining regions can also be

compared with the TRMM PR since the radars operate at the same frequency and, with appropriate spatial
averaging, should show similar reflectivity and attenuation characteristics as the results from the PR at least for

nadir-pointing observations. This step can provide information for the validation of the TRMM PR Level 1 data

products.

In areas where remote and conventional ground or shipborne in-situ measurements are not available, the data
from these airborne rain radars can serve as a validation data source for rain retrieval process. Specific examples

of these areas include the oceans and remote land regions. Since both of these airborne radars provide additional

measurements beyond the basic radar reflectivities (such as Doppler measurements, radiometer brightness

temperatures, multipolarization measurements, etc.) more sophisticated algorithms can be applied to the airborne

data sets to retrieve rain rates at higher accuracy. The rain rates can then be used to validate the TRMM PR-
derived rain rates in these remote areas that do not have other m-situ measurements. Of course, this process

would require that the results from the airborne rain radars be cross-calibrated irl some ways, and be validated

in experiments over areas with well-calibrated rain measurement instrumentation prior to the TRMM PR

validation phase.

Since the airborne radar results are typically obtained with spatial resolutions higher than those of the TRMM
PR, the results can also be used to evaluate the effects of nonuniform beam filling on the TRMM PR rain

retrieval process at least for nadir-pointing observations. The rain retrieved at the higher resolutions from the
airborne radar results can be averaged and then compared with the rainfall retrieved from the PR. Any systematic

error obtained from these intercomparisons can be used to adjust the TRMM PR rain products.

7.13.3.3 Natural Target. Within the planned TRMM satellite coverage, the TRMM PR will make frequent
observations over a number of natural targets whose radar cross-sections are spatially homogeneous and temporally

stable. Because of these key characteristics, such natural targets can be used to validate the PR rain products. In this
section, we will describe those natural targets currently being identified for PR validation.

7.13.3.3.1 Ocean Surface at It)* Incidence. It has been well-established through theoretical modeling, airborne

experimentation, and SEASAT scatterometer data (Schroeder et al., 1982) that the rain-free normalized radar cross-
section of the ocean surface is insensitive to the sea state and the wind condition at incidence angles of approximately

10°. At the PR frequency of 13.8 GHz, the experimental results obtained by the NASA/JPL ARMAR during the TOGA

Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere Response Experiment (COARE) field campaign show a statistical mean of 8.5 dB and a
standard deviation of±0.5 dB over a 2-month period. Since the TRMM PR will make continuous observations over a
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+ 17" scan throughout the entire mission, the rain-free ocean backscatter measurements collected at 10 ° incidence by

the PR can be used to monitor the stability of the radar system and to determine the radar calibration constant.

7.13.3.3.2 Amazon Rain Forest. Because it is homogeneous and its normalized radar cross-section is relatively

insensitive to the change in incidence angle, the Amazon rain forest has frequently been used as a primary external

calibration target for many spaceborne radar missions. Using the SEASAT scatterometer data set, Birrer et al. have
demonstrated that the normalized 14.6 GHZ radar cross-sections of the rain forest at incidence angles between 20 ° and

70 ° are quite uniform (with standard deviations of--_0.5 dB) at a specific local time. Since the Amazon rain forest will

be visited frequently by the TRMM satellite, it can be used as an external target to determine the long-term drift of the

TRMM radar system parameters.

7.14 Long-Term Tropospheric CO and CH 4 Measurements: MOPITT/AM-1 and Beyond

Jinxue Wang, Paul Bailey, and John Gille, National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR), Atmospheric Chemistry
Division (ACD), PO Box 3000, Boulder, CO

MOPITT, a gas correlation radiometer scheduled to be launched on the EOS/AM-! platform in 1998, will provide
column amounts of CO and CH4 and profiles of CO in the troposphere (lower, middle, and upper troposphere). In this

paper we will discuss our plan for the development of a long-term data set of tropospheric CO and CH4 from
MOPITT/AM- 1, possible MOPITT follow-ons, and other EOS instruments. We will examine the availability of potential

CO and CH4 measurements from EOS instruments and its impact on the feasibility and quality of a long-term CO and

CH4 data set.

7.14.1 Introduction

One of the important objectives of the global change study is to assess the impact of human activities on the composition
of the atmosphere. The troposphere, which contains about 85 percent of the total mass _ofthe atmosphere, is a region

of great chemical diversity and activity. It contains many chemically and radiatively important trace gases produced by

natural and anthropogenic processes at the surface and within the troposphere. CO is a key gas regulating the oxidizing

power of the troposphere. It was reported that the concentration of tropospheric CO has been increasing at a level of

I percent/yr mainly due to increased human activities (Khalil and Ramussen, 1988). The rate of increase and the full
range of the effects of the increased concentration of CO is not fully understood at the present time, but it is believed

that CO is photochemically active and plays a major role in controlling the concentration of OH radicals in the

troposphere. Increased CO may deplete tropospheric OH radicals, thereby reducing the yearly removal of many natural
and anthropogenic trace species. In particular, this effect may add to the increase of CH4, which in turn could further

reduce OH concentration. CH4 is a very effective greenhouse gas, and it may be second only to CO: in causing global

warming. CH 4 also affects the oxidizing capacity of the atmosphere by removing tropospheric OH radicals and creating

03, and it affects the ozone layer in the stratosphere by contributing water vapor and removing chlorine atoms.

Up to now there have been only limited measurements of CO and CH4 by some ground stations, balloon flights, and

the Measurement of Air Pollution from Satellites (MAPS) experiment (Reichle, 1986, 1990) on the Space Shuttle with

very different techniques and instruments. It is extremely difficult to assemble a high quality long-term global

tropospheric CO and CH4 data set with those measurements only. MOP1TT will provide the first continuous global data

set of tropospheric CO and CH4 to construct a long-term record of tropospheric CO and CH4 measurements to be used

in global tropospheric chemistry and global change study.

7.14.2 Experience with Long-Term O 3 Data from SBUVand SBUV/2 Measurements

The experience with the analysis of O3 data from SBUV and SBUV/2 measurements from 1978 to 1994 by Bill Randel

at the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR)/ACD will be useful for us to construct a long-term

tropospheric CO and CH 4 data set. A brief description of the technique used and the long-term Os data set is included

here. More details can be found in an NCAR technical report (Randel and Wu, 1995).
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Intheanalysis,datafromNimbus-7SBUV(coveringNovember1978toJune1990)andNOAA-II SBUV/2(January
1989toApril1994)arecombinedintoacontinuoustimeseries.The SBUV data are adjusted to match the SBUV/2

measurements, based on comparisons during the overlap period when both instruments were operational (January 1989

to June 1990). The quality of this long-term ozone data set has been studied by extensive comparisons with other

satellite ozone data, such as TOMS data for column ozone and LIMS, SAGE II, Halogen Occultation Experiment

(HALOE), and Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS) for ozone profiles. They showed that there is a consistent difference
or bias of about 5 to 10 percent between SBUV and SBUV/2 data set and data sets from other satellite instruments.

Actually, there is a difference of about 5 to 10 percent between any of the two data sets involved in the

intercomparisons.

If the findings with the SBUV and SBUV/2 long-term 03 data set can serve as an indication of the quality of a long-term

data set from similar/different techniques and instruments, it will be difficult, if not impossible, to construct long-term

tropospheric CO and CH4 data set with data from different instruments with an accuracy better than 5 percent. Biases

of 5 percent might be acceptable for CO measurement, even though undesirable, as the expected accuracy of MOPITT

CO measurements is about 10 percent, but the 5 percent biases are not acceptable for column CH4 measurements. The

concentration of CH4 varies over only a +5 percent range, mainly due to interhemispheric differences. To investigate

variations and their causes, a precision of<l percent is required. The requirement of MOPITT column CH4 measurement

is I percent precision. The findings with the SBUV-SBUV/2 long-term 03 data also indicate: (1) it is important to have

overlapping periods of operation between different instruments for data validation and possible adjustments; (2) using

the same or similar instruments consistently for the measurement of the same geophysical parameter will enhance the

quality of the long-term data set; (3) it is important to have other satellite measurements for the validation of a long-term

data set; and (4) it is useful to have ground-based instruments that can be calibrated periodically for satellite validation.

7.14.3 Long-Term Tropospheric CO and CH 4 Data Set with MOPITT/AM-I and Foliow-ons

In this section we will discuss our plan and strategy to construct a long-term (-10 to 15 years) tropospheric CO and CH4

data set based on the assumption that there will be follow-ons to MOPITT/AM-1, that is there will be at least two more

MOPITF in addition to MOPITT/AM-1 to provide CO and CH4 measurements for a period of-I 5 years. As discussed

before, using consistent techniques and instruments will provide the best opportunity to construct a high quality data

set for long-term trend detection.

MOPITT is an 8-channel IR radiometer using both pressure-modulation and length-modulation radiometry (Drummond,

1992). Characteristics of each channel are summarized in Table 14. More details about MOPITT and the data processing

algorithm can be found in the MOPITT Algorithm Theoretical Basis Document (ATBD) (MOPITT ATBD, 1995). The
objective of MOPlTT CO measurement is to obtain profiles with a 3- to 4-km vertical resolution and an accuracy of 10

percent throughout the troposphere. A CO total column amount measurement will also be made with a 10 percent

accuracy. For CH4, the objective is to measure the column in the troposphere to a precision of better than I percent.

Based on signal-to-noise and better chances of finding clear field-of-view, the horizontal resolution of MOPITT is

selected to be 22 km. The column amounts of CO and CH4 will only be available on the sunlit side of the orbit because

solar absorption measurements are needed for the measurements. There is not enough thermal contrast between the

lower atmosphere and the Earth surface to derive CO and CH4 amounts in the boundary layer from thermal

emission/absorption measurements alone. Since the atmospheric CO and CH4 only change about 0.5 to 1 percent per

year, and the total change will be less than 5 percent over the life of the MOPITT/AM-I mission, careful prelaunch and

postlaunch instrument calibration/characterization, data validation and intercomparisons are needed to ensure data

quality. Our strategy to construct a long-term tropospheric CO and CH 4 data set is summarized below:

Carry out careful prelaunch instrument model and retrieval algorithm validation. Conduct detailed prelaunch

instrument characterization and calibration. A MOPITT Algorithm Test Radiometer (MATR) is under
development at NCAR/ACD. It will be flown on an aircraft for the verification and test of correlation radiometer

models and retrieval algorithms.

• Monitor the performance of the MOPITT engineering model. Conduct periodic recalibration of the engineering
model to obtain data for the assessment of in-orbit instrument behavior.

• Perform frequent in-orbit instrument radiometric calibration.
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• Have significant overlap periods between MOPITT/AM-I and the follow-on MOPITT so that intercomparisons
can be conducted.

Process data sets from the different versions of MOPITT with the same data processing algorithm. If there is

modification to the algorithm at anytime, reprocessing of prior data must be conducted with the improved

algorithm.

Conduct comprehensive data validation with CO and CH4 measurements from ground-based instruments,
airborne instruments, and other satellite instruments. We plan to use ground-based CO measurement network

similar to that used during the validation of MAPS CO measurements. There is also discussion about the

development of an airborne version of MOPITT (called MOPITTA) to underfly EOS/AM-1 and measure

tropospheric CO and CH4 for satellite data validation. MOPITTA will be re-calibrated periodically in the same
calibration facility and with the same calibration targets as the spaceborne MOPITT.

_ Channel

Characteristics

Gas Species

Nominal Gas Pressure (KPa)

Mid-Wavenumber (cm- I)

Wavenumber Range (cm- 1)

Mid-Wavelength (!am)

Wavelength Range (lam)

Modulator Type

Table 14. MOPITT Channel Characteristics

1 2 3 4

CO CO CO CH4

20 20 7.5 80

2166 4285 2166 4430

52 40 52 139

4.617 2.334 4.617 2.258

0.111 0.022 0.111 0.071

LMC LMC PMC LMC

5

CO

8O

2166

52

4.617

0.111

LMC

6

CO

8O

4285

40

2.334

0.022

LMC

Note: LMC stands for length modulation cell, and PMC stands for pressure modulation cell.

7

CO

3.8

2166

52

4.617

0.111

PMC

8

CH4

80

4430

139

2.258

0.071

LMC

7.14.4 Long-Term Tropospheric CO and CH 4 Data Set with MOPITI'/AM-1 and Other EOS Instruments

If there are no follow-ons to MOPITT/AM-I, we will have to rely on other EOS instruments to extend the 5 to 6 years

of CO and CH4 data from MOPITT/AM-I to 10 to 15 years. Several other EOS instruments could potentially provide

CO and CH4 measurements, but over different altitude ranges of the troposphere and with different projected accuracies.

Based on the current baseline EOS mission profile, the instruments, time scale and overlap, and altitude ranges of CO

and CH4 measurements are summarized in Table 15. MOPITT is to be launched in June 1998 with a nominal in-orbit

life of 5 years, with a goal of 6 years. CO profiles and column amounts of CO and CH4 will be available from 1998 to
2003/2004.

EOS PM-1 will be launched in 2000. AIRS is the only instrument on PM-I that might be able to provide column CO

data as a research product, not a standard Level 2 product. The CO column is to be derived from AIRS measurement

in the thermal band of CO at 4.7 _tm. It was claimed that an accuracy of 10 percent might be achievable, based on

retrieval simulation with the assumption of the knowledge of CO profile shape (Strow, 1994). Without assuming CO

profile shape, there is not enough information from AIRS measurements in the CO thermal band at 4.7 lam to derive

boundary CO amounts due to the very small thermal contrast between surface and the boundary layer, in many

situations, the CO profile shape might be quite different from the assumed CO profile used in the retrieval. Therefore

one must be cautious in using CO column amounts derived in this manner. Since there are about 2 years of overlap

between MOPITT and AIRS, there will be opportunities for intercomparisons of CO column amounts from MOPITT
and AIRS.
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Platform

Table 15. EOS Instruments with CO and CH4 Measurement Capability

Instrument Time Scale Projected Altitude

'00 '01 '02 103 '04 '05 106'07 '08 '09 '10 '11 Accuracy RangeMeasurement 98 '99, .....

f # I d l ! 0 | ! ! i # !

MOPITT , , I , ' , , | I ! | , ,

CO. profile - _ , , , _ , I J , J j , , 10% 0 - 15km
AM-1 -c-oTc_;_n--/ "-,--,--,--.:-,'-,--,'-,-',-',--,--,-'.'_,........

C]-I_,_fil¢ .!_ _'_ .'_ .% _'_ _'_ _'_ _'_ _'_ _'_ _% .'_ _'_ _'_ .
CH4, column ,.. , , _ L J , , I p , , p 1%

, , , , , o ° , , , , , ,
AIRS ' ° ' ' ' ' ' ' ° ' ° ° '

!1 I i iI I I ) I I tl I I I

CO, profile , , , , , , , , , p , , ,

PM-I -CO, column -,- - r - ,-Z.,-- r - r - r = r r r - r r r,ol -I0c_(I")", , , , , , , , , , , , ,
-t_._- "-r -_ -¢'-¢" - _ -: -,- - _ - : -r - _ - _ -_ .......

! ' f I ' ' I ' ' f ' ' '

HIRDLS , , 0 , ' , , ' , , o , ,

CO, profile , , , , , , , , , _ , , ,
CO, column -J- -'- "'- -_- -: -'- "'- "'- -: -'- "w- -: -,- -_" -i- .... " ......

W" CI_,j_rofile _'_ _'_ _'_ _'_ _'__._'_ , ' , _ ' ' , / j-JO% 10-70 k_ z,

CH 4, colum , , 0 _ , , , , ) ) , , m

I I ! Ii ! II ! 0 ! # II ! !

co,_p_ro_ _' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '. II I I II II II I # t ! II I

CO. column J , ) ' , '_._ .... _ ' f ' "7 9
r-e-,.-f.-f.-_,-r-f.-4.-_.-r.,,._.-1...h ....•..............c___. ]____ !. _,_ , , _,_ _,_ _,_ _,_ _,_ _,_ _,_ _,_ _,_ .f_., ...........

CH 4, column , ) , , , A, , ' ' _ ' ' ' 9i I I I I TM I I f I f I I

f # # # _1 p p f p # I g !

CO,_rome_ ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '..... .J_ _)_ ___ .J_ _,. _)_ .J.., i _# _ , .1..

CO, column , , , , f , , , _ - "_:_'(1)" ......
,$ci.y.pro l .__,__,__,._, , , _,..,. _,__,_ , _,_.,....... l

CH4, column _ ' , , ' ) , ' , , -'- , , r
, ¢ i , d _ d .

(1) CO column is potential research product of AIRS. The accuracy of 10% is based on current simulation
studies (Strow, 1994).

(2) Depending on the cloud coverage and aerosol loading in the upper _roposphere, the HIRDLS may extend to

below l0 lea under clear sky and low aerosol situation, it also may not be able to exmnd to l0 km under cloudy
sky or high aerosol conditions.

CHEM-1

PM-2

EOS CHEM-i is scheduled for launch in December 2002. Two instruments, the High Resolution Dynamics Limb

Sounder (HIRDLS) and TES, will provide some CO and CH 4 measurements. HIRDLS, a high-resolution limb sounder,

will be able to provide CH, profile data for the upper troposphere, depending on whether there are clouds in the upper
troposphere. At this time, H1RDLS CH4 measurements are projected to be about I to 10 percent accurate (Gille and

Barnett, 1992). TES, a Fourier transform spectrometer, could potentially provide column amounts of CO and CH4.

Accuracy of TES CO and CH, column amount retrieval are unknown at this time. Similar to AIRS, the CO and CH,

column amounts are to be derived from TES measurements in the thermal bands of CO and CH4, and there are questions
whether the boundary layer CO and CH4 can be derived from thermal measurements alone due to the lack of thermal

contrast between surface and the boundary layer. If the boundary layer CO and CH, amounts could not be derived from
thermal measurements, then the CO and CH 4 column amounts derived from AIRS and TES are those above the

boundary layer. There will be about a 6-month overlap between HIRDLS/TES and MOPITT and about a 3-year overlap
between HIRDLS/TES and AIRS. lntercomparisons among those 4 instruments can be conducted for about 6 months,

and intercomparisons among HIRDLS, TES, and AIRS can be conducted for about 3 years. Since MOPITT is the only

instrument that will provide CO and CHa amounts from solar absorption measurements, it is important to validate the
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COandCH4columnamountsdatafromAIRSandTESagainstMOPITTmeasurements,andthe6-monthoverlapmight
notbeenough.Ideally,thereshouldbemorethanai-yearoverlaptohavedatafromallseasons.Thesituationwould
bemuchbetterif thereisaMOPITTfollow-onontheAM-2platform.

Basedon the above discussion, MOPITT is the only instrument that will provide CO profile data for lower, middle, and

upper troposphere from 1998 to 2003/2004. HIRDLS will be able to provide upper troposphere CH4 data from 2003
to 2007/2008. Therefore, there will be no global measurement of CO profiles beyond 2003/2004, and no information

on the upper troposphere CH4 beyond 2007/2008. MOPITT will provide column amounts of CO and CH4, including

the boundary layer, from 1998 to 2003/2004. Beyond 2003/2004, AIRS and TES might be able to provide column
amounts of CO and CH 4 above the boundary layer. Therefore, there will be no data on CO and CH4 in the boundary

layer beyond 2003/2004. There will be no measurement of CH4 column amount beyond 2007/2008. Beside problems
with data availability, careful intercomparisons between CH4 instruments (MOPITT, AIRS, HIRDLS, TES) are essential

to construct a long-term data set of tropospheric CO and CH4. The best scenario is that a long-term data set of

tropospheric CO and CH4 can be constructed from measurements by those CH4 instruments. Whether the long-term data
set constructed this way will be good enough for trend detection is unclear at this time. It seems that MOPITT follow-
ons are needed in order to construct a high quality long-term tropospheric CO and CH4 data set for tropospheric

chemistry and global change study.

7.15 Calibration and Validation Requirements for a Global Change Ocean Color Data Set

Curtiss Davis, Code 7212, Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, DC

The goal is to make a decades long data set of ocean optical properties and phytoplankton biomass and productivity to
assess the impact of global change on the ocean food web and to assess the effect of changes in energy absorption, CO2

uptake or DMS production by the marine food web which may dampen or accelerate global change. The observable

changes will be in the range of a few percent per decade, and hence to observe those features requires a data set that is

reasonably accurate and highly consistent. However, the global data set must be pieced together from data from a series

of international satellites each with a unique design and with its own calibration and validation procedures. To achieve

the required combined data set requires excellent calibration and validation, reference to a common standard and

standardized processing to produce one or more products for the decades long time period which can be used to assess

global change.

To assess the precision of a measurement requires that the errors associated with each step in the measurement process

be propagated to the final product. In addition, an accurate product requires reference to a known standard, and the
errors associated with the knowledge of that standard must be added to the errors associated with the measurement and

the calculation of a product from that measurement. For example, the present plan is to validate SeaWiFS data in terms
of measured radiances. This measurement can be traced to NIST standards from the preflight calibration, and checked

with Moon and solar diffuser measurements during flight. The goal of+5 percent for the measured radiances during the

90-day checkout period is difficult but achievable. Maintaining that accuracy for the duration of the 5-year lifetime is

more difficult, and depends primarily on the Sun and Moon measurements and on vicarious calibrations (comparison

with atmospherically corrected ground measurements).

An additional source of error is added when it is necessary to use data from more than one sensor. There are the errors

associated with the calibration of each sensor, and with the comparison of the calibration scales used for those

calibrations. For example, many of the National Standards Laboratories recently did a comparison of their radiance and

irradiance standards. The range was +2 percent for the visible and considerably larger in the UV and IR. The sources
used for the calibration of SeaWiFS and other ocean color sensors are secondary or working standards derived from

those primary standards and carry the error of the primary standards and additional errors associated with the transfer

of calibration from the primary standards to the working standards. To minimize or avoid these additional errors,
instruments whose data are to be used for long-term data sets should be calibrated against the same standards. The ideal

scale is the Sun as the information about the ocean is contained in the absorption and scattering of sunlight by the

constituents in the ocean and the water itself and using the Sun avoids errors that are associated with transferring

calibrations from laboratory sources which have a different spectral shape. However, calibration using the Sun requires
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theuseofadiffuserorscreentoreducethesignaltothe levels comparable to ocean radiances. The biggest concern with
this approach is the degradation of the diffuser material.

A primary ocean color product is phytoplankton biomass as estimated by the concentration of chlorophyll. The satellite

product is usually validated against shipboard chlorophyll measurements. The errors are much larger than those for the

measured radiances, because of the errors associated with the chlorophyll model, and errors associated with the

validation data. Absorption per unit of chlorophyll is a function of the type of phytoplankton, its vertical distribution

in the water column, and its light and nutrient history. The satellite measurement is an absorption-based measurement,

and thus the satellite estimate of chlorophyll has errors associated with these variables. These estimates are less accurate

than the radiance measurements and improvement will only come as models improve to account for most of the

absorption per unit of chlorophyll variability.

At the next higher level, the goal of satellite ocean color measurements is an estimate of phytoplankton primary

production as a measure of the role of the marine food web in the global CO2 cycle. This estimate includes the errors

associated with the measurement of ocean color, and the models that produce the estimate of production from those

measurements. There is no agreed-upon algorithm for this product at this time, and present models disagree with each

other, and with at-sea production measurements. For sake of argument, let us assume that the error associated with the

model for the estimation of primary production from ocean color data is +30 percent. The best ocean color satellite
instruments should give ocean color estimates with an accuracy of+5 percent so the error associated with the model is

by far the largest error associated with the production estimate. Also, the discrepancy between models is much larger

than the changes that are expected in the next decade due to global change.

Comparison of data from different satellite instruments should be at the radiance level. A long-term radiance data set

could be used for the determination of phytoplankton variability by applying the same model to the radiance data. Many

models can be tested using a large, long time series data base of in-situ measurements as a reference for assessing the

success of the models. The models may not be perfect, but if it is applied uniformly, they should show trends over time.

The alternate approach is to combine the best estimates of chlorophyll or primary production from each of the satellites,

each using their own models. The likelihood of seeing change as a function of different models is greater than the errors

associated with the radiance estimates. If this approach is used, it would have to be validated against a large long time

series of sea measurements, and each satellite data set adjusted to give the best estimate of that data set. Otherwise, there

would not be a consistent data set for trend analysis.

A key point for developing a long-term global ocean color data base is that all of the sensors be calibrated against the

same radiance standard, or standards that are intercompared and shown to agree to within a percent or two. In situ

instruments that will be used to collect validation data sets should be calibrated against the same standards. The
SeaWiFS and MODIS projects have initiated such an intercalibration program, and are working to include international

partners who are building ocean color sensors for collecting validation data. This is a good approach that should be

continued and expanded. Ideally the standard should be the Sun. This may require better diffusers, or at a minimum,

a better characterization of the present diffusers, and standardization of the methods for using them.

Large long time series reference data sets are essential for the validation of radiance data and calculated products such

as chlorophyll and primary production. Again, there must be a concerted effort to compare techniques, evaluate blind

standards, and otherwise show that all of the data in the international data base are comparable. The JGOFS program
is developing a standardized data base for chlorophyll and primary production measurements which will be useful for
this purpose.
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8. DESCRIPTION OF THE WORKSHOP

8.1 Organization

The CENR Task Force on Observations and Data Management CEOS/GCOS Global Change Calibration/Validation

Workshop was held May 10-12, 1995 in Arlington, Virginia.

The CENR Secretariat hosted a meeting-of-experts from the international scientific community to develop

recommendations for calibration and validation of global change data sets taken from instrument series and across

generations of instruments and technologies. 49 scientists from 9 countries attended. The U.S., Canada, United

Kingdom, France, Germany, Japan, Switzerland, Russia, and Kenya were represented.

The workshop began with the presentation of case studies describing experience in developing long-term geophysical

data sets such as ozone trends, ISCCP, blended SST, and land climate.

Splinter sessions (by "traditional disciplines") extended and developed key components from case studies

• Atmosphere
• Ocean

• Land
• Sensors

Findings and recommendations (lessons learned) were presented by each discipline in the plenary session to the steering

committee for integration.
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